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Landmine protected vehicles (lPVs) 8fe designed to minimise the risk of injury 
to occupants. In order to quantify this risk, human surrogate measurement 
devices (HSMDs) are placed in the vehicle to record data which is then related 
to risk of injury using injury criteria that have been defined in test standards. 
Experience in testinglLPVs and studies conducted have indicated that the lower 
leg is very vulnerable to injury and much speculation exists over the tibia injury 
criterion and the lower Hmb surrogates with which this criterion is measured. 
A lower limb impactor (LLI) system was thus designed to test lower limb 
surrogates and to explore factors that may affect the measurements obtained 
using the surrogates. The factors that were investigated in this study were the 
position of the lower limb, the wearing of a boot and the hip and knee joint 
stiffness. 
Simulations detailed in [6] were used as the basis for the experiments conducted 
to examine the effect that lower limb position has on the lower tibia axial force. 
For all but one case the experimental and simulated results were similar, with 
the conventional seating position resulting in the highest axial tibia force which 
was decreased by approximately half when the seating position was altered. 
However, only injury due to pure axial loading of the lower tibia is considered 
and the risk of injury due to other loading regimes and injury mechanisms may in 
fact show an increase at different limb positions. It is recommended that post 
mortem human surrogate (PMHS) tests be conducted at the various limb 
positions in order to determine the effects of injury mechanisms Other than pure 
axial loading of the lower limb. 
Wearing a standard issue (South African) army boot was found to decrease the 
lower tibia axial force by more than 10%. 
The effect of hip and knee joint stiffness produced inconclusive results and 
further testing is required to ascertain the ability of this factor to influence the 
lower tibia axial force. 
Landmine protected vehicle, human surrogate measurement devices, lower limb 
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ObjectlY .. : 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING SURROGATE LIMB 
MEASUREMENTS IN THE TESTING OF LANDMINE PROTECTED VEHICLES 
Landmine ptotected vehicles (LPVs) are designed to minimise the risk of injury 
to the occupants during times of conflict as well as to protect members of 
humanitarian organisations to allow them to bring aid to post~ict countries. 
The plotection capabilities of LPVs are tested using human surrogate 
measurement devices (HSMD). The results recorded by the HSMDs are then 
rerated to injury criteria (or allowable injury levels) that have been specified in 
test standards. 
Studies conducted in the field and through simulations indicate that the lower leg 
is very vurnerable to injury and much speculation exists over the tibia injury 
criterion and the lower limb surrogates with which this criterion is measured. 
The LL TS was thus commissioned by Armscor (as part of a larger project 
focussing on LPVs) in the hope that the apparatus would supply a force of 
similar magnitude and duration to a surrogate limb as that limb would be 
presented within a vehicle exposed to an antI-vehicie (AV) mine explosive event. 
The original LL TS was transferred to the CSIR Landwards Sciences for 
characterisation and modification after which it was redesigned, recharacterised 
and renamed the Lower Leg Impactor (UI). The LLI could be used to test 
various factors which may effect measuremen1s obtained by lower limb human 
surrogates. 
The first objective of this thesis was to modify the original LL TS so that it would 
supply a force to a surrogate limb as it could experience within an LPV during an 
anti-vehicle (AV) mine explosive event. The second objective was then to use 
the modified system, the LLI, to assess the effect of various human surrogate 
limb parameters (such as lower leg position, the wearing of a boot and joint 












Conc .... I0 ... : 
In order to determine the required performance of the original LL TS, a literature 
review was conducted through which the specific aim of the system was clarified 
in terms of the foroes that a surrogate limb could be exposed to within an LPV. 
The original LL TS was inherited from an external company, thus the system 
required characterisatio in order to determine what modifications needed to be 
made. This was done via a series of experiments to evaluate the range of forces 
that coukt be generated by the original LL TS. In addition, simulations were 
conducted by VICtOr Balden and Rayeesa Ahmed in order to better understand 
the operation of the original system, to identify possible shortcomings and to 
investigate proposed modifications. Based on the experimental results and the 
simulations, modifications were made to the original LL TS and it was renamed 
the LLI. The LLI was then characterised to determine whether it was an 
improvement over the original system and whether it could meet its 
specifications. 
The effect of various factors on the measurements obtained by surrogate limbs, 
namely the positioning of the lower limb, the wearing of a boot and the stiffness 
of the knee and hip joints, was then investigated. 
The LLI meets the desired specifications for a system to provide a force to a 
surrogate limb as it could experience from within an LPV during an explosive 
event 
The effect of lower limb position on the peak lower tibia axial force recorded by a 
surrogate limb is significant The conventional lower limb position (seated with 
hip, knee and ankle joints at right angles) produced the most severe axial 
loading. 
The effect of wearing a standard issue (South African) army boot significantly 
decreases the peak lower tibia axial force. 













Recommendations: It is recommended that post mortem human sunogate (PMHS) tests be 
conducted at the various Hmb positions in order to determine the effects of injury 
mechanisms other than pure axial loading of the lower limb. 
The effect of different types of boots on the peak lower tibia force should be 
investigated as the effect of wearing a standard issue (South African) army boot 
has been shown to significantly decrease the peak force recorded by the lower 
tibia. 
The effect of joint stiffness of the surrogate leg hip and knee joints when the leg 
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Anti-vehicle (AV) mines present not only a threat to vehicles during times of conflict, but their 
humanitarian impact extends into the future. AV mines prevent humanitarian organisations 
from gaining access to populations in need of aid and the clearing of these mines is time-
consuming and costly [1]. Landmine protected vehicles (lPVs) must be designed to minimise 
the risk of injury to the occupants during times of conflict as well as to protect members of 
humanitarian organisations to allow them to bring aid to post-conflict countries. 
S1andards have been developed to test the protection capability of lPVs (e.g. RSA-Mil-STD-
37 [2], AEP-55 version 2 [3]). These standards specify injury criteria which give an indication 
of what injuries a person might sustain if they were exposed to certain measured forces or 
acceleratiOns. Human surrogate measurement devices (HSMD) (e.g. Hybrid III [4], SUrrogate 
Leg [5]) are used to record data in vehicles being subjected to testing with AV mine 
surrogates. The data being recorded depends a great deal on the measurement device being 
used and thus the HSMD must be carefully designed and calibrated to record results that 
reflect as closely as possible what a person would experience in the vehicle in the field. 
Studies conducted in the field and through simulation indicate that the lower leg is very 
wlnerable to injury in an AV mine strike as this is the part of the body cfosest to the vehicle 
floor [6]. In addition, this is the criterion through which many lPVs fail during testing. Much 
speculation exists over the tibia injury criterion and the lower limb surrogates with which this 
criterion is measured. 
The lower leg Testing System (llTS) was thus commissioned by Armscor in the hope that 
the apparatus would be able to supply a force of similar magnitude and duration to a 
surrogate limb as that limb would be exposed to within a vehicle subjected to an AV mine 
detonation. The original II TS was transferred to the CSIR, lS for characterisation and 
modification. After modification the system was renamed the lower leg Impactor (lll). 
The III lends itself to the testing and validation of lower limb surrogates as the limbs can be 
positioned as they would in an lPV. It is necessary to explore the factors that affect the 
surrogate 11mb measurements in order to better understand injury mechanisms and criteria 
and to allow one to better relate these readings to injuries which would be sustained by 
vehicle occupants. The effect of lower leg position on lower extremity injury levels is one of 
these factors. This knowledge will enable lPVs to be designed that will offer greater 













The main objectives of this thesis were as follows: 
• To modify and characterise the LL TS to enable testing of human surrogate limbs 
through the application of forces as the limb would expect to experience within a 
landmine protected vehicle during an explosive event 
• To then use the modified system, the LU, to assess the effect of various human 
surrogate limb parameters (such as lower leg position, the wearing of a boot and 
joint stiffness) on measurements obtained. These measurements can then be used 
to comment on the influence that these parameters may have on vehicle occupant 
injury levels. 
1.3 Plan of development 
A literature survey was conducted that focussed on reviewing the body of knowledge 
surrounding the following topics: 
• Injury mechanisms and injury aiteria of the lower limb; 
• Lower limb surrogate measurement devices used in LPV validation tests; 
• Factors that affect measurements obtained using lower limb surrogates; 
• Typical injuries that occur within LPVs; and 
• Apparatus used in the testing and validation of lower limb surrogates. 
The literature was then used to clear1y define the aim and requirements of the LU. 
The aim of the LU is to apply forces to surrogate limbs as they may experience within an LPV 
during an explosive event In order to determine whether the original LL TS was capable of 
meeting this aim (and to compare the characterisation results with those obtained by the 
manufacturer) it was first characterised through a series of experiments. Lumped parameter 
and finite element models were built by Rayeesa Ahmed (CSIR LS) and Victor Balclen 
(BISRU) to aid in understanding the operation of the current system and to investigate the 
effects of possible modifications to the system. Changes were then made to the original 
LL TS and another series of experiments were conducted using the LU to ascertain whether 
the LU complied with the desired reqUirements. 
A further objective of this dissertation involved using the LU to asses the role that the various 
lower limb HSMA parameters play in measured injury levels. The parameters that were 
explored were lower limb position, wearing a boot and hip and knee joint stiffness. 












2 LITERATURE STUDY 
The first section of the literature study foci ISSed on reviewing the body of knowledge 
sunounding injury mechanisms, injwy scales and injury criteria of lower limb. Lower limb 
surrogate measurement devices used in LPV validation tests, factors that affect these 
measurements and typical injuries that occur within LPVs were then explored. In order to 
imeq_ the paramatEJrs that affect lower limb sunoaMe measunments, systems to test 
and vaIid"e the surrogaIes are required. Typical lower limb surrogata testing and validation 
apparatus used prior to LPV vaIidaIion tasts were thus revieMIcL One d these .... was 
the original LL TS. Thus the literature provided by the n&IUfacUw deeaibing .. original 
LLTS CDIiCIJIIl. deIiF and iniIaI cbalactarillian .. ~ COII8ideI8d.. Typical vehicle 
test -as ... LPVs _aIIO ...... and ... 11111 tJIad body d IIenIb.n was used to 
more clearly deIne .. aim and ............. d .. W. 
2.1 1.orrrJw ................ of injury, injury ..... and injury 
crit8ria 
•• sella .... d ..., daB crIJe the ........ in which quries can occur and injury criteria' 
speciry llelimls .......... injIIies occur. Injury scales oller a ..... by which injwies 
can bedeeclibed and graded in ...... d ".Iy. 
2.1.1 •• cMniMIa of injury 
Bone responds to repetitive Ioadi1g OWl' ana by I88beottJing bone where the loading 
conditions are mild and depcJ8ling bone where the loading condiIiona are 88V8I8. However. if 
the IIIrIIIJIiIude and fIeqIa1cy d the loading a:eeds the .., d the bone to adapt, injury 
occ::uns(8]. 
As the lower limb is the focus d this study, mechanisms of injury of the tibia, ankle and foot 
were explored. 
Tibia fIacIun!S can be ca"sed through diIect or indiIect impact to the leg and are the most 
common fracUes in long bones (7). Injury mechanisn. d the -*Ie and foot are closely 
reIaIed to the poI.ibIe nM9t of motion of the ankle and hind toot (See FIgUI8 1). 
1 ..., CIiIIia _ ......,.:I ............ on ..... rI ...................... depeIdng on .. .,.. of 
exper' ....... the ...... ...,aIIriDn. ....... cdIIion .......... aIIIIiDn - ..... --.......... .... 
in the .... imeI ............ ~ aIIrian ...... WMn PIIHS _ ................ it ....... ID •• 
...... n' n._fIIA.TDa ......... _rl ................ tID ............ ..., • 
........ p.lll~aTIIiI_ ............. _ ......... _...,= 'I , ............ ..., 























Figure 1; Anatomical motions of the hind fOOl joints [7]. 
In Irontal cc>lisions, 5-8% of ank~ injuries ",e due to axial bad, 1~% tn InVffS;OO and 11% to 
evers",n A;o:iallnadong can resu . in talus (Se8 F>;Jure 3 and F>;Jure 4) fracture" and pybrl' 
Iractureg by driving the talus intn the tibia, Dms'llIexion (See Ftgure 1 i and e trapment nf the 
kr>ee can '.,crease ax'iallorces [71, This can be related bock to the occupant 01 an LPV, H an 
occupant IS SItting with the lront 01 the foot raised and a heavy ooject 00 the lab, the BX'1ai 











Inversion and ever" on {See Figure 1) account for most malleolar iSee Figure 2) "'Juries, 
especially ankle fractures, The rate of rotatKln, orientation of the ankle and occupant specific 
fuctur.; sudl as aqe ur pre-existing damage a lso affects the p<obab'lIity of malleolar injUry [7] 
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Figure 2: Anterior (left) and posterior (right] views 01 the right libia and 
fibula [9]. 
Fout or metatarsal {See Figure:3 and Figure 4) ffactufes sustained in autumutrve accioonts 
res.ult mainly from COIltact 10 the foot pedals, If the heel a lso strikes the f lJurbuard then the 
localloadlllg may cause a calcaneus (See Figure 3 and Figufe 4) fracture [7] 
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Figure 4: Superior view of the right foot [9]. 
Injury scales 
InjUry scales are used to describe the type and se'enty of an injury and are based on medica' 
diagnosis [7]. Exarnpl e~ of anatomic ir"! ury scales are th~ Abbreviated Injury s.c.,1e {AIS), the 
Injury Severity Scor~ (ISS), the Probability ot De~th (POD) ~ nd the Occupant Injur', 
Cla~~it~,tOon (01C) [10J In trauma research, the most commonly used scale is the 
Abbreviated Injury Scale (AISi 
Th~ AIS d."tes tnck to 1971 to fi~ a need tor a standard'rsed system for classify'lng the type 
and seventy of injuries resulting from vehicular cra.;hes [11]. The AIS h.,'s been re,ised Over 
the years to describe mOre inju ri~~ arxl the I;lt""t vers o n is AIS 2005 In [11J the AIS is 
defined a~ ·an anatomiC<llly·b","e d, consensus·derived, gbbal severity scoring system that 
cla.;~ifies each InjUry by body region accord',ng to its relative 'l<Tlp.ortar.ce on a 6·point ordinal 
scale,· In the AIS code the injury i~ gi'~n a numb~r wh>ch describe~ the WeCifK: injury and ~ 











In the current military standards (2) an injury measurement must be less than an injury risk of 
10% of an AlS 2+ injurY. An AlS 2 injury is a moderate severity injury with a 0.1 to 0.4% 
fatality range. In terms of the AIS code for the lower extremities this could be a tibia, fibula, 
calcaneus or mefaIaisaI fracture (AIS 2) or a traumatic ampuIation below the knee (AtS 3) 
[11). 
2.1.3 Injury criteria 
Injury criteria attempt to relate parameters (such as forces or accelerations) measured by 
human surrogates (anthropomorphic test devices (ATDs) or cadavers) to injuries that a 
person would sustan if subjected to thole meastnd paranaters. Many different injury 
aIaria exist and debBIe continues as to how accurate these crIeria are as a prediction of 
actual injuries that would be sustained. 
One 01 the most waIIlcncJwn6 injury aiel_ is the head injury criterion (HIC). This may be 
due to lie fact thai head quries sustained in automotive accidents is a leading cause of 
dealh and disablity (7J. The HIC was developed eMIl' 30,... ago and has a hisDicat __ 
in the WOIt 01 Gadd 112) wIlD used lie w.- SIBle ToIenInce Qne (WSTC) to dIMIIDp. the 
__ edy ftIex (SI). The _sian ollie t«: that;. .-d today was PRJIIXI88d ." the US 
.111111181 HigIM., T .... Safelr Admi ...... (NH'TSA). Hertz (131 dIM'~ • CUMt that 
reIaIad tile HIC to a .,......, of sal ..... 17). MIaugIt .. HlC is ... tile IIID&t 
ax ..... .., ..... allrial, for .... ..., in ........ [J I r I .1& nata.-, iIU 1M'in 
the saidald for the testing 01 LPVs. AEP-6S VoUne 2 (3J. One 01 .. Rllons for this is that 
the HIC is only valid for a fmnIaI in..-ct 01 .. lid and in lPVs ...... is mont ..., to 
impact .. .."oI .. Wbiclewl*llWDlllll-.ltift_ ........ 01 .. ........ 
~ Ala A&S 2+...., caulllile _ AlB 2. AlB 3" AlB 4. AlB 5 or AlB e....,. 11Iua. ........ 10%1iIk ~ AlB 2+ IItIIY 
........ riIIt~ ..................... AlB2 .............. 105. 














In the testing of LPVs, the lower limb criteria are often discussed as the lower leg is very 
wlnerable to injury in an AV mine strike as this is the part of the body closest to the vehicle 
floor (6). In addition, the lower limb criterion is often the criterion through which many LPVs 
fail during testing. Much speculation exists over the tibia injury criterion and the lower limb 
surrogates with which this criterion is measured. This section will thus focus on the lower limb 
injury criteria, the development thereof using PMHS tests and a detailed description of the 
currently available criteria. 
2.1.3.1 The development of lower limb injury criteria .. ing post 
IIIOI18m human surrogates 
In order to determine injury criteria, a variety of tests have been conducted with PMHS 
specimens. There is not complete agreement in the literature on injury mechanisms and 
criteria for the foot and ankle complex as significantly different test protocols have been used 
[15]. These differences arise from difreiences in the individual factors of cadaver specimens 
(e.g. age, gender); the level at which the limb is amputated (e.g. above, at or below the knee); 
the manner in which the limb is interfaced with the system (e.g. sbapped to the test fixture, 
attached to an ATD) and the specifications of the impactor (e.g. rate of loading and force of 
impact). 
The most commonly used criteria in predicting lower limb injuries are outlined in 2.1.3.2. The 
experimental setups that were used in PMHS tests are described below to highlight the 
different methods that are used which may result in disaepancies in injury criteria definitions. 
Bergeman and Prasad (16) conducted tests to investigate ankle injuries in automobile 
accidents that often involve dorsiflexion of the ankle caused by impact loading to the bottom 
of the foot Nine pairs of cada'i8r limbs (from both male and female subjects ranging in age 
from 38 to 71 years) that were amptatatad below the knee were impacted on the bottom of the 
foot with a pneumatically propelled linear impactor with velocities between 3 and 8mIs. The 
peak axial loads ranged between 1.1kN a1d 5.0kN. The study focussed on the e«ect of 
dorsilexion on IkeIhood d -*Ie injwy and found a strong corralalian between them. Injuries 
that occunad __ .lIeoll. (See Figure 2) fIackns ... ligament avuIsions and rupIures. 
No conUation between injury levels and peak loads. moments or loading ... was observed. 
Schueler at aI. (17) cId not 8I1lflUI:Me the lower limbs and used 12 fresh PMHS ranging in age 
beto8an 24 and 67 years. The plana foot surface was impacted using a pneumatic impactor 
with an impact mass of 38kg and impact veIociliel of beluleen 6.7 to 12.5mIs. FracIIRs of 
the calcaneus were the main injuries that ... oIJlerved. A .. force of 15IcN was foInI to 
indicale a siglificant risk of lower 1mb injury. 
Yoganandan et aI. (18) used 26 lower Imbs amputated at the knee and applied dynamic 
loading to the plantar surface of the foot calcaneus a1d distal tibia fractures were obeerved 












Funk et al. [19] looked at the effect of Achilles tension on the axial tolerance of the footIankle 
complex. 43 PMHS lower limb specimens were amputated above the knee and impacted with 
a pneumatic impactor which provided a footpIate velocity of about 5mls. calcaneal, talar and 
tibial pilon fractures were observed and it was found that fracture initiated at the distal tibia 
more frequently with the addition of Achilles tension. 
2.1.3.2 Injury critarla applicable to the lower limb 
The most common injury criteria applicable to the lower limb are axial criteria ([18],[20]) and 
the tibia index (TI) and revised tibia index (RTI) that take into account bending moments ([21], 
[22]). 
Axial criteria: 
The Hirsh criterion5 [20] is aimed at provided an injury aiterion for unrestrained standing 
personnel to shipboard shock motions. A tolerance curve of stiff-legged s1anding men to 
shock motion of short duration is provided (See Figure 5). - 1 ? 
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Figure 5: Tolerance of stIff-legged standing men to 8hock motion of 
short duration (from (20)). 
5 Although Hirsh (20) also provides injury crIIrIa for the sealed man, this crIIerion is for the lower spine and not for 
the lower limb. Thus, aIhough the standing man criI8rIon is not ideal as the tunan surrogRts used during vehicle 
validation ..... are UIU8Iy ...... does pnMde one wIh some Idee d the toIeIance d the lower limb to shock 
motion. In addIIon. the Itanding man dIIta was used by the manuf8cbnr to specify the desiMd peak tibia ron. and 
peak durations that the LL TS was to sirnuIIIIe. Thus this paper is mentioned here so as to belief' understand the 












Hirsh states that the maximum tolerable loading of a single-degree-of-freedom mechanical 
system will be related to a peak acceleration when the duration of the loading pulse is long 
compared to the natural period of the system, and that the'maximum tolerance is related to a 
peak velocity change when the duration of the loading pulse is short compared to the natural 
period of the system'. Hirsh indicates that the subject would sustain compressive injuries in 
the limbs near the point of load application when exposed to a peak velocity change of 3 to 
4m/s for a pulse duration less than 10ms. 
The Yoganandan et al. [18] criterion is the criterion currently referenced in RSA-MIL-STD-37 
[2] and AEP-55 volume 2 [3]. Yoganandan et al. [18] supplies an equation for calculating the 
risk of calcaneus-talus-tibia fracture under axial loading. The fracture forces ranged from 
4.3kN to 11.4kN. 
The closed form equation for the risk based solely on dynamic axial load curve is: 
P= 1 - exp [-exP{(w-2.036057)/O.3323456}] 
where P indicates the probability of injury (fracture) 
and w=ln(x) where x is the force measured by the tibia load cell in N. 
However, this equation does not take into account age which w~s found to be one of the most 
significant discriminating variables (along with dynamic axial force which is reflected by x in 
the above equation) that define the injury risk function. Thus, a function based on cadaver 
data (based on both male and female subjects) is presented in [18] that does take age into 
account. The probability distribution curve is shown in Figure 6. The formula for the x-axis of 
the curve is as follows: 
x-axIs value = O.0348*<age> + O.415*<axlal force> 
The x-axis value that corresponds to a 10% probability of an abbreviated injury scale (AIS 
2+7) injury can be read off the probability distribution curve (See Figure 6). The age of the 
subject can then be inserted into the equation and the corresponding axial force can be 
calculated. Thus, for a 45 year old subject, an axial force of 5.4kN is the limit. Based on an 
age of 45 years and an axial force of 5.4kN, the x-axis value is 3.8. A table comparing age 
and axial force limits for a 10% probability of injury was thus created to illustrate the 
implications of the graph shown in Figure 6 which is the effect of age on the axial force limits 
(See Table 1). 
'The natural frequency of a standing man is 10 Hz (1Ocps), thus the natural period is 0.1s. 
7 An AIS 2 injury represents a moderate Injury (0.1 to 0.4% fatality range). AIS 2+ injuries relating to the lower limb 












Table 1, The axial force limits for a 10'10 probability of injury versus age as 
determined from the curve presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Probability distribution for foot-ankle injury as a function 
of age and dynamic axial fore" derived from cadaver 
tests (from [18]) . 
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The peak lower tibia axial force Can also be used to determine the probability of calcaneal 
tajar. ankle and midfoot fractures [22]. A 10% probability of AIS 2+ injur~ 01 the calcaneus 
talus. ankle or midloot corresponds to 0 lower tibia axial force thai ca<l be calculated from the 
folbwNlg equatio<l 
p= 1111 + e A {'t512 - O.670"F}1 
where P ind>cates the probability of injury (fracture or AIS 2") and F IS the 
lQ(ce measured by the tibi<> load cetl in N 
The cakul ~ted fQ(ce correspondin g to a 10% probabilit~ 01 AIS ~+ injur~ is 3.54kN 
The relationsh ip ~ shown grapr.ically f<l F;gure 7 
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Figure 7: Probability of AIS 2+ calcaneus, talus, ankle and midfoot 
fractures as a function of axial lower tibia force 
(from (22]). 
The tibia ir>de~ (TI) tokes "'to accoont booding mome~ls as well as the axial force i<l th e tibi a 
It is aimed at preventing tibi a shaft Iractur~ and can be caku~ted as lollows 
n. M/Mcril" FIFcrit -: 1.3 and F-:8kN 
whffe M is bendNlg moment, 
F ~ conlPressive force a<ld 
Mcril=225Nm artd Fcril=35.9kN are too critical intercepl values for 50th 
percen tile male ilrorn [24]) 
There is much debate s~"OLlI1ding the TI a~d its abrllty to 00 a predictor 01 fracture in axial 
impacts [?5] 176]. A revised trauma IndeX (RTI) was developed as testing by Schreiber [1997[ 
Wlth cadaveric leg specimens st>0wed that the crit ~al force limit indicated by Mertz. was too 
high ar>d the critical mcrnent was too low Thus the revised VollieS were specified oS 
Fcril=12kN and Mcrit=240Nm [n1- Figure 8 shows how the probability 01 AIS;> .. leg s~tt 
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Figure 8: Probability of AIS 2'" leg shaft fracture vernus RTI 
(from [22]). 
Tab le 2 shows typ ical injury limits 10.- the tibia and !ibula 
Table 2: Mechanical strength (average values) of the bones of the lower limbs 
as ,eported by Levine [27] (from [7]). 
Tibia Fibula 
••• Female Male Female " 
Torque[Nm] "' '" " W 3.36 2.24 0.44 0; 
'" '" n H 10.36 7.49 OC 0.48 
It must be rIOted th at these criteria are derived trom cadaver data and thus a HyhrKill1 ATD 
may need some CDr rectloo as it w ou KJ not measure the same (orce as a ca daver would. As 
stated In [25[ It appears that the a~ial force measured on thc Hybrid III t ibia ;,; 2 to 3 times 
greater than the value <>bserved on a cadaveric spec imen LimitilOQ the aX"IiI' force orl the 











2.2 Mechanical lower limb human surrogate measurement devices 
AnthmpomorphK: te~t deYK:es rATDs) a.-e mech""ical models of the hum8n body that are 
meant to repre~ent the human body, but are rooust enough to withst8r1d a high number of 
tests 8nd IoOOi"9 that would cause damage to the human 00dy If]. ATDs must be repeatable 
and reproducible to allow test results to be compared, As the me8surements obtained from 
the ATD are used to determine injury le,els {based on injury cntaia), they must be regularly 
calibrated Over 20 different dummy types are aya'lable rSee Table 3 ffOm [fll, but the 
current st8r1dard used '., the testil19 oj LPVs;s the Hybrid til 50~ percentile dumm~ 
Table 3: List of available dummies and their field of application (from [7]). 
frontal impact Il)briu Jll family, THOR 
Imrntl impaCT EuroSJD, EuroSJD1, SID. SID-Ill! L SID Us. BiaSJD. 
WorldSJD 
",,,,-end im)lll~t BioRID. RJf)2 
pedesuian POLAR 
children PO. P),.\, P 3. P6. P I 0, Q-durr.mics. ("RAB! 
belt ThO-lO 
impactor [reo motion ""ad imp,ldur. hcwJ,hip impactor f.., 
_______ -''",.,~,.'=trian impact ___ _ 
The mechanical hum"" surrog8te rnea~urement devices that are currently aValoole at the 
CSIR, lS are the m81e Hybrid III 50'- percent~e dummy [41 (See Figure 9) arid the surrogate 
leg [5] {See iigu,e 101. A nurnber 01 the surrogate legs are available 8t the CStR, lS a~ the~ 
are ""ed. t[)gether w~h the Hybrid III ATD. in the certification te~ti<lg 01 LPVs, Howe,er, the~ 
haye been foorid to mea~ure peak tibia forces that are up to 2kN dil1ere!1t tram one another 
when dfOp te~ted fro!"" the same height The legs Mve thus been a~~''9ned unique ~erial 











Figure 9: The male Hybrid 11150" percentile ATD. 
Figure 10: The surrogate leg. 
V""y littlB documentation [27] eXls!s 00 the surrogate leg arld commGl1bng on its biofidrnity or 
how closely its behMiour mim.:;s tllat 01 a real human The Hybrid III howBv"," has oeBn thB 
locus 01 mJny inves!igatK)Ols Into its bioMBlity [25]]29] 
The measumrm.'I1ts obtained from Iluman surrogates need to be related to injuries that a 
human sut>;ec! woukl susta"", via injUfy cr"lteria As rrlGntionM in the pre.ious sectioo, as 
staled in [25] "~Jppears th at the axial forCB rnoasured 00 the Hybr"d III tibia is 2 to 3 rimes 
greater than tile values observed On a cadaver specimen I imiring the axial force 00 !Ile A I 0 











2.3 Factors affecting mechanical lower limb human surrogate 
measurements 
The fOCllS 01 this section ot the literature reVl€W is 00 fa ctors that are ex~ored in this stuoy. 
w~ich are ioINef limb positKJn. wearing ot a boot and hip and ~nee joint sliffness 
2.3.1 Lower limb position 
Lower li Tlb pOsitO'l IS detlned b~ the angle 01 the h" . knee and ankle joinl~, Bergeman and 
Prasad [16] conducted tests to investigate a~h! injuries '., automobijle accide~ts that otten 
involve dorsiflexion of the anKle caused by Impact kladirJg to the bottom of th e fool. The study 
lound that the beSI correlatO'l la an InjUry preddion was with a maximum angle of 
da siflex'OJ n The foot was initiall~ positioned at 90 degrees to the limb The test setup is 
shnlNn in rigure 11 
Figure 11: Impacllesting arrangement (from 116]1, 
If t"e resulflng angle or dorsiflexion after rnpact was less than 4~ degrees, no InJurli!s 
occll"red, The pea~ ax''''1 loading rarJged betwee~ 1.1 kN ano 5kN and no correla tion between 
injury levels and peak ~ads (o.kN 'IS below til e 11)"" ("'~ of AIS 2+ injur~ to the lower tib'"" thus 
th is IS expected), moments or baOing rates was observed rhls study was conducted with 
Ihe limb pa rall~ to t'>e Impactor and thus only t', e angle of t',e ankle joint was ta~en into 
account 
Kbpp el al [15] investigated the effect of the initial position of tile foot on injury outcomes aoo 
found that a dorsiflexed foot was mae resistant to injury I', a~ a neulral or planlar fil'xed 100: 
Tll€ test setup is soown in r'o;J ure 12 Tllis Sf"emS to contradict the resu~s trom [161 
HOweVff, in [1 ~] it waS show~ 1Iiat if t'", init ial positioo of the foot was in dorsiflexion ',t was 
more resistant to injur~, wher"f'as in [16] it was sI"<lwn that if the impact caused the foot 10 











Figure 12: Schematic Of test apparatus from [151_ 
A study was cot"Jducted by voo de< Horst et al. l61 which il\ClLtded oot only the position of the 
allkle joints, but t~ posil'onlr'9 01 the E11tire lower limb, The paper consi sted of simulations 
that were conducted lor louf different lower limb positions_ As the experimental design of this 
d',sserl:at'K>ll was b.:lsed on that described in [6], this pape' will be d',scussed in detail 
The aim of the study was to validate the Madymo Hybrid III Denton leg model using the 
mossT~ experimental data (for details 011 TROSS'~ see sectkm 2 5 1 of this dissertatkm) 
Three different loading condll>oos 01 increasing severity of explosi ve loads (denoted by db1, 
db2 ~nd dbJ respective,,) were used to gather experimental data using the TROSS T ", with 
and Without shoes (denoted by db and dtms respective,,), On" the conventional 10' ...... , 11mb 
POS'ltk>n was used with the hip, Knee and ankle iDlnts all at 90 deg,ees as show" i" rigure 13 











Simulations _re then conducted u~ir>;J Madymo As in the experimental data. three loadong 
corditions 01 ·oncreaslng severity oj explQ5ive loads (dbl,db2. db3) were used, wIth and 
without sl1Oe5 (db, dbn.) Four different lower 189 positions were sJmulated (See rigure 14) 
all with the Same vertical displacement 01 the laotplate. It must be noted that only Position A 
waS validated with e~perimental data ard the results 01 the effect of boots were IXlI presented 
in this paper 
db l 
db3 
Figure 14: Tracing view using Altair Hyperworks: cruh dummy motion during 
pure vertical footplate dis~acement for four initial positions at 
two different loading conditions (from [6]). 
Exper""ental and simui;Jtion results were presented on the three loading Good:tions 0' 
Increasing severity 01 explosive loads (db', db2 db3) but only for Position A (See Fi;lure 14) 











The resu lts '" the va lidation of th e model for Position A. ~t loads db1, db2 and db3 from lett to 
' ight , are presented in Figure 15_ Approx imate exp erimental pe~ k fnrces are marked in red 
~ nd appron nJte simukl ted peJ' forces Jre marked in green The dbl db2 ~ nd db3 loads 
cnrres.pond to Jpp rrWl maffi Inwer lI b<a axial forees of about 3,5kN, 7kN ~nd 10kN respecti vely 
T he corresponding mnl>on diagrams are shown oo<>w the force d i ~ grJms 
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Figure 15: TROSSTM and simulated results for three loading 
conditions with the limb in Position A (P ic tures 
extracted from 16]). 
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The s'm ulated db3 res ults fo r ax'oJ l force through the lowe ' ti b i ~ for Posi1>ons A, 10> , C and tJ 
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Figure 16: Loading condition db3 results (from [6])_ 
It must be ootoo that a higher peak axial force does ""t """essarily mean a h':Jher injllry risk 
as the injUry mecha~ isms m8Y be differe!1t when too foot i, i ~ diffe ren t pos'lt Kl ns (i. e. Too 
' orce may not be pure ly 8xi 81) 
In te rm s 01 i ~Jury criteria , too Yoga~anda r et al 1181 ax",1 tib<a ioad injury model is accepted 
by the NATO worki ng group. This is a rT'aXimll11 peak lo r~e of 5 4kN, at an age of 45 years 
ar d wrresponds b a 10% risk of AIS 2+ Injures o ~ lower leg_ However. Ihis may not be va li d 
fo r pos itio~s other than Posii'Kl n A V\o'here the ioad ing i, rot pure ly 8xi81 and looo ing 
mocMnisms may vary due b the init i811eg po, it ion 
Too paper coo cluded Ih8t Madymo soowed ve ry good corre latior to the experi menta l dala 
aM tM t the 8pprooch waS sui taUe for future use ir injury assessment The parameter study 
soowed that the 0<.;l,;Up8rt positiorirg had a co~side ra lj e i~fiue .-.:;e on the lower leg loa<flt'g 











2.3.2 Wearing a boot 
The effect of wearing a boot on the axial tibia force recorded by the Hybrid III ATD has been 
found to be significant in a number of studies. 
Manseau and Keown (30) presented results that show the axial tibia force decreases from 
17.4kN, when a boot is not used, to 13.3kN when a boot used. This is about a 24% decrease 
in force. The same trend was reported by Geurts et al. (31) where a 40% reduction in axial 
tibia force was found in experimental results and a 15% reduction in simulated results with the 
use of a boot Similarly, Bir et al. (32) presented results of tests conducted with the TROSSTII 
(See Table 4). The conditions 1, 2 and 3 are similar to the loading conditions db1, db2 and 
db3 in (6), where the loading increases from 1 to 3. It was found that wearing a boot 
decreased the overall loading by about 30 to 40%. 
Table 4: R ....... from testing conductecl .. 1ng TROSS11I system and HybrId 
II. surrogate (from (32). 
IIybridm Plate tIIspIace...a Pnkplatewlodty miaFora-Z 
(-) (l1li5) (N) 
Cadltiea 1_ boot 12.3 2.0 S970 
Coadidea l boot 12.6 2.0 3709 
Cadltiea 2 .. boot 21.8 3.4 10740 
C.dItiea 2 boot 20.S 3.4 7000 
C.dItiea 3 boot 27.1 4.S 9984 
2.3.3 Joint alllfn ••• 
The concept of joint stiffness can prove problematic to define as the physical definition of the 
term appears to differ from the understanding of the term in the medical field. This issue was 
explored in (33). In the medical or biomechanics field joint stiffness describes the ability of 
muscles and joints to resist motion, whereas in physics the term is used to characterise 
properties of deformable bodies under an influence of external forces. Without the external 
forces the bodies should maintain a constant shape. However, muscles and joints cannot be 
considered bodies in this context, but rather they act as links between bodies or 
conglomerates of bodies (33). The solution that was presented in (33) was that studies that 
make use of the term should clearly specify what the term desaibes. 
When the joint stiffness is set for a mechanical lower limb, the term refers to a torque setting 
that is applied to the joints. This setting is specified for the Hybrid III ATD and the surrogate 
leg, but the manner in which it is set is fairly subjective. Various studies that have been 
conducted may aid in setting the stifflless of the surrogate limbs so they are more 
representative of the human lower limb. The results of studies of joint stiffness are presented 
here. 
Joint stiffness is responsible for maintaining joint stability. The knee joint is stiffer than the 
ankle joint and the stiffness ratio between the two joints affects the intemal leg stability (34) 
(35). Muscle activity and the load against which the muscles are acting affects joint stiffness 
(36) (37) (38), but tendons, ligaments, skin and muscles affect the joint stiffness even when 











In (20) it was stated that fracture initiated at the distal tibia more frequently with the addition of 
Achilles tension and Hardin et 81. [43] supported this theory that muscle activation level could 
exacerbate axial loading injuries. Joint stiffness is also related to the position of a particular 
joint [44) [45] [46]. Another factor that can influence lower extremity joint stiffness is carrying 
a load such as a backpack. Holt et al. [47] conducted a study that showed that if the 
backpack load increased, the lower limb joint stiffness increased. In addition, as the walking 
speed increased so did the joint sliffi teSS [47]. Yet another factor that affects joint stiffness is 











2.4 Typical lower limb injuries within an armoured vehicle 
Few publications are available detailing AV landmine incidents and even fewer describe the 
injuries in detail. 
Stiff [SO] presents a large number of AV landmine incidents that occurred during the 
Rhodesian War (December 1972 to January 1980), but only the number of people killed or 
injured are reported on. The specific injuries are not described, as is the case with most 
documentation concerning AV landmine incidents. 
However, two papers describing injuries sustained by occupants of vehicles involved in an AV 
mine explosion were found. 
Medin at al. [51] 
This paper details an AV landmine (6.5kg TNT) incident involving a Swedish armoured 
personnel carrier in Bosnia in January 1996. Of the nine occupants, two needed below knee 
amputations, three suffered from heel bone fractures, one sustained a ligament injury of the 
knee and three others sustained no physical injuries. It must be noted that the occupants 
were standing and not sitting at the time of the incident. 
Radonlc at al. [52] 
Radonic et al. [2004] analyses antitank mine casualties in South Croatia which occulTed from 
1991 to 1995. Of 464 occupants, 9% (42) were injured and 3% (12) were fatal. They 
conclude that although injuries from antitank mines are frequently fatal, a large percentage of 
occupants survived their injuries or were unharmed. Of the 42 patients that were injured, 2 
sustained traumatic amputations of the lower leg with fractured calcaneus in the opposite leg, 
6 calcaneus fractures of which 2 had fractured tibia and 3 patients had only tibia fracture. 
Thus, only 11 of the 464 occupants sustained lower limb injuries. Of the 12 patients who died 












2.5 Lower limb testing and validation apparatus 
In order to test, verify and calibrate lower limb HSMDs used in the validation of LPVs, lower 
limb testing and validation apparatus are required. Although sled testers are often used in 
frontal and side impact crash tests [7] [53], surrogate limbs within LPVs are exposed to 
vertical impacts. Thus a validation apparatus that can supply vertical loads is preferred. A 
drop test rig is one such apparatus and makes use of the constant acceleration provided by 
gravity. The peak velocity attained is independent of the mass of the object being dropped 
and can be calculated by 
v= "g.h.2 
which is calculated by equating gravitational potential energy (Eg = mgh (54)) with kinetic 
energy (Ek = % my2) [54)), where m is the mass which cancels out, g is the acceleration due 
to gravity and h is the height from which the object is dropped. 
A problem with the drop test rig when used to calibrate HSMDs is that it is difficult to 
accurately define the position of the limb on impact. This is due to the movement of the limb 
both when it is lifted and when it is dropped. 
Alternative calibration and validation systems are the Gennan TROSS11l and the LLTS. The 
rest of this chapter will describe the TROSS11I, on which the concept of the LL TS was based, 
and the original LL TS documentation. This documentation was provided by the manufacturer 
of the original LL TS and covers the concept, design and initial characterisation that was 
performed by the manufacturer. 
2.5.1 Test Rig for Occupant Safety Systems (TROSS)"" 
The Test Rig for Occupant Safety Systems (TROSS11l) was developed to load a human 
surrogate with a force (approximately 3 to 1OkN) comparable to a real mine (2 to 10kg TNT) 
detonation under a light military vehicle. It was developed by IABG (Uchtenau, Germany) in 
cooperation with WTD 91 (Meppen, Germany) [6]. 
This test fixture consists of a membrane bottom plate with a footplate mounted on top of it 
The seat is attached to a structure surrounding the plate which is uncoupled from the floor so 
that seat motion does not affect lower limb loading. The footpIate is loaded by small explosive 
charges under the bottom plate [32). Figure 17 shows the TROSS11l from the outside and 











Figure 17: The outside of the TROSS'" (from [32]). 
Figure 18: The inside of the TROSST~ with a Hybrid III ATD and 
instrumentation (from 16]). 
F';Jure 19 proy'des an indiC;Jlion 01 typical lower tibia peak forces al)(\ peak fO!ce durations 
thilt C;Jn be awied using the TROSS'~ {dh1 represents the lowest klading corlditK!n and dbJ 
represoolS the h<ghest load'lng coodltton as prp.sentoo in [5[) Peak lorcp.s of up to 
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Figure 19: Typical lower tibia peak force and durat ion results obtained using 
the TROSS'" (figures extracted from 1611. 
2.5.2 Original lower limb testing system (ll TS) 
The aim 01' the LL TS is to load a HSMD wrth a realistic and repeatable peak force and time 
duration to allow for different cooftguralions and HSMDs to be compared . This portion 01' the 
literatllre study was pertormed by reviewing the dOCl/ffientalion on the LL TS that was 
provided by the manufacturer [55] [50] [57]. The essential aspects necessary to understand 











As de&;rihe(lln [551, the hasic reqUirement w~s for ~ system that couid: 
• , 03<1 a HSMlJ with a realist;;:; peak force ~nd time dur~t ioo to allow tor (lltferen: 
conf",uratlons and HSMlJs to be compared 
• Apply a signal to th e Hybrid III ATO ~nd c:ther humar. slIrrogates I<J allow for toor 
v~lidation 
• Supply ~ repeat~ble s'",n~1 to the foot oj the instrument ann to identity trends or 
effects by cllilngirl9 Y3li~bles 
Ir. terms of perform>Of1ce. it;'; spec'llled ir. !55] that the II TS will subjec t a k\wer limb surrogate 
to looos ttmt it could expect to experience ir. the fieid ar.d allow prov ISion for the load to be 
i"oeased unt . the damage threshold 01 the Hybrid III is reoched. It is expr., itly stated in [55] 
th~t the loooing \";11 be delined as tile response of the ~ppliC<ltor >Of1d r.ot the measurng 
instrument." 
2.5.2.1 Background 
In [55] the desired ir.put s;gnal rangs is defined in terms of the measuring instrum ent as 
follows 
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Figure 20: Range of data corrected for different mines and different 
vehicles by the man ufactu ,er (ad .. pted from [55]). 
From F'gure 20 It can be seen that the measured ~nkle forGe r~nges from ""out t to t3kN 
ann the sigr.al durat"'" is ~bout 3 to t7rns 
A peak velocity ch~r.ge of ~ "rnls is tile required vek::>dty to be ~chie\l€"d [55], based on this 
value being selected ~s 1.5 times the Hirsh injut)' line !20[ 
, , , " " . :c,1:r"'....., .. lhe '",poo&e of the .~b"O' ~ i"'xtr""'~y Inked to t~ e pr (~.M;es of th e ""'.,,' ...... 











2.5.2.2 Simulation results 
-. A fO lt"·degrees·ol·lreedom Matlab' model was bUilt to ,.mulate results (See F':J ure 2t) rod 
the lol~w ing observations were mack [55] 
• The lorce res p::01 se at the ankle co' 1000 cell appears to be driven mostly by the 
stillrlCss of the lower leg 
• The item that influences the design the second most IS the fOOl stiffness Tllis 
compr ises of the stillness anywhere from the ankle down to and including the sok 01 
'" oro 
• Hi !)'1 f(}fee oog duration signals arc problematic to ach ieve_ It is thus suggested In 
[55] to uw a stiffer boot to obtaPn Iligh lorce long duration events However, this is 
prob lematic as the surrogate limb is Ihe nl€a5uremenl apparatus under invesl':Jalion 
and it would not be appropriate to moddy the apparatus under investigah::m in order 10 
mar1ipulate the toree input to ,t 
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Figure 21: 4 degree of freedom system <IS iffustrated io [55]. 
Tll€ following conclus>on was drawn Irom the simulation results [551 
• The LLTS will not be ab le to meet lhe high force, >ong duration signals thai were 











2.5.2.3 Method of operation of the Ll TS 
The following in~tructiMs are provKled for operating the LL TS tSee Figure 22) 
• Adjust seat he>;J~t horizo~taijy and vertically to ac~ieve the desired seating position 
• Coonect spinnaker qUKOk release 
• Set olket di5taoce'·· (to cootrd the duration of the peak velocity Of top plate or peak 
IcYce d the leg) 
• Close the front k:>wer access panel 
• Use t~e lac~ with the 1000 ceM display to apply required preload to the spring (to 
control the peak vetocity of the top plate! peak fore .. of the leg) 
• Pull qud release rope artd tr;gger DAQ 
Offset dlstar.:;e adjustment 
--- Spinnaker quick release 
load cell 
Froot access panel 
Figure 22; The elemellts involved in the operatio~ of the lLTS. 











2.5.2.4 Summary of results and data analysis 
One test at each test domain location was corxlucled by tile rrl srn.Jl sclurer The test dam",,, 
is detined ill Table 5 and covers 3 different offselltrav~ distances at 5 different spring 
pre<>ads A turther 3 tests were conducted to exarnir>e the repeatsb'~ity of the systl'm ISI'e 
Table 6) 
Table 5: The test domain covered by the manulacturerto characterise the LL TS 
(Irom [57]), 
Influenc~ , Ttavo l dist~nce , TW'I~I dist~nc~ Travel d;5tanc~ 
F~c:01 
, , 
V~lu~ 10 mm i 30 mm 5U mrn 
PreloJd ~OO kg l est t T&~t 6 T~S1 1 I 
Pie load sao kg Tp01 2 ~,r 7 Te'~I~ 
, , 
Preload 600 kg TQst 3 TQsr8 Q<\ I:J 
Pt9lo~d 700 kg Tes\4 TQst g Tg,tl4 
Pie load BOO kg ; ._ ·cl '., PSI 10 ~"$t I5 
Table 6: Tests conducted to assess the repeatability of the LL TS (from [57]). 
Test Tr"v~1 distancQ ProlO~ d 
Tpsllf; 30 mm ! 60U I;g 
T~st 17 30 11m> , 600 kg 
lest IB 30mm 600 kg 
A 100Dg xcelerometer was titled to the top ptate near the leg. This datil was passed throogh 
a lilter box and liItered at 300Hz. The res<llts were then integrated to obtain V,"OCKY results 
The leg has a lower libia lo~d cell with which loree results were ootained. Tile duratons ot 
the peak ve!oc;ties ~lld forces were taken lrom the zero ir>tersed~l points 01 tile peak 
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Figure 23: Graphs showing how the peak velocity (right) and peak force (left) 
and the respective durations are obtained (adapted from [57]). 
rhe trends in 1M peak veooty and peak velocity duration of the tOIl ~ale and the trends i" 
the peak force and peak force durat iOIl ollhe surrogate leg are show" ill Figure 24 to Figure 
n. 
I he fol <>wlng !moos were observed' 
• TN! peak lop plale velocity and the peak leg force increase 851M Sprln<) preloaj 
is increased. as intu~iv~y expected (See Figure 24 aM Figure 25) 
• TN! peak top plate velocity SMWS no obvious trend with regards to altering the 
offset (traven distance (See F;.gure 24) 
• However, the peak leg force decreases as the offset distance irx:reases (See Figure 
26) Thi s treM is curious as 008 would expect the to!' plate velocIty to reflect a 
similar trend to that observed in the surrogate leg (which rests on the top plate) 
• The p"ak top plat" v"locity duration decreases as sprir>;) preload increases and 
increases ,ery definitely as the offset distance increases (See Hgure 25) 
• rile peak leg force duration, however, shows 110 obvious trends {See F>;Jure 27) 
Aga~l this trend is cUrious as it doos not correspond to the trend observed in the top 















Figure 24: Top plate peak velocity sllowing trends - i of 




tile spring and adjusting the offset (travel) distance (adapted 
from [51]) . 
Figure 25: Top plale peak velocity duration in increaSIng 
p",load of Ihe spring and adjusting the offset (travel) distance 











Figure 26: Surrogate leg peak force showing trends in increasing preload of 
the spring and adjust"'g the offset ~travel) distance (adapted 
from [57J). 
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Figure 27: Surrogate leg peak velocity duration showing trends in increasing 












In term~ of repeatability, the results of Tests 16 to 18 which rellecl a spring preload of 6001<9 
at an offset distance 01 30mm are ShoWIl ill FigLXe 28 alld Figure 29 
• 
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Figure 29: Top plate velocity [ml~J plotted again~t time lsI (from [57]1 
It is interesting to nole the variatoo in top plate V,"QClty duranoo In Figure 29 the velocity 
durat·"", ranges from approximately 0.02 to 0.028 seconds. In Test 8 shown'In ~igure 25 the 
veiocity duration i~ 0.015 seconds at the ~ame offset aM spring load III addition to this. in 
Figure 25 the velocity dUrai""'" i~ 0025 ""conds at th e 50mm offset at the same P'~kJau 
(Volhich falls into the rar>;Je displayed in Figure 29 lor the 30mm offset). This shows Ihat the 
velocity duration ias measured between the zero time axis illtersection po< nts on either sKJe 01 












2.6 Typical vehicle validation tes .. with anti-vehicle landmines 
Two distinct accelerations occur in the vehicle structure and occupant bodies during a blast 
event Firstly, very high acceleration levels with only small displacements, and secondly a 
more global response resulting from a lower level of acceleration with larger displacements 
(e.g. In car crash incidents). The effect of the very high accelerations on the human body 
causes injuries due to the passage of the shock front through the body, at a rate greater than 
that at which the body can absorb the energy [58]. 
When high accelerations are applied to the vehicle floor they may result in lower limb injuries. 
Thus, to simulate the acceleration with which the vehicle floor impacts the foot (as is the aim 
of the LL TS), the values of typical vehicle floor accelerations will be investigated. Typical 
surrogate leg measurements recorded during LPV tests will provide an indication of the forces 
that should be applied by the LL TS and thus the results of some of these tests will be 
presented in this section. 
2.6.1 Typical floor accelerations 
Very little literature seems to be available regarding the acceleration of the floor of a vehicle 
during an AV landmine blast. Wang et al. [59] stated that in a mediulT1-6ized armoured 
vehicle localised floor average acceleration and peak velocity change may typically exceed 
100g and 12m1s respectively during an AV landmine blast Two other papers were found that 
describe the measurement of the acceleration of steel plates subjected to explosive blast 
loading. These papers are outlined below. 
Boyd (58] 
The aim of this study was a first step in quantifying the acceleration loads on the lower limbs 
and/or torso of personnel on a deck subjected to blast loading from below. It is hoped that 
eventually the severity of injury will be possible to predict from the acceleration of an 
explosively loaded deck plate. 
Piezoelecbic 50000g accelerometers were mounted on a 1 m square, 5mm thick mild steel 
plate free to move under load (The plates were bolted to a heavy steel frame with 24 high 
tensile bolts, tensioned to 11.06Nm). The accelerometers were mounted diagonally opposite 
each other at 100mm and 200mm (A 1 and A2 respectively) from the centre of the plate. A 
250g Pentolite sphere was centrally detonated at a standoff distance from the plate of 250mm 
to 5OOmm. Table 7 shows the typical accelerations recorded. 
The peak accelerations measured vary from around 13000g to 41000g with durations of 
around 0.0002s. 
These accelerations are significantly greater than the maximum accelerations of around 300g 
with durations of around 0.005& recorded using the LL TS. It should thus be kept in mind that 












Table 7: Measured accelerations of a steel plate presented in (from (58]). 
Standoff distance from A1 peak acceleration (g) A2 peak acceleration (g) 
plate (mm) 
500 14657 14748 
500 13185 14239 
400 17529 15052 
250 40969 30049 
Kaufman et al. (61J 
This paper investigated the shock reduction power of different materials in plate targets. As 
the human body sustains injury when momentum changes rapidly, protection measures must 
aim to reduce the momentum transfer into the occupant compartment. 
60000g piezoresistive accelerometers were mounted on the centre of the test plate. 700mm 
square steel plates of 8mm thickness were fixed between two rectangular steel frames with a 
circular opening of 500mm. The frame is fixed to a construction and loaded with 4 concrete 
cuboids of 500kg each. A 1kg plastit load (explosive gelatine) placed 500mm under the plate 
results in an acceleration of around 800000m/s2 (81633g) and a velocity of around 100m/s. 
The peak acceleration duration is around 0.0002s. 
Again, these accelerations are significantly greater than the maximum accelerations of around 
300g with durations of around 0.005s recorded using the LL TS. The modified LL TS should 
aim to produce greater floor accelerations than the Original system. 
2.6.2 Typical surrogate limb measurements 
The Hybrid III ATD and surrogate leg are instrumented with load cells in the lower tibia. A 
number of vehicle certification tests have been conducted by the CSIR, LS using these 
surrogates. In order to investigate the typical forces recorded by surrogate limbs in a vehicle 
subjected to an AV mine explosion, the data that was collected was processed to obtain both 
peak force and peak force duration results13 (See document on the disk accompanying this 
thesis titled Matlab™ Script Files for the Matlab™ code). These results were then plotted to 
obtain a range of typical values that we would expect to find in the field and would thus want 
to simulate using the LL TS. One can see in Figure 30 that peak force varies from 158.4N to 
43372.4N and the peak force duration varies from 0.002 seconds to 0.0704 seconds. 
13 Vehide tests may include wheel shots, where the test charge Is positioned beneath a wheel of a vehicle, or hull 
shots, where the test charge is positioned under the hull at a positioned which is thought to produce the most severe 
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Figur. 30: Typical peak force and peak force duration results as 
SH n by the lower tibia load cell of the ATDs and 











2.7 Clarification of the aim of the LLTS 
The aim of tk LL TS is to subject a iower 11m!} su'mgate to loads that it could expect to 
experience in t il e field Based on veh.:;1e tests condllCted by the CSIR 11 '., rigu re 3f) and 
the manufacturer 12 in Figc.-e 31). a surroqate limb can typically expe.-ier.::e forces ranging 
from anout O. f 5kN to at least 15kN in the liekl The peak force durations range from about 2 
to 20ms Tk data pcesented uS'IrHJ th e TROSS'M reaches a peak force of 10kN with a 
duration of 9ms wll ic ll fail s into this rang<! 
.~oooo "----
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Figure 31: Peak lower tibia forces ~nd durations typically experienced by a 
surrogate limb or ATD in ~n AV I~ndmine incidenllhe field (1 and 2) and 
applied by the LL TS (3). 
I 
The aim of th e LL TS 15 thus to supp ly the surmg3te lim!} with a pc~ k force of at least 10kN, 














3 MODIFICATION AND CHARACTERISATION OF THE 
LLTS 
rhe original llTS wa~ iMerited from an extemal company. thus the system required 
characterisation '., order to determi"" what modif",ation~ ""eded to be made. This was do"" 
V'13 a series of experiments to evaluate the range 01 ta-ees that could be generated by the 
original I LTS In addition, simulations were coooueted by V d or BakJef1 aoo Rayeesa 
Ahmed H1 order to better uooerstand the operahon 01 the or>;Jinal system, to identify poSSible 
shortcomings and to invest>;Jate P'"oposed modifications Based on the experrn ental results 
~nd the simulatiOll~. modil",ation~ were made to the original I L TS and it w"" renamed the 
LLI The LLI w~~ then char>tGterised to determirte whether it w~s an improvement over the 
ongina I system ~nd whether it cOli ld meet its specilic~tions_ 
3.1 Characterisation of the original LL TS 
Belore the eharaetensatlOil testing was conducted, the SP'"ing cOilstant needed I<J be 
valkJated", repairs needed to be made to the LL TS arid the Instrumentab"n awt dat~ 
"'-'lUisition systeMS needed to be set up Thereafter the testing w~5 (:OwtllGted and the 
results were rocorded and ana~5ed 
3.1.1 Spring constant validation 
As the spring is central to the perforrT'ar.::e 01 the LL TS It was decKled to verify the spring 
constant that was supplied by the rT'anuiacturer In order I<J perform this task a downw~rd 
ta-ce w~s applied to the bottom {strike) piate from its resting pos'ltion to compress the spring, 
The di5p1acemer1t of the plate was rne~sllred at di5crete levels arm the corresporming loads 
were read off the load cell display_ The setup th~t w~s used lor the validat>O<l 01 the spring 
cOllstal1l is shown '" Figllre 32_ 
Figure 32: Set up u5ed for validation of Ll TS spring constant. 
The procedure was repeated three tlr'le5 so that an average spring constant v~kle COuld be 
obtained. The res"lts 01 the tests are shown in Tallie 8 












Table 8: ReconIed displacement and force val ..... 
m...-:-t .... , til, (In' til, 
Due to the initial compression of the spring being unknown, a direct comparison of force and 
displacement values could not be included when determining the spring constant (k). For this 
reason the first values recorded (at zero displacement) were omitted in the calculations as the 
change in applied spring force (dF = F2 - F1) is related to the displacement (or change in 
distance: dx = X2 - X1) by k. The equation used in the calculations was therefore: 
The last values in the table were also omitted as it was observed that at loads above 7.5kN, 
the bottom plate starts to visibly bend and distort and the jack begins to press up against it 
Tbe displacement values were measured at the front of the bottom plate (See Figure 32). 
However, the strike plate does not move only in a vertical direction, but rotates about a point 
through an angle. The amount that the plate displaced is therefore more than the amount that 
the spring compresses. 
The arm length (I) = 1580mm and the distance from the pivot point to where spring acts (eI) = 
1356mm. The bottom plate rotates through an angle 9 from its initial position. 
Thus, S1 is the measured displacement value and 
~ is the amount that the spring is compressed. 
9 was calculated using the following equation: 
~=sinO 
1 
~ was then calculated by substituting 9 into: 
~=sinO 
d 













T.bIe 9: Adjusted displacement v ....... 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
S1 ~ S1 ~ S1 ~ 
(m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
0.017 0.015 0.012 0.010 0.013 0.011 
0.028 0.024 0.030 0.026 0.030 0.026 
0.049 0.042 0.047 0.040 0.049 0.042 
0.072 0.062 0.066 0.057 0.066 0.057 
0.088 0.076 0.086 0.074 0.088 0.076 
0.106 0.091 0.106 0.091 0.106 0.091 
0.125 0.107 0.128 0.110 0.126 0.108 
Two methods were used to calculate the spring constant which give slightly different results. 
Method 1: 
In the first method, F1 and X1 were the preceding sets of values in each instance (I.e. The F1 
and X1 measurements were not fixed at the first F and x measurements). The displacement 
and force values that were calculated are shown in Table 10. 
Table 10: Calculated Displacement and Force V ...... (varying F1 and xd. 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
Ilx AF Ilx AF Ilx 
(m) (N) (m) (N) (m) 
0.009 824 0.016 1059 0.015 
0.018 1079 0.014 991 0.016 
0.020 1050 0.017 961 0.015 
0.014 981 0.017 1040 0.019 
0.015 853 0.017 981 0.015 
0.016 1089 0.019 1128 0.017 
A spring constant value was then calculated for each set of points (See Table 11). 
T.bIe 11: Calculat8d spring consant v ....... 









Spring constant (k) (Nlmm) Spring constant (k) (Nlmm) Spring constant (k) (N/mm) 
91.6 66.2 71.3 
59.9 70.8 60.7 
52.5 56.5 62.8 
70.1 61.2 53.7 
56.9 57.7 75.2 













~oo a ve rag" k val ues for "och test 
T"st 1- k b6 5 Nlmm 
T"st 2- k 02.0 Nl mm 
Test 3 k = 548 Nlmm 
Th"relor" k .. 64.4 Nlmm (meth od 1) 
Method 2: 
Thfl SflCood method of ca lculati ng the new values waS based on fix ing r , and x, (as the ~rst 
sets 01 va lues afte, ze ro displ ocement) lor a ll the ca lculatio ns 
Thfl r" c.ulls obta iow.d us ing method 2 (fixed F, and x_ ) w',th the adj usted d isplaCflmflnts (to ta ke 
into a ccount Ihfl ang ular rotatio n of the bottom pla te) a re shown '" Table 12 a nd ~ igu", 33 
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Figure 33: Graph to determine spring constant with adjusted 











The average k values for each test: 
Test 1: k = 60.4 Nlmm 
Test 2: k = 60.2 Nlmm 
Test 3: k = 62.5 Nlmm 
Therefore k = 61.0 NImm (method 2). 
According to the spring manufacturer, the spring constant is specified as 49.36N/mm or 
49.36kNlm. The test certificate can be found in Appendix A 1. There is a substantial deviation 
between the above results and the value specified for the spring stiffness by the 
manufacturer. This difference could be due to a number of reasons. 
The force values were recorded by means of a load cell attached to a cable which was in tum 
attached to the bottom plate. The bottom plate was pulled down, compressing the spring, and 
the tension in the cable was the input for the force values captured (due to the positioning of 
the load cell in the system). Of the total input force value recorded, it is uncertain whether all 
the force or whether only a percentage of the force was acting to compress the spring. Force 
may also be dissipated in the bending of the bottom plate whilst the spring is being 
compressed, as is shown in the finite element model (See Appendix B). 
Due to the movement of the strike plate being angular, it is also uncertain exactly how the 
spring reacts when the strike plate is pulled down. It is unlikely that the spring will compress 
completely vertically, and whether the spring shifts or slides along the strike plate to initiate 
compression at a different position is unknown. 
Finally, the measurement of the displacement values were recorded manually and therefore 
human error contributes to the deviation. As the strike plate was moved down and the spring 
compressed, the edge of the strike plate from where the measurements were taken, moved 
away from the edge of the frame where the tape measure setup and aligned. These values 
were therefore captured across a space and subject to inaccuracy. In addition, other factors 
such as the straightness of the tape measure could also affect the measurements. 
For these reasons, until another set of spring characterisation tests can be conducted with the 
above inconsistencies eliminated, the spring stiffness of 50 Nlmm as specified will be used in 
the simulations. 
Basic spring calculations: 
The spring constant and other spring specifications can be used to calculate the maximum 
force that a spring of a certain length should be able to achieve. 
The following specifications were provided by the spring manufacturer: 
• Spring stiffness 49.36N1mm (49.36kNlm). 
• Free length 402mm. 
Bar diameter 25mm. 












U5ing these mea5l>1"ements one can delermirle the maximum sprirlg preload 
Maximum compression = 402mm (825 x 25mmJ = 195J5mm 
MaxirnJm sprirlg prekJad = 195.75 x49.2h = 9662.22 N 
Thus. a klnger spring may be needed to facilitate a higher prekJad which could supply a 10 to 
15kN lorce to the surrogate limb 
3.1.2 Initial observations and repairs 
A limite<J number of characterisation tests were performed by the manutacturer 01 the original 
LL TS. I lawevef. in Ofder to determine what modlflca!K>I1s needed lo be made to the system 
lurther characterisation tests were necessary Belare thi s tesling could be conduc!ed vamus 
repar s were required and are summari sed in th ;,; sect"" rSee sed",n 2.5.2.3 01 th's 
dissertation lor a descript"n 01 the t r T5 components) 
In order lor charac!erisatK>n tests io conin ue var'ous repairs were required 
• As the cable began !O lray it r.eeded to be replaced. On purchasing a new cable it 
was disco,ered that the 5mm cable that was helrlg used was only certified (SABS) to 
carry loads of up to 200kg. This is a problem as the cable needs to be loaded to a 
minimum 01 8DOi<:g which would require a 10mm cable As the LLTS system was 
designe<J to operate with the 5mm cable Ii was decided to continue to use this type 01 
cable. but to replace it regularly as signs 01 ware became visible 
Figure 34: Photograph 01 frayed cabte in position over the jack. 











• RerrtO\ling the ok1 cable and repl~cin9 it with a new cable proved protJlem~tic as the 
entrre spring needed to be lifted Thus the cables were crimped at eIther end and [) 
''',",0"" [':';:: 
Figure 36: Photograph showing the labour intensive procedure 
necessary to replace the cable. 
Figure 37: Photograph of the D-sh~ckle mechanism implemented to 
make replacing the cable less labour intensive. 
• The SD'ing waS rIOt adequately secured The latches slipped and bent and the bolts 
worked loo~e 













• The bolts used to set the offset distance were rusty and difficult to move and thus 
requ"ed lubrication 
Figure 39: Pllotograph sllowing the rusty bolts tllat are used to set 
the offset distance. 
• The quick re ;"ase rop e was often caught in tt>e pull ey mechanism. If lhe front panel 
was transparent thi s GOuld be prevented 
F>gure 40: Photograpll showing tile damaged qUick release rope 
• Towards the end of the characterisation tests it was discovered that the spacers we re 
beginning to slip oot of 31ig nment and that the spri ng was snifting tM base 












• The seat height adjustment system was prroematic as the seat system waS heavy 
and root accurately aligned, It required moch physical strength ood tool<. a fair arOOlJrlt 
of time to 3djust the se3t In add',t.,n to th'~, the discrete levels meant that fine 
adju,tmoots to the seat he<ght were not possitHe 












3.1.3 Instrumentation for initial characterisation 
A surrog <lte leg [5) number 5 w ith a lower tlOia load cRIl and a 5()()g accelerotll€ter (seri al 
number (1639·0(t5 ) was used as the measurement devK:e In troe ch<lracteri sat ion testing 
500g accelerometers were attached to t~ top and bottom plat6s of the LL T S (w ith seri al 
numbers (~3 9-()() 8 and ()6 39-()13 respecti vel y) 
Figure 43: Surrogate leg number S wilh load cell and ~ cceleromeler. 
r 
Figure 44: SOOg accelerometer as was fitted in Ihe fool and on the 
top and bottom plales of Ihe LL TS. 
Figure <IS: LL TS fiUed with accelerometers. 











3.1.4 Description of tests conducted 
The characterisation testing was initially aimed at repeating the characterisation results 
provided by the manufacturer in [57]. However, the following factors necessitated different 
characterisation test procedures: 
• In communications with the manufacturer it was stated that the joint torque of the 
surrogate leg was assumed to be 25Nm, but this was not confirmed. As our initial 
testing showed a difference in forces recorded at various joint torque setting, it was 
decided to test at joint torque settings of both 25Nm and 6Nm values. 
• The manufacturer did not state the serial numbers of the specific surrogate legs (See 
section 2.2 of this dissertation for a description of the surrogate legs) were used in the 
characterisation, but in communications it was conveyed that three different legs were 
used. It was decided to use only one leg (leg number 5) in the characterisation of the 
II TS as this would reduce the number of variables present in the process. 
• The manufacturer specified spring preIoads of 800kg in [58], however, it was noted 
that the bottom plate is pulled skew and down to the right at preIoads above 750kg 
(due to the jack pushing up on the left hand side of the plate) which may influence the 
results as the bottom plate would impact the top plate at more of an angle. Thus, in 
the characterisation testing the spring preload was limited to 75Okg. 
• In an attempt to highlight the trends the test domain was later extended to include a 
set of samples at 200kg of spring preload and another set of samples at an offset 
distance of 70mm. The test domain is presented in Table 13. 
• The manufacturer conducted only one test at each test domain location, except at 
one location where the repeatability was assessed using three samples. Although it 
was decided that repeatability should be assessed at as many test domain locations 
as possible, certain limitations in this regard were noted. It was decided to first 
populate as much of the test domain as possible and then determine the repeatability 
of the samples by conducting further tests at each test domain location. Due to the 
fact that problems were encountered towards the end of the II TS which require 
repair and modification before safe testing could continue, not all of the test domain 
locations contain more than one sample. 
• The test method as described by the manufacturer in the test instruction [56] was 
used. The seat height needed to be adjusted as the foot of the leg did not touch the 
top plate at certain offsets. A problem was encountered with adjusting the seat 
height for each top plate offset value as the seat can only be adjusted in increments 
or decrements of 25mm. Thus, one seat height was used for the 10mm and 30mm 












The number of samples at each test domain location is described in Table 13. 
Table 13: Number of samples per test domain location. 
Offset Number of ........ per test dQrnaln location 
distance at various VI ... -:~ .. pntloads (kg] and leg joint torque settings [Nm] 
[mm] 200ka 400kg 800kg 750kg 
6Nm 25Nm 6Nm 25Nm 6Nm 25Nm 6Nm 25Nm 
10 2 2 3 3 1 1 1 
30 2 2 1 4 1 4 1 
50 2 1 2 1 4 3 2 
70 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 
The total number of samples throughout the test domain is 57. 
3.1.5 Data acquisition, procesaing and analysis 
Data acquisition: 
The first four channels of the middle row of a custom designed data acquisition unit (DAQ) 
(serial number 03(62006) were used to record the leg load cell force, bottom plate 
acceleration, top plate acceleration and leg acceleration respectively. The gain of the 
channels is 188.75 and the excitation voltage is 4.998 volts. Each of the channels was 
sampled at 10kHz for 2 seconds (of which 0.25 seconds is pre-trigger data). The DAQ was 
manually triggered when the spring was released. 
Data processing and analysis: 
The raw data was down loaded from the DAQI3. Before this data could be analysed 
calibration factors needed to be taken into account 
The calibration factors (k) are as follows: 
• Surrogate leg 5: k = 52.6664. 
• Bottom plate accelerometer: k = 62.3296. 
• Top plate accelerometer: k = 62.3296. 
• Surrogate leg accelerometer: k = 61.6048. 
The calibration documents can be found in Appendix A2. 
A program was written in Matlab 1M to process the data called dats_f98der.m. All of the 
Matlab 1M script files written for this dissertation can be found on the disk accompanying this 
dissertation in a document titled MstJsb™ Script FHes. In addition to applying calibration 
factors this code was used to group relevant test domain samples and save them in data files 
that are then easier to access and process. 
13 A 12 bit analogue to digital converter (ADC) spans -1OV to +1OV wtIich gives 20V span in the DAQ. Thus, the 
number of discr8le levels is 2A12 which gives a resolution of 201(2A12) V. To make the raw data meaningful one 
















The sets of test samples that were incorporated into the data (.mat) files can be found on the 
disk accompanying this dissertation in a document titled Detailed Results. The convention 
used in the results is as follows: 
• Blue - top plate. 
• Red - bottom plate. 
• Green - fool 
The accelerometer results were further processed using the Matlab™ files accprocbasic.m 
and accprocIiItering.m. The surrogate leg load cell results were processed using 
/oadceI/proc.m. 
A typical example of one of the sets of test samples in shown in Figure 46. The heading in 
bold gives the name of the data set denoted by a certain offset distance and spring preload. 
The original files included in this set are specified and graphs of the accelerations and 













DROP _200806_ 1028.dlp 
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Figure 46: Example of test domain sample from the accompanying 













Integrating accelerometer s ig" .. ls to obtain velocity signals : 
The acceleralions w",r", Int"'9mted usmg th e " bov", menh:)ned codes to pro _ide _elucit)' 
Signa's I here is moch deb3te" aB to wh",ther this ""n be done Of not but as this was the 
methDd used h)' the manuf"ctu re.- in the init ial chamcteriB"tion It was deed ed to use the 
same method In this characterisation . Howe_er, cau tlOll must be taken w'(h regards to the 
_a lid it)' of vek)cltles obtained using th is methDd 
The effect of offsets 'In iIl iti ,,1 acceleration data was magnified Whffi Hltegrat ir o>l the 
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Figure 47: The effect of offsets in accelerat ion signals when 
integrating to obtain _eiocity signals. 
I hiS effect was redu ced by sll btmcting the average of the firBt 100 "cceleratlOll samples from 
the enti re acceleration signal . The resli it is soown ill Figll re 48 . 
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Figure 48: The velocity signals produced by removing the initial 
offs.t in the acceleration data. 
Figure 49 shows a zoomed in view of F>gure 48 
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Figure 49: A magnified view of tha ~ccltleration5 and velocities witll 











Filtering of results: 
Acceleralion resLJlts are pree,ented unfiltered (In post processing), but as the manufactLJrec 
r'1echanically filtered the data at 300Hz, I:J allow comparison 01 test results. a few Of the 
reSLJ~S were fL ~ered at thiS valLJe. Unliitered resLJlts are presented In ~Igure ~O and the same 
,esults riltered at 300Hz are presented on ~igure ~1 The peak top plate acc~eratiOrl 
(ind ;:;ated in blue in the figure") dropped Irom atx>ut 200g to about 80g I\otien Ihe dat8 was 
filtered, but interestingly. the peak v,"oclty on ly dropped Irom 2.08ml" to 2.03m.is. The filtered 
resLJlts in Frgure 51 are comp8rable to those obt8ined by the manulactLJrer at the S<lme offset 
and spring preload The acceleration and VelOCity resLJlts ootained Ily the nlanuiacturer are 
pre~ented in Figure 52 and Figure 53 respectively and show 8 peak 8cceleratlon 01 8round 
10~ and peak vebc ity 01 2rnls Too 8cceleration and velocity result~ 8re ~ummarised in 
Table 14 





Data filtered at 
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Manufacturer data I 
filt&red at 300Hz 
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Peak velocity[mls] . 
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Figure 50: Unfiltered acceleration and velocity data lor 10mm offset. 
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Figure 51: Acceleration and velocity data filtered at 300Hz for 10mm 
offset 400kg spring preload and 2SNm surrogate leg 
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F;gure S2: Acceleration data fmered at 300Hz for 10mm o\1$et, 400kg 
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Figure 53: Velocity data for 10mm offset, 400kg spring pre load 
presented by the manufacturer (from [57]). 
The surrogate leg peak lorce was Qtltained using dala that was nut f iltered in post processi ng, 
but in order to get a peak Ia-ce duratK)!' the data was !ilt€ red at 300Hz to smooth OIl \ the 
Signa l 
Del ermining duration of peak velocity and peak leg force: 
The durato., s 01 the peak vabclty and peak leg force Were me <lsw " d between the zero t llne 
axis ir tersoctOn po irts 00 either side 01 the peaks " s i I lJ s trated i ~. FtJ Uf " 5~ 
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Fogu,e 54: illustration of how the peak veloc ity duratIOn and peak leg 
force duration are determined. 
-
"" 
However, this me thod C<l~, be prob le"'<l t~ if U,e dip is jus t gT e~ter than ze ro and thus does not 
actu ~ lI y cross the zeru axi " whe re one 'NUuld e Xf>eet th e peak d "T ~tion to ehd F igure 55 rod 
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Figure 55: Illustration of determination of peak velocity duration (400kg 
spring preload at 70mm offset - blue is the top plate, red is the 
bottom plat. and g .... n is the sUlTOgate leg). 
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If the duration was determined using the zero crossing of the velocity axis, then the durations 
would be as follows: 
Peak top plate velocity duration (blue in Figure 55 and Figure 56): 
Peak bottom plate velocity duration (red in Figure 55 and Figure 56): 




If the duration was set using a 0.01 mls threshold rather that a zero threshold, the durations 
would be as follows: 
Peak top plate velocity duration: 
Peak bottom plate velocity duration: 




The method of using the zero crossing must be applied with caution as the results may be 
misleading. A threshold method of determining the duration should be investigated for future 
studies. For this study the zero crossing method was implemented as this was the method 












3.1.6 Summary of teat results 
In order to match the data provided by the manufacturer, the top plate peak velocity and 
duration and the surrogate leg peak force and duration were more closely examined. All of 
the top plate velocity and surrogate leg peak force results will be presented and plotted and 
trends will be identified. The repeatability will be examined as will the effect of changing the 
seat height 
It must be noted that the results for 200kg spring preload at 50mm and 70mm offset distances 
are not presented as the spring is not displaced enough by the 200kg preload to result in 
these displacements. 
The full processed results from which the peaks and durations were obtained for each jOint 
torque and spring preload are presented in the accompanying document Detailed Results. It 
is of importance to report these results in full as if discrepancies in the results are observed, it 
would be possible to discover why they may have arisen by studying the original plots (e.g. If 
a duration seems strange one can study the conesponding plot and might find that if a 
threshold was set instead of using a zero crossing to determine the duration, it might produce 
a more expected result). 
Top plate velocity .... u ... : 
Table 15: Summary of top plate velocity .... u .... 
Joint stiffness Preload on spring 
(Nm) (ka) 0IfHt distance (mm) 
10 30 50 70 
Peak velocity of top plate (rnIs) 
25 200 0.94 1.00 
400 1.88 1.74 1.51 1.99 
600 2.26 2.36 2.26 2.11 
750 2.75 2.85 2.94 2.64 
6 200 0.94 1.16 
400 1.74 1.77 1.67 2.04 
600 2.28 2.52 2.40 2.09 
750 2.64 3.03 3.12 2.56 
Peak velocity duration of top plate (8) 
25 200 0.0239 0.0684 
400 0.0172 0.0243 0.0407 0.0516 
600 0.0148 0.0152 0.0125 0.0334 
750 0.0146 0.0113 0.0069 0.0086 
6 200 0.0320 0.0624 
400 0.0197 0.0288 0.0399 0.0542 
600 0.0176 0.0141 0.0145 0.0348 
750 0.0156 0.0121 0.0086 0.0084 
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Figure 51: Pnk top plate velocity at various spring preloads and 
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Peak top plate velocity duration 
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Spring prel".d (kg) 
Figure 58, Peak top plate velocity duration at various spring 
pre loads and offset distances at joint torques of 25Nm 
and 6Nm 
If the results are seoarated into 25Nm and 6Nm join t torqll es and plotted as the manuf<>eturer 






















Figure 59: Peak velocity at various spring preloads and offset 
distances with 25Nm joint torque setting . 
. -.-,-.-
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Figure 60; Peak velocity at various spring preloads and offset 
distances with 6Nm joint torque selling, 
For both joint torqU€s one can see the ger>er~ 1 trend that ~s spring preload irx; reases, pe~k 
ve locity irx;reases. However no obvious trer..J With offset distances wa s observed. This is to 
be expected as v,..-y ing the offset distances according to th e manufacturer, should ~ary the 
(luratKlll of the peak veloc ity 













Figure 61: Peak vek>city duration at various spring prektads and 
offset distances with 25Nm jOin! torque setting. 
0.07 





Figure 62: Peak velocity duration al various spring preloads and 
offset distances with 6Nrn joint torque setting. 
Fcr t>oth JOInl torques [)ne can see (he general treoo that as Spring preload increases , peak 
velocity duration decreases However, 00 obvious trend with offset d'lStar>ees wa s obse,ved 
Accu dirlg to t~ e manufacturec increasi,-,g the offset dlstarlCe s~ould locrBase the duration of 











Surrogate leg load cell results: 
Table 16. Summary of surrogate leg load ce ll results. 
Joint 
stiffness Pre load on 
'm) spring (kg) ) I Offset d:s1tance (m~) 
10 30 50 " Peak Ie force kN 
" '00 '" 0.87 '00 2.28 2.45 1.81 183 
,", 3.59 3.65 2.851 2,83 
'''' '"' 4 .37 3. 38 1 3.37 6 '"' 1 D4 i 0,81 , '00 , 227T 1,75 "" 1 ,02 "'" , 4,53 I 2,55 3.~~ 2,82 , 
<50 6.59 487 3.85 4.10 
P~ak leg force duration (s) 
" '"' 0,U324 I 0,0687 '00 0,0201 0,0406 0, 0519 0,0568 
600 ' 0,0142 0,0183 0,0304 0,0418 
<50 00102 00156 0.0513 00418 
, ; 6 '"' 0, 0174 0,0574 , '00 0,0205 0,0200 0,0274 0,0408 
600 I 00172 0,0222 0,U233 U,0223 
, 
'" 0,()()88 0,0211 0,0250 0,0182 
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FlgUN 13: Puk leg foree at va.ious spring preloads and offset 
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Figure 65: Peak "'9 force at various 
[" - ' . ",,,,,,,1 ",.r~ .. 1 
"" """,I ~
pretoads and offset 
distanceo; with 25Nm joint torque o;ettin9_ 
Figure 66: Peak teg force at various spring preloads and offset 
distances with 6Nm joint torque setting_ 
As will1lhc pe<>k top pl~1e velocity. the gcnmai trend is tha i as spring prekKld incre~~es, the 
peak leg iCM"ce 'ncreases for tJ.oth 25Nrn am 6Nrn jo<nt torque settings am no oovious trends 
with offset distances were observed 
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Figure 67: Pe~ k leg force duration at various spring pre loads and 
offset distances with 25Nm joint torque setting. 
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Figure 68; Peak leg force duration at various spring preloads and 
offset distances with 6Nm joint torque setting. 
No oo'ii ous trer>::Js cou ld be Klootilied in the peak leg force dur~b()fl with iflcreasing sprIng 













I !"Ie ,epeatab;lity 01 the s'gtlal suppl>ed by the L LIS is 01 great importarlCe as this i~ one of tM 
primary aims 01 the system. Due to t!"le lact that prob lems were erlCounte'ed towa,ds the end 
of the II T8 characterisation prG<;ess "'tHcM require repa'r arid modification before safe ;estirJg 
can continue, not all 01 t!"le jest domain bcations contain more than one sample. However, a~ 
a prelinlinary investigat~n into the repeatability of the data, the samples taken at the 30mm 
600kg spring pre kJ ad Were enmined at a jo<nttorque of 25Nm The repeatability of the LL TS 
was then compared to the repeatability 01 the drop test rig 
The graph~ in Figure 69 and Figure 70 contain 3 rep<!ats 01 the experiment done at 30mm 
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Figure 69: 3 repeats with 30mm offset and 600kg spring preload 
plolted on top of one another 1blue - top plate, red-
bottom plate, green - surrogate leg). 
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Figure 70: Zoomed ill view of 3 repeats with lOmm offset and 600kg 
spring preload plotted on top of one another (blue - top 
plate, red- bottom plate, green - surrogate leg). 
The repealabi~ty 01 the peak velOClty (Indicated In hlue -n Figure 70) is assesse<:l -01 Table 17 
The peal: y~ncity reSLJlts are within 1% 01 Orle aoother and the .elocity du ratio n ~ are within 
35% 01 nne ~r>OthBr 
Table 17: Repeatability assessment of top plate peak velocity and peak 
velocity duration. 
Sample 1 





Peak velocity (mls) 










The repeatalJilrty of the leg force recorded doJring th e same test is assessed in Fig LJre 71 arid 
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Figure 71: 3 repeats with 30mm offset and 600kg spring preload 
plotted On top of one anothe,. 
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Table 18: Repeatability assessment of peak leg force and peak leg force 
duration. 
Peak leg force (kN) Peak Ie force duration • 
Sample 1 2(\3 0,0212 
Sample 2 3,53 00240 
-






From Tabie 18 it can be ctooucoo that tile peak leg forces are within 10% of O[1 e 
another aoo the peak leg force nurations ~ re within 14"", of one another 
Thi s repeatability of the LL TS was compared to the repeatabi; ity of a nrop test rig tor Slmilar 
pe~ k leg force .alues, The drop le, t, were performed u,""9 the same surrogate ;eg ~t 25Nm 
join t torque setting and dropped from 500mrn The drop test resu lts are presented in F;gure 
73 alld Figure /11 
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Figure 13. Drop test results analysed for repeatability {5 drops 
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Table 19: Repeatability assessment of peak leg force and peak leg force 
duration obtained with a drop test rig. 
k le(l force j kN)-' peakle!jjfo~ 
Sample 1 ., 3,14 0,0156 
Sample J ~. ~~ •• 0,0151 , 3.17 0.0166 
Average '" Standard O.M 0.0012 
From Table 19 it can he deduced that the peak leg forces are ""thin 2% of one another ard 











Effect 01 varying the seat height: 
The seat height carl cu,rently only be adjusted in discrete levels The effect 01 this was 
examined by conducting tests at two slightly (llffe,ent heights The IOWH seat h~ight is 
approximately 2~nm (or'!e discrete "v~ 1 on the LL T8) ""we, tha n too originat &eat height The 








Groph to show tile effect of low. 'ing th o s eat he ight on th e 
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Figure 7S: Effect of seat height on peak top plate velocity. 
Gr~ ph to . how th e eff~ct of lowe ring th e •• , t h. ight on th e 
peak top pl. t. ve lOcity dur. tion 
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Figure 77: Effecl of seal height on peak leg force. 
G ... ph to . h010 tl>< "",,cl of loworing Iil<> 50. 1 noiQl11 on Ih o 
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Figure 78: Effecl of .. ",,1 height Oil peak leg force duralion. 
Allhough it IS ciear that adjusting th e seat height does have an effect on th e results. disti""t 
trends canrlOt be iden flf.ed It should be kept ',n mirld thal the 10mm and 30rnm offsets were 
ronducted at one seat he ight, whil st lhe 50mm and 70rnm onsets were conducted at a lower 
seat he ight" 
'" A 1""'0< '"""' .... 9hl w", noc. " ,,,y"' In.. .. ",," ""'" " " "''' oil ... , '" ,',. ,",," c,"''' '" '"'' flot ,n ,n.. ,,~, ,, ",Ie 











3.1.7 LLTS simulation 
In order to urtdecstand the furldamental hinctloolng 0; the LLTS a lumped paramete< mode 
was created in MSC Adams by Rayeesa Ahmed In .'3ddltion to tili s model a fn ite element 
model was bliilt by V o:;tor l3alden to assess the structurJI strengths and weakoosses of the 
LLTS 
3.1.7.1 Lumped parameter model 
Due to safety reasons, a front Co,er is in a po5it"oo that restro:;ts ~iewing of W"hat is acluJI!)' 
ilappening to tile various componen ts during testing, In >!ddition. tesls take place o~er very 
5hort time inte"als, again making it difficult to see wh~t is happening It WJS the'etore 
decided to simulale the LL TS in order to gain a better understand n g of how the system works 
in practice 
Another reason for h~vir>J a simular.:m of the LL TS is t!l.~t it is easier artd more cost (and 
time) effective to first simuk1te any p::>Ssibie changes or modi~ication 5 to s.ee wh at their effects 
¥e before actliJ I~ implementlr>J them Similarly. there dre no restriclior<> ',n a simulated 
verSIOn of the system JS to how many Io~d c!l!6 artd accelerometers can be implemented to 
capt1lre data, making it possiOIe to monitor what is happening at mor-e places throlighout the 
syslem th.Jn is pr~ctically feasible 
The perfo.-mance of the LL TS was simulated using too softw".-e package MSC,Adams by 
Rayeesa Ahmed, Adams is a mo(ion simulafKl n package used to .Jnalyse the t><"ilavior of 
COO1pieX mechan o:::a l assemblies 
L'iO r".-'08s of options Jre ayailal)l.e to model geometries, constraints, joints and forces to 
simlJiate how components act with and in reiation to each other, Once tm. model is set up arld 
checked, AdJms runs simull1neous equations for kinematic static, qua5i-static and dynam O: 
sim~~lion 5_ Resulls Can tJe viewed as grapils data piots, reports arld animations 
The main ad,antage to 1Ising Adam s is the ,ery quick ",n time of simlilations as compared to 
other packages Th'os is due to the Ad~ms solver using a lumped par~meter approach 
Adams w.*, chosen to evaluate the dynJmic perform.Jnce 01 the LL TS 
Figure 7f! shows the mooel of the lL TS 'n Adams The entire LL TS w'"s not mooeled, b1lt 
rather the moving parts of the system, The top plate ar<f bottom (strike) plate were drJwn 
using the goometry prov'd ed in tm. Ll TS data pack and constrainHd to move about the same 
fixed piyot point A spring of the same length artd stiffness a5 specified w,"s inserted between 
the strike plate .Jr<f a block representing the spa-y.rs, II fixed frarne ~Ioor ~rtd stopper were 
also modeied ~s they constrmn the sp.'lee on W"hich the top plate 'os allowed to moye The leg 











Figure 79: Model of the LL TS in MSC.Adams (by R Ahmed). 
For each s,mlliation 'lin. the bottom plate was mo~ed down and tMe spring cor11press~d tu the 
des .. ed preo ad. The stopper was also adjusted and the top r"ate land dUnlnlY l11ass) moved 
down to model the desired olket distarlGe. M~asures were placed at the same positions as 
the physical system and graphs fa- th~ acc~lerations and ~elocitoes were obtained lor the top 
plate. stroke plate and dllmmy mass. The peak Iorce on the dummy tn;Jss was also measured 
The results of the simu ~tion are presented in Table 20 to Table 23 











Table 21: Summary of bottom plate simulation results (by R Ahmed). 
00 
Table 22: Summary of dummy maS$ simulation results (by R Ahmed). 
Table 23: Summary of dummy ItliISS peak force simulation results (by 
R Ahmed). 
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Figure 80: Graph of peak top plate velocity (by R Ahmed). 
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Figure 81: Graph of peak top plate velocity durattoll (by R Ahmed). 
It must be noted that as the dummy mass \lias llI1CQns\rained realistic dummy mass peak 
velocity durations cook:! not be ot>tained Imm the model In reality the sUfrogate leg is 












3.1.7.2 Finite element model 
The finite e:ernent model was executed by Vicbr Balde~ oj ElISRU. UCT in AIlAQLJS The 
fEM model highlighted structural weaknesses n the LLTS The plates were found to i'ave 
much unwa~ted moverne~t (be~ding aM rotating) as was tile seat (wh>::;h vi 5ibly movBd up 
and do","" in practice as well as III the Simulation) The full report on these simulati<:x1s Can be 
lound in Aope~dix El1 
3.1.8 Conclusions on the original LLTS 
Tile conclusions on the or~inal LL TS were drawn by comparing the characterisation results to 
the two main aims wilich were defined for the 5ystem 
Aim 1: Apply a force of varying peak amplitude and peak amplitude duration to 
a surrogate limb as the limb might see in the field 
In [erms 01 va'Ylt1g ti,e peak amplitude of the force it has been KJe~tified thac 
increasing the pre bad on the spring Incraases the peak force 
No obvious trends were observed in varying the offset distance which is meant to 
rontrol the duration of tile peak force However. increasing the oeak force does 
appear to decrease the pea k force duratoo irrespective oj the offset distance setting 
The current LL TS is not able to reproduce the la'ger peak forces of silort duration that 
a limb ""'Y be subjected to In tile loe kj (see Figure R2) 
l :.l'.););) H ---
, 
OU<Mion(sl 
Figure 82: lI!ustration of typical forces that a limb may be subjected to in the 











Aim 2: The force must be repeatable to allow various parameters to be 
explored. 
As ,t was oot possible to obtain Multiple W",pIeS at each point in the test dOMain. the 
repeatability cannot be commented on ".;th conlkfence Preliminary resuits indicate 
good repeatability in peak top plate velOCity res.ults {within 1% of one another). but 
poor repeatability in the durai>oos (Wlthln 35% of one another) However. peak leg 
forces seeM less repeatable (Wlth'n 10% of one another with durations within 14%) 
whic~ is evoo less repeatable than "'Milar tests conducted on the same leg uSing a 
drop test rig (peak forGes within 2% 01 one another with durations within 8%) 
In sllmmary. the current LLTS can apply ioads that just exceed the injury Griter>on for the 
lower limb Repairs and mooilications are recommended to e><tend the lorce rarlge ~[)(l to 
improve the salety and ·user Iriendhness" 01 the LL TS. The repeatallillty of the LL TS mllSt be 











3.1.9 Investigation of proposed modifications 
In orde· 10 investigate a range 01 pos,"ble modificalion~. eimukllion~ were perrormed by 
Rayeesa Ahmed and Vk:tor Balden 
3.1.9.1 Aim of modifications 
B~s.ed on bolh characteriMlIon tesls and simulatkln resu'ls varooe short comings we·e 
obser. ed The j)'"imary aim of the modificatk>,," ie to locrease peak force app'i6d to Ihe 
surrogate limb 
In addHio<1 to thie the etructure requires modilK:aflOn in ()'der to reduce the effect 01 vibratlone 
and other unwanted movements that were Klentilied in the FEM mod~ It is hoped that by 
implementing vamus changes the system will become mare robust and produce mare 
repeatable result. 
The ueec would al.o benelit fr(JlTl modif.,ations resulting in the LL TS being less 1~b::Jur 
inten,.ve to operate 
Varklus modih:ations are investigated (u,ong s im ul~t",rls where ~pplK;able) in order to 
det6l"mlne whK:h are the mast promiS"01g ide~s lor improving the Ll TS 
3.1_9.2 Descriptions of proposed modifications and simulations 
Finn up seat suspension, 
Problem: FEM e"",enmode an~ly"s confirmed e~ceeeive seat maV6lllent which wa s Visually 
observ6d during impact 
Soiution. Threaded bars wilh wing nuts c;Jn be used between the seat arKl the fbor arKl at 
the back of the seal ~trUClUre Tr",,<s can be u.ed on the Ibor 01 the lLTS I::J maintain 
horIZontal Seallll(lV6lllent when the bar> have been introduced 
Figure 83: Diagram of simulation to illustrate seat movement 













This modiOCation was not simulated usir.g the Adams model as It d·d oot iockJde the whole 
LL TS system aod as ~M Adam~ model is a rigid bod~ model it canrlOt slfT1ulate hend iog aod 
flexing of th<o olates 
Remove the top plate; 
Problems 
• The peak force applied b ~ the LL TS is:.oo low 
• TM top plate a(!ds weight ard flexe~ lIIlrlCCes5arily which ma~ introduao "oexpected 
behav·oc iNo tr>c s~stem 
SoJuliorJ 
• Remove the top plate. This 'Mil redl.(:e the mass wh ich will 10 turn locrease the peak 
velocity wh ich the s~stem is able to aeh eve 
Simulation dGscripliorJ 
Figure 84 shows tM model r:l thi~ modilic8tio<l ir Adam s The top pl8te and stopper plate 
were removed. The bottom plate W8~ left to mo,e about th<o li~cd pivot po;nt The eootact 
forces were updated ~ reflect that cootact would now occur Irom the bottom plate directly 
ooto the dumm~ mass and frame lloor 
Figure 84: Adams model showing removal 01 top plate 
(by R Ahmed). 
Fo< each somulatioo ruo, the bottom plate wa~ rotated dowo and the speir>:] compressed to the 
desired preioad. Th<o dumm~ mass was &uspeoded at a POSition ±10mm helow the frame floor 
to ensure that th e strike plate impacts the dumm~ mass f"s~. TM dummy m8SS in the model 
drops frum its iritial position slk]htly {pnor to impact) due to the effect of gm,ity; howe,er h ,,; 
witl rot affect the results slgnlOCaotly_ Gmprs for the acccleration~ ard yelocitie~ were 












Replace plates wit" impactor and steet guiding tubes: 
Problems_ 
• The peak foree applied by the LL TS is too ow 
• The plates add weigllt and flex unnece5sarily wlldl may introduce unexpec,ed 
beha,ior into the system 
• The spring is not utilised efficiently as it is no! compressed straigh, but rather at an 
angle by the p·l\loong plates. The sprirlg will also be released at an angle 
SoIU~"rXl 
• Remove the plates This will reduce the maSS which wi ll in tum increase the peak 
velocity which tile system is able to acllieve_ 
• U~e!ln tmpactor mounted on the spring and guKJe the Sprlr>g strai]ht (shou kJ it 
e~tem skew) with hard chrome plated steel guiding tubes 
Simulation description 
figure 8~ shows the mode 01 this modification in Adams. The top and bottom plates were 
remo~ed as ·"",1 as the stopper piate. Four guiding tubes were modeled equidistantly around 
the spring. of lengths just soort of reaching ,he frame lloor. A new cyllndrrral strike plate was 
modeled to just lit witllin the t«mdary 01 the four tubes. to which the spring is attoched. A 
constraint was added :0 restrin the impactor (strike plilte) to only be able to move verticall y 
with respect to ;he tuoes 
Figure 85: Adams model showing impactor and guiding tubes 












For each simulation that was run, the impactor was m(wen nown ~nn the sprir>] compressed 
to the desired preload, The dummy mass was susperlded at a position +10mm I:>elow the 
Irame lloor to oosure that lhe impactor imp8cts wilh the nummy mass tirst The dummy mooss 
in the model drops learn its initial position slightly (prior 10 impact) d ue to the effect of groovity: 
however th 'IS w'lli nol affect the res ults s'",n ilic~ntly_ Graphs lor the acceieratkJllS ~r.d veloc',ties 
were obtained lor the impactor and dummy mass The pe~k force on th e dummy m<lSs woos 
also measured 
A set 01 simulal ions were done at ~arious ~ate th>:knesses to see wh.~t the effect th e weight 
ol lhe impactor would h~~e. 
Replace plates with impactor and guiding steel slee~e: 
Problems: Same as above 
So/ulioil 
• Remove the plates ThiS w ill renoce the rr.~ss wl1k:;h will in turn Increase the peak 
ve o oty W'hlch the s ystem IS ~ble to achieve 
• Use ~n imp:lctor rro .mten on lhe spring arid ~uide the spring str~ight (sOOl,J ln it 
extend skew) With a hard chrom e plated steel ~uining sleeve 
Dlsadvalltage 
• Much friction may be ',nlrOOUced by the impactor and sleeve contact 
Simulation descriptioil 
Figure 86 soows the model of thi s modificatKJn in Adams, It is very similar to the prev'K)lJs 
concept With th e tubes merely being replooced by the sleeve, The constraint to restrict the 
imp"Ctor tn only be able to move vertically with respect to the tubes woos updated to the 
sleeve Th e main difference between the two concepts is the amount of I rd.,n that the 
Imp"Ctor will experience during testing, with the tubes having the smaller contact area 
However. during these in itial simLiations, frictIOn effects were omitted <lnd lhe results of the 
two simulations are expected to be the same 
Figure 86: Adams model showing impactor and guiding slee~e 











For each simulation run, the impactor was moved down and the spring compressed to the 
desired preload. The dummy mass was suspended at a position :t10mm below the frame floor 
to ensure that the impactor impacts with the dummy mass first. The dummy mass in the 
model drops from its initial position slightly (prior to impact) due to the effect of gravity; 
however this will not affect the results significantly. Graphs for the accelerations and velocities 
were obtained for the impactor and dummy mass. The peak force on the dummy mass was 
also measured. 
A set of simulations were done at various plate thicknesses to see what the effect the weight 
of the impactor would have. 
Replace plates with impactor guided with sliding tubes: 
Problems: Same as above. 
Solution: 
• Remove the plates. This will reduce the mass which will in tum increase the peak 
velocity which the system is able to achieve. 
• Use an impactor mounted on the spring and guide the spring straight (should it 
extend skew) using sets of tubes which slide inside each other. 
Disadvantage: 
• Much friction may be introduced as the tubes make contact with one another. 
Simulation description: 
Figure 87 shows the model of this modification in Adams. Once again, it is very similar to the 
tubes c:oncepl The tubes were shortened and hollowed out. The impactor was increased in 
diameter so that instead of fitting within the boundaries of the tubes, was now large enough to 
cover them. Attached to the impactor, four additional cylinders were modeled that fit into the 
hollow tubes to provide guiding for the impactor during testing. The constraint to restrict the 
impactor to only be able to move vertically with respect to the tubes was updated. 
In addition to the amount of friction (and contact area) changing, this concept differs only in 
that the impactor is made stiffer and heavier by attaching the upper cylinders directly onto it. 
However, the performance of the impactor remains the same and since during these initial 
simulations friction effects were omitted, the results of the different simulations are expected 












Figure 87: Adams model showing impactor with sliding tubes 
(by R Ahmed)_ 
For eacn simulation run. the imp;Jctor was moved down and the spring coml""essed to the 
desired preload. The dummy mass was suspended at a position ±10mm below the frame floor 
to enS lJ'"e that the ·,mpactor impacts w·~h the dummy moss lirst. The dummy mass in the 
mooo drops from its initiaj position slightly ()Ya to 'mpact) due to the effect 01 gravity. 
oowever th·1S will oot affect the results signilica ntiy. Grophs for the accelerotions and velocities 
were obtained lor the ·'mpactor and dummy mass The peak force on the dummy mass was 
also measurec 
An alternative set 01 simulatKlns were rlln alter replacing the vert",al motKln constraint with a 











Replac" spring with springs of varying stiffness: 
Pmblem: Peak force is too low and durations cant)()1 he manipulate<i 
$aiilt/O/1 
• Manufacture a ~umber of springs of varyir;g stiff,, ~ss that can be ~wapoed into tile 
I I TS to achieve <iifferent peak force s and durations 
Disa<ivanlages 
• It IS labour intensive to remove and re~ace sorir;g~ 
• Th€ "ystem would have to be charocterised for each spriny 
• fhe springs are fairly costly 
Simulation dex'f!pti(){) 
A "erles of simulations were run un the LL TS 'nodel u" ing differ~ nt soriny stiffness value~ 
U",~g the maximum displacement oradically achieva~ ~ On th ~ LL TS, th ~ nmximu'n pr~kJad 
for the various sorings were cak;ulated. This preluad wa~ u>;ed in t'le SinlUlato ns arld the 
'~sult'lng j)€ak forces on the dummy mass and too plate v~lociti ~s w~re cornpar~ d 
Replace spring with a longer spring with the same stiffness: 
Problem: Peak forc ~ i~ too low a'1<i durations canrnt!)e m8'1ipulated 
Suiution 
• Manufoclure a looger soring with the >XIm ~ stiffness as th ~ curr~ nt spriny This w;il 
allow One to achieve yreatN pr~ loads which should 'esull in higher Qe ak forces and 
shorter durat ",ns w1ic1 is wl\er~ th ~ current I I TS falls short of;1$ aim 
SimuiBtiof) deswpii(){) 
With the current LL TS system, increasiny th ~ sorir;g lenyth wiil [)ot have an effect orr the 
results because the maximum possible dis~ace nlent of th ~ spring is I',nit~d i. ~ . tile strik~ 
plate can only he pulled <iown a limited distance '"" thout interfering with the oottle jock used to 
pull the stri!<e ~ate <iown 
There 15 however spoce available for a brrger spr"'g if th ~ spacers beneath tile spring are 
relno\led. T'he space available 'IS l50mm SO the rnaximunl total spring free length that wi ll be 
able to fit there will be 55Omm. Bearing in mind that tile lenyth of the spriny sllOuld not 
exceed th€ mean diameter of the spring by more tharr four tinles, a length 01 550mm 
compared to the outer diar'l ~ter of 250m'n s"\()ul<i t)()t ,~sult ' r any !)uckl'Ilg of th ~ spriny 
A longer spring will theoret'cally !)e able to achieve higher preloads due to greater 
displacements !)elng possible. However. the displacements will also deOOnd on the geometry 
of t'le sprir;g. Assuming that tile w ir~ dia<n ~ter an<i the outer dialnet~ r remai~ the same, arld 
assu'n;r19 that th e 'atio of ~umber 01 COI l!; to spring f'ee length stays th€ same a simUlaVon to 
determine the effect of using a longer spriny carr be done 
For this ""nulatK:>rr. th ~ concept outli~ed in th€ ~iding tubes modit>catkln was us~d to 
de<nonstrale the effect of the spring length. A spring length cf 5DOmm was used. with a 












Other modifications that could be made in the future: 
• Add,tloo of a membrane plate 
Provisions could be made to the LLI 10 accommodate an "oven gr'l" type 
mechanism for swarr,ng ,n r'ates of diffenng stiffness 
Advantages 
Wi. bu ablu to position the foot accurately 
Will possibo, 00 able to manlrulate the duration of the s~nal 
Disudyuniagos 
Will add damping and a dlstrlbutad mass that will decrease thu 
velocity whilst distributing the Imnulse over a larger area 
Addition of a leal snnng on which to nositOOl1lool 
Advantage: ""wer leg rositioolng "';thoul add1l1O !oo mliCh dampirog or mass 
Disadvantage: may oot be able to handle the high loadi"fl 
Suspended plate for ""wer leg positionirlg 
A thin, light nlate coukJ be susrllmded by bungees or a mesh net 
Advufliayos 
Will be able to position the foot accurately and at an anOle 
Will be abKl to set the he'9h1 at wh c h lhe sprill9 impacts the foot 
CoukJ use rlates 01 dIfferent shffness to nlanipula!c thu dllration of 
the signal 
Disudyuntugos 
Will add dampill9 and a distributed mass that will decmase the 
veWty whilst distributir'>iJthu inlpulsu ov"r a larger area 
Usu of hydraulic system to comnress SWing 
AdYailtugo: Nuater. fuss cumbersome more robust system that is less labour 
intensive to use 
Disadvuntago: More expensive 
Use a hydraulic I air COUplUf nlodifictl for quick release In r'ace of the spinnaker qllick 
release 
Add extra strengthening to basu 01 LL TS to stabilISe the system 
Add damping where the Impaclor makes contact with the Iramu alter it has mooe 
contact with the foot. Th is will offer some votectlon to the hm){) 
A tranSPi'rent front protection cover shollKJ rerlace the current steel front panel to 
alk:lw visual conf;,-mation of system lurdioning as wei as the use of photography 












3.1.9.3 Results of simulated modifications 
As expected, the guiding tubes alld guiding sleeve results were the same The sliding tubes 
resuHs correspond to the 50kg simulation using the guiding tubes or sleeve as the mass 01 
the impactor was predefined for the slidirJg tubes simulation. 
Table 24: Simulation ..... sults of modifICations to the LL TS (by R Ahmed). 
I 
-- .. _-
Practical Results (10mm offset results wel'fl used for comparison) 
Preload (kg) "'" ''''' we ,eo , Top Plate Peak Velocity (m/s) 0935 1.740 2.281 2.635 
--
! Top Plate Velocity Duration (s) 0.0320 0.0197 00176 0.0156 
, Peak Force on Leg (kN) 1039 2.273 ! 4526 6.591 
Simul"tion Results - LLTS (10mm offset results used) 
-
Preload (kg) ''''' ''''' C"" '"' i Top Plale Peak Velocity (m/s) 0.594 1.15 1.74 2.20 
Top ~ate Velocity Duration (s) 0.0202 ,- 0.0063 0.0050 
~Om -P'late Peak Velocity (m/s) '" 2.45 3." 4.75 
Dummy Mass Peak Velocity (m/s) 0.555 1.08 1.65 2.10 
Peak Force on Dummy Mass (kN) 1.27 2.89 5.08 '" Simulation Results· No Top Plilte 
-
Preload (kg) ''''' "'" ''''' '"' Bottom Plale Peak Velocity (m/s) '" 2.18 3.77 4.76 Dummy Mass Peak Velocity (mls) 1.17 2.07 3.49 4.18 
Peak Force on Dummy Mass (kN) 8.15 15.9 37.7 41 .3 
Simulation Results - Guiding Tubes & Guiding Sleeve (10kg) 
Preload (kg) ''''' "'" c"" ;;, ---- --.- -Impaclor Peak Velocity (m/s) 14 t '.90 "" "" Dummy Mass Peak Velocity (m/s) 0.993 173 '" , 309 Peak Force on Dummy Mass (kN) , 20.9 '" 46.8 '" -Simulation Results Guiding Tubes & Guiding Sleeve (25kg) 
Preload (kg) ''''' ''''' COO '"' Impactor Peak Velocity (m/s) 1.01 2.15 3.29 4.15 
Dummy Mass Peak Velocity (m/s) I 0.91 
i 
1.85 2.75 I ~.39 
. Peak Fc.-ce on Dummy Mass (kN) J 16.9 35.0 48.2 59.4 , 
Simulation Results Guiding Tubes. Guiding SI .... ve & Slidin9 Tubes (50kg) 
Preload (kg) ''''' ''''' I we '"' Impactor Peak Velocity (m/s) 0.672 1.57 2.47 3.14 
Dummy Mass Peak VelocRy (mls) 0.649 1.49 2.34 3.04 
Peak Force on Dummy Mass (kN) 15.8 225 42.5 52.9 
Simuliltion Results - Sliding Tubes (no vertical onstraint) 
Preload (kg) "'" ''''' C"" ,eo Impaclor Peak Velocity (mls) 0.654 ", 2.42 308 
Dummy Mass Peak Velocity (mis) 0.701 181 2.62 3.37 






















Because there is no tap plate in the modified simulations. the grapohs In ~ogure 88 and Figure 
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Figure 88: Graph showing bottom plate Or impactor peak velocities 
for simulated modifications (by R Ahmed/" 
Figure B8 confirms tile fact that docreasirJg the mass of tMe i"'~\Or IY WtOrT' plate (aqainst 
whch the spring must work:1 increases the peak velocity of the impactor or bottom plate"' 
, IL I,.., ., fi," ' rr-or .,' ,," ",,' '" "'9'J re 88 th .t the oe" ",,~ity ,.;th no toe pi,,,, ;, te., "n., .. tho ""' 9 "'" wt'ict1 
J"". I' .,~ • lOP pi".. II,,.,..,,,,, ,, ,, """. ;"'~ re.I;,e" thllt the pe" ·,clxi y wi h no ''''' pl. ", " "' ,, 0. the oe" 
,cI()ci~ of ,he botto1l pi". we ... "" ;,. ""'., ;,. r>"'.d fr~ the " ' 9 "'" 0'''' 
-- , 
--,. "'I' "",. __ .uodo. ,5k,) 
__ OL>OC' n 'k,) ' 
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Figure 89· Graph showing dummy mass peak velocities for simulated 
modifications (by R Ahmedl. 
At Ilrst glance F';Jure 89 may ~pear sUsp<cious as the dummy mass peak velocity doos not 
beha~e In the same manner as the impactor peak velocity in that il does not increase as 
Impactor mass decreases. However, this can be explained by considering the mOrlWntum of 
the ~y~tem. A larger mass can transfer more momentum as ,I is proportooa l to the mass 
multiplied by the velocity. Th'lS concept was clearly explained in a chapter of [14] which 
describes the etementary aspoct5 of inelastic impact. If a statiooary mass M, is struck by a 
mass M, tra~elling with an initial vekx;lty V" con~B<"\IatK)n 01 linea; momentum demands that 
M, V, = (M, + M,) V, 
wilere V, is tile common veooty of both masse~ immediately afler an inelastic 'mpact [14]. If 
M, » M, then appro~imalEHy "" klf1a1:ic energy IS lost during the evant. The ",~jal kinetic 
energy (E,) of mass M, IS E, = M, (V,j" Thus, if Ihe kinet ", energy before the impact is equal 
to th e kinet ic energy after Ihe impact. tile amount of kinetic energy (E, ) to be transferred to 
maSS M, is directly proportional to both M, and V,. Thus one can increase tile kinet ", energy 
tfsnslerrerl to M· by Increasing the moving msss M, anrllor the initial VEH OClty of the moving 
rT\.J~S V, 
rigure 89 clearly shows lhat th" maximum dummy mass peak vekx:ity achievable increases 
for all the modification proposals (except the 5kg guOding tubesl 
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The results of varying the spring stiffness are presented in Figure 90. It can be seen that the 
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Figure 90: Top plate peak velocity with varying spring stiffness 
(by R MImed). 
• 
However, as me ntioned before uSing mult lP Ie spring s with diffe ring spring sti fh es3 may ' 101 
be practi ca l Thus, a longar spring with the sarne spring stiffr>ess as the CUfTWlt spmg was 
considered and the s'm ulation results are presanted in Tab le 25 and Figure 91 
Table 25: Simulation results using a longer spring (by R Ahmed)_ 
Simulation Results - Longer Spring Length (Sliding Tubes) 
Prelooo (kg) St""e PI"le Pe~k DullYllY M~ss Peak Peak Force 00 
Velocity (ml s) Velocity (mls) DLl IlYllY Mass IkN) 
' 00 0579 0.558 16.58 
'00 1.58 149 22. 54 
600 248 737 42.81 
n" 3.16 3.17 54.59 
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Figure 91: Graph of peak velocities achieved using a longer spring 
(by R Ahmed). 
The two upp€. lines in t roe graph in Figure 91 represent th e impactor (strike plale) arid dummy 
mass pea~ vcloc I y results from the simulation using the longer sp;ir>g. while th e lower lirJ€s in 
the gr3ph are the top pi;Jte and dumm~ maSS peak velocIty results from the or>ginal s'lmulation 
at the Ll TS 
Comparing tile \IIio sets of graphs, we can see tho! an iro:::rease in the ler>glh althe sp;ing can 












3.2 Description of modifications made to LL TS 
The Ll TS was mcx1ified <lnd renamed the Lli (See F';Jure 92) I he bas~ operation prirx:iples 
of the lLI are <ls fO«Ows 
• Posit ioo the loot 00 the Impactor pI<lte The required ~tion can be obtairJe(j bV 
lifting or Inwerlng the drop test rig seat and then lkirJg the seat height adlustment 
svstem to secure the p:lsit1oo I ~e angle of the 1irr*J can be wt bV bosening the 
oolts on the adjustable base plate, moving the spring system ba~kwards nr fC<'Nards 
and then tlg~te",ng the oolts on the base plate to secure the s~stem to the ground 
Furt~er <lngle adjustment to the 1001 can be <l~~ieved u,;;ng the pipirJg attac~ed to the 
seat nf tre drop test r'g to suspend the foot usmg flat tie·downs 
• Hook the hydraulic slave cylinder to the Impactor plate <lnd pump the hydrauli~ ma~ter 
cylinder to compress the spri'lij until the desfred preload ;,; ~h.mxl (This can be 
read off the force gauge attached to the ~ydraulic master cylinder) 
• Insert the 1001 pedal piping into the I<XIt pedal adapt'" Release the compressed 
spring by standirJg nn the 1001 pedal piping 
f> io ..... att. d .. .,<1 to ..," 0' elf"" te '" ,,, 
10 foci Itote '"' '" "t, "",,>x< n ~ of th 0 
I .n~ P"" h ""' roct 
11),,,. ,,1 <: ' '''''. cl',><\er 
Rc'er 












The details of the modif>C;Jtions are described as follows 
The top aOO bottom plates of the or~,'nal LL TS were removed and replaeea with an 
impactor system The modified syste<n reduced the weight upon 'Nh>:;h the spring 
must act This in tum increased the peak velocity of the impactor pl3te arKl thus 
iocreased the reak loree that was applied to the surrogate leg. The spring can thus 
be compressed vert c ally "nd oot at an angle An alternative C<lmpression 
mocha,,;sm and release mechanism WaS Implemented With the uSC 01 a hydraulic 
system (See Figure 93) 
Figure 93: Hydraulic master cylinder (pump system) with force 
display pressure gauge. 
Figure 94 show,; the bearings that were used at the top and bottom eMs of the 
hydraulic slav" cyr,nder to make the rc c ase mechanism more ef/K:ient Figure 95 
shows the release mechanism during the manufacture and development process of 
the lLi 
Figure 94: Diagram showing the bearings that wer .. used at the top 











Figure 95: Diagram showing the release mechanism during the 
manufacture of the LLL 
The sid ing tube s cOfICept as described and simulated in section 3.1.9 was 
implemen ted to guide the spring when it is released. Figure 96 shows how the s liding 
tu oos C",",CBpt was implemented during the manufacture of th e LLI 
Figure 96: The sliding tubes concept being implemented during the 











It was initially recommooded after the cnaracterisation of tho; original LLTS that in 
order to further Increase the peak forces aopliw to the surrogato; limb a kmger spring 
should be ourchasw Howo;ver, it waS decided to f..-st observe the oeak forces that 
could be achieved with tho; curroot spring in the Lli before a~other sori~g was 
pll·chased. As the spring is no longer compressed and released at an angie and the 
wasteful movements in the plates will 00 longer bo; an issue. and as the mass <Jga<nst 
wh i:::h tho; spring must act is greatly reduced arid thus the veK:city of the impactor 
pa te increased. it waS felt tnat tho; original stJrlng should perform Detter in the Lli 
thar in tho; original LL TS 
rho; LS drop test rig was u&e{l to pos'bon the limb on the impactor olate (See Figure 
92 and Figure 97) All m::>di'iGations to the drop test rig to enable it to be used with 
the drop test rig were designed to be removable Thus the drop test rig can 00 
converted back for drop testing ar>d the m::>di'ications can iJ.e used with another drop 
test rig or seat system should the lLi be ,.,Iocated at any stage Ore of the 
r<;G()mmoodat!ons for tho; modif;::;at:on of the original lLTS was to add e~tra 
strengthening to the base 01 the lL TS to stabilise the system. With the system Deing 
securely mounted to tho; cement floor tros waS 00 k:Jnger necessary. Too frame of the 
or ig inal LL TS waS aoondoned as it ·l1troduced unnecessary vioratKlns to the system 
and waS lI1necessary in the modified system where the seat and Impactor system Jre 
separate el"~"~'.~':::::::::;:;~~:~::;i 
Figure 97: Threaded bar and wing-nut mechanism that forms tho! 











3.3 Characterisation of LLI 
The LLI was characterised to determine whether its functionality was an improvement nn the 
or;ginal system" This was assessed in terms of the aim cl the syst" m wh"o::;h was to orovide a 
r"pealat:>le signal that was ref""esentati .e of lhat which a limb could " xpe<ience ""th,n a 
v" hiel" subjectaJ to a larldm"., ,, biast In order to characterise the 5Y5tem, firstly the sf""ing 
constant Wa5 validated and th en various Slmogate limbs were used to record measurements 
whd could th en b" compared to those obtained using the or':Jin ~1 LLTS, the rROSS'~ , the 
drop test r':J and actual .ehiel" test results 
3.3.1 Spring constant validation 
The spring was again characterISed within the LLI system as discrepaocleS arnse regarding 
the sp""9 constant obtaiood uS"lng the ongi~al LL TS and the consta~t spec,fled by the spring 
manufacturer {S" e section 3"11 for furth" r d" ta ils:, A ruler was erected bes:de the spring 
with a marter attached to the rnpactor piate to minimISe the hwnan error introduced when 
reading the displacement value5 (See Figure 98:1_ 
M, ",or to roduco ~ u "",n "''''' '' 
,he me,,,,,,,,,,,,," ,0",, ", 
,",,, ,,, ,""'" fo, """"J C'"' ~ '"t 
_"''''''t,," t.>I, 
Figu,.., 98: LLI setup for spring constant validation. 
r-he test was repeated three times 50 that a~ average value could be obtai lPed Th" results 











Table 26: Sample 1 of spring preload force and spri ng displacement re adings 
to va lidate the spring constanL 
~ 
Sarno!< 1 
F~ce I ~~s~~acern e nl reading 
Chan e in d' .oIacement 1m) 
0 
, 
1000 , " 0,010 
2000 " 0"" f 00 0.043 """ 
'000 " 0,059 
0000 "' 0.077 I eooo '" 0,096 i 
'000 '" 0.112 ; ~ 0000 135 , 0.128 ; 
I 9000 151 ! 0.144 .. ~ , 
I H'''''' ". 0.157 ' 
Table 27: Sample 2 of spring preload force and spring displacement readings 
to validate the spring constant. 
~ 
Sample 2 
I ~~)rce I ~t::ement reading 
, 
i Change in disp lacement (m) 
, 0 , 
'000 16 i 0.009 
2000 31 I 0.024 
'000 " , 0.042 
"'" '" 0.060 ""'" "" 0.078 WOO 103 I 0.096 ._"..t... 
,000 11 9 i 0.112 
"000 n' l 0.129 
0000 
,,, 0.144 











Table 28: Sample 3 of spring preload force and spring displacement readings 
to validate tile spring constant. 
',m , , Force Dis~~acement reading 
"' mm Cnan e in displacement 1m) , 0 , ... -
H"", " 0.008 
'000 " 0026 ~~ COOO " 0.042 
'000 " 0.061 
'000 86 0.079 
eooo '" o OW , 
<1m '" 0.11 1 
0000 '" 0.129 
9000 '" 0.144 H>OOO '" 0.159 ~ 
The sprir.g constants derived from each 01 the different samples showed excellent 
rept>atabi lity and were within 05% of one another (See Figure %1 Th's ;ndicates gceat 
confidence in th e spring constant obtaOned IrOrll th€ plots. An additional trend line was fitted 
to a graph containi r.g every te st point as a separate entity in each of the tn ree samples (See 
Hgure 100) I hIS produced a very ",m llar value for :h€ spri r.g cons:anl and was within 
0002% of :he average sprir.g constant obtajned from plott,ng th e lest points from each 
sample separately I ne details are de""robed below. 
The average spring cons:ant oiJlai red from F>gure W was 
• 59373kN/m. 
The spring constant obtained f'om Fi gu re 100 was 
• 59.311 kNlm 













Spring constant validation 
~20Q0 ,-----c==c-c=C-----
y 59698 ... 431 .68 
:0000 
R' = O.~8~ 
Y = 59143x + 475.78 
R' - 0.9'988 • Sample 1 
• S. 'rl ple 2 
'" 50(){1 , .. S . 'rlple 3 
o 
" 
" ! 0 
" 
4000 .-
y ~ 59278 ... 449.'18 
R" ~ 0.0091 
- ---0''''----' 
__ l,""'" (S"'rI >le 1) 
__ l,""'" (So'rI >le 2) 
,_ Uliear (Sampe 3) 
0.1000 0.1500 
Cha nge in diopla ccmcnt (m) 
Figure 99: Graph showing the spring constants derived from each of 
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Spring constant validation 
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Figufe 100: Graph showing the spring constant derived by plotting 












Check using basic spring calculations: 
The spri"9 constaot and other spr'''9 specifi;at.klr~ wer~ used, as before to calculate the 
ma~im um f<Yce that a spriog of a ceria," iength should be able to achieve 
Tile followi"9 specifications were provided by the spring man ufactur ~ r 
Spri"9 stiffness 4g.36Nlmm(4g.36kNlm} 
Free length 402mm 
Bar d'ameter 25mm 
Number of coils 6.25 
Using these measurements the maximum s.r<irg pr~loEld was determiped 
Ma~imum compresskln = 402mm - {S.25 x 25rnm) = t 95.75mm 
Maximum s.r<ing preload = 195.75 x 49.36 = 0062.22 N 
How~Ye r, u~i"g th ~ ~pri"g 'tiffr\es~ tllat was deri~ed from the LLI, the maximum spring 
preuad Gan be calculated as folkJw~ 
MaxirnLI11 spring pr~ load = 195.75 x 59.37 = 11621.68 N 
Thi~ ,eem~d like a r ~aso nabl e valu~ as th e 'pri"9 was pot fully compressed by 10kN preklad 
during the ~prir\g constant valida!>on test>;. Th~ fact that th ~ spr'ng could be compressed to 
t OkN in practic~, but ca (:ulating th ~ maximum spring pr~klad using the data prmided by th e 
mapufactur ~ r give, only 9.7kN, irldicate, that the 'pring constant pro~ided may be IrlCOrrect 
3.3.2 Description of tests conducted 
Initially it was decided that a loose ma88 ShOlJd be used In place of the surrogate I ~g to 
characteris~ th ~ LLI This would elim nate variables and degrees of freedom that would be 
introdL£ed by th ~ I~g, however due to safety considerahons it was decided that a k:ose mass 
could not be saf~ly u~ed with th e curren t ~tup It was thus decided that a surrogate leg 
snould be used a~ b~for~ This also allow~d the LLI test r~sults to be compared to the 
characterisation tests performed using the original Ll TS In addition to thi~ two adaptoc 
mOOules were manufactured for use w,th the surrogate;.og to reduce the inherent degrees of 
fr""dom and "",~~ibl~ ~ariability in th ~ respon~~ of th ~ 11mb. Firstly. a d's.carded I tyorid III 
ATD foot {as was used on the surrogate leg) wa~ modified to allow the mo~ing ankle joint to 
be replaced with a solid structure Secondly, the foot was replaced with a ~ti ff ~t",,1 foot of 
similar mass to eliminate the dampong that wouKJ be introduced by the prost h~tic rub ber 
coating of the Hybrid III ATO foot 
Thus th ~ LLI was characterised usrng a surrogate leg setup In four d liferent contiguratklns 
• Setup 1 Surrogate leg 5 as;s with sIloe (a~ waS used during til e Characterisaton of 
the orig'nal LL TSI. The fool With the boot weight~ 2.3kg 
• Setup 2. Surrogate leg 5 with shoe removed ito eliminate any variables tllat th ~ shoe 













figure 101: The Lli with the surrogate leg for setup 2. 
• Setup 3: Surrogate leg 5 with adapted foot (See Figure 102) attached directly 10 the 
lower limo (to remove the degrees of freedom introduced oy the ankle) . The 1001 
without the moving ankle joint weighs 1.3kg. 











• Setup 4 Surro~ate leg 5 with the steel foot (to remove the damr:on~ <Iltroduced by 
the prosthet>;: rubber coahn~ the Hybrid III f()ot). The steel foot w"~hts 1.2k~ The 
steel foot is shown in F;qure 103 
Figure 103: Adapted s tee l foot for setup <I. 
Using these four different setups. the effect that the surrogate limb propertoes ha~e on the 
characteristics of the force transferred from the LLI was assessed 
The following te~t Procedure was followed to characterise the LLI 
The sr.-ing w~s characterised in the LLI (where it wa~ compressed ~erticallyj to 
G()nfirm the ~pring stiffnb~ IIldicated by the manufacturer. This was done by taKmg a 
range of displacement and force rrteasuremern wh ibt comr.-essmg the sp"n~ 
Aoprox·lI1lately 10 measurements were ta~oo at lkN Intervals up to a spring pre'o~d 
of 10kN This oroce~~ was repeated 3 times and an average obtained for the actu~1 
sprrl g stirfne~s 
A seroes of tes's were coodocted witholJ" the surroqate leg in the system in order to 
e~auate the inout p'ale velocity t() the system both with and without a surroq~le limb 
5 samples were t~ken at sPring prel()ad~ of 4kN, SkN. 8kN and 10kN rhe test 
domain for SetuD 1 IS shown In rable 2g 
Table 29: Test Domain for Setup 1 without a surrogate leg 
Spring prelo~d Number of 
(kN) samples , 5 samples 











In order to characterise tile Lli with a surrogate leg a SIngle offset was chosen 30mm 
below the impactor plate rest po~itoo This translates to tile ~pring being 
compressed until the impactor plate was pulled down by 30mm The foot was then 
poSltoned on the LLI impact()( plate w"ilst it was slightly p'fH oaded This ensures 
th;lt the impact occurred between the fool: and the impactor pl;lte before the spring 
extended beyond its rest position 
The spring was preo aded to 4kN' . 6kN, 8kN and 1ClkN, 5 sampl es were take" with 
the surrogate leg joint torques ~et to 6Nm and ~tlOther 5 samples with the p nt 
torque~ ~et to 25Nm at each of the specified prfHoads The test domain for Setup 1 is 
shown in Table 31 
Table 30: Test Domain for Setup 1 
Spring preload 6Nrn joint 25Nm joint 
(kN) to~:s torque , 5 Sam S ? ~~mples _ , 5 samples 5 samples_ 
e 5 samcles 5 sam~le~ 
W 5 samples , 5 samples 
For ~etup 2. J samples were taken a': 4kN and 6kN lu both 5Nm and 25Nm joint 
tuques, 1 sample was taken at 8kN lor 6Nm pnt torque, but as the axial o wer tibia 
force exceeded 20kN testing was discontinued at this point to prevent damage to ~he 
~urrogate leg and to ensure that tI1e irrpleme<1tat>::>n of the calibra~or factor for the 
ower ~ibia load cell remain~ valid" The test domain for SetLJp 2 is showr in Table 
" 
TableJ1: Test Domain for Setllp 2 
Spring preload 6Nm joint 25Nm joint 
~) to.-gue torguQ , 5 samples 5 samples , 5 samples 5 samples 
e 1 sample o samples 
" "i!"' ~ "''''. ",",e to t>e Go,O cctod '" acN, out , he "!l';'_ ow ;; oa< Cool"O" '0 Lt", :I'm", ,,_ wi:' 'he ;>'N 
""'''"' p,,,,,,. d 
" T~ >J,'_to " 9 10M eel!> ~ .. e 0 Ili l ' c.'" cop.cly oj 2·:>kN _ th uo 'h e ",, ; t:<.bon t.""" O"'lfiO< '''''''''',1<' '1 












• For setuD 3 5 sanlr"es were taken at 4kN, 6kN and 8kN for the 25Nm joint torquc 
setting Testing could not continue to 10kN as the a~;aI klwer tibia forcc at 10kN 
would cxceed 20kN The modified ankle jon t WaS found to be damaged (See Figure 
lD4 and Figure 105) aftcr the 8kN sct of tcsts and thus tcst'ng eQuid not he 
coMuctcd for tf);: 6Nm pint torque Thc test domain for Sctup 3 is shown 'In Table 
" 
Table 32: Test Domain for Setup 3 -==---Spring preload 25Nm joint 
JkN) torque 
4 5sam es 
6 5 sOOll'es 
~ ___ --"~o""~"'l.""'__ 
Figure 104: Photograph of damaged weld on modified ankle joint. 
Figure 105: Photograph of bent bolt from modified ankle joint. 
• For setuD 4 the spong eQuid only be kJadcd to 4kN t>cfom the limit of the tibo. kJad 
cell was excecded At t~ 6Nm p'n t to<que setting, 1 sample was takcn at 6kN 
sprirYJ preload but the Ilm,t of the tlbra kJad ceH was exceeded, Amther sample was 
taken at 5kN Spring prekJad, but thiS too exceedcd the limit 01 the tibra load cell The 
test domain for Setup 4 is shown in Table 34 
Table 33: Test Domain for Setup 4 
Spring prcload--""'"'mC,"o""""-~'"'""m;;;-j'o",""" 
(kN) torque torque 
4 5 s<lml'CS 5 samples 
5 1 sample 0 samDles 











• in addition to the effect that the vanous s[nogate leg setups have On the functKming 
of the LLl. it was decided to investigate the effect of increasing the maSS of the 
impactor plate and to compare results 'Mth yet artOther human surrogate limb, the 
Hybrid III ATD surrogate limb He Hybrid III ATD was used in addition to the 
surrogate leg to allow the LLl results to be compared t[) results obtained using the 
TROSST~ A sleel plate weighing 7.8kg was manufactured and was moonted on the 
LLl impactor plate (See Figure 1(6) 
,~_I pi"_ ["' .. J ",,[n ",. 
LLI " ' " .,,"" pI.'" 
Figure 106: Steet ptate mounted on the LLt impactor ptate. 
3.3.3 Instrumentation for characterisation 
Tne following lransdL>8ffS were used in order to charanerise the LLl (See Figure 10t for the 
iocal".:>n of the transducers) 
• Two SOOg accelerometers were fitted to the impactor plate (Setups:; and 4 were only 
be fitted with One accelerometer as the results showed that the impactor plate moved 
up straight and not at fluctuating angles t[) the horizontal) 
• 0"" 500g ""r:elerometer was fittea to the surrD<Jate leg foot or adaoted foot 
• Surrogate leg 5 WaS fitted with a load cell In the lower t ibia 











Figure 107: Diagram showing the location of transducers on the LLI 
and sUrTOgate leg 5. 
The hydr<lUlic master cylinder was fitted with a cal l Jrated force gauge (See F>:Jure 108) ard 
both the hydraul~ master and Slave cylO1 ders were inspected repaired and given a safety 
rating (See Apperdix A3 for calibration information) 
Figure 108: Photo9r~ph of the hydraulic m~$ler cylinder (pump) ~nd 
the calibrated force gauge. 
Table 34 shows the releVani serial numbers of the instrumentation and the sensitivities of the 












Table 34: Description of the instrumentation used in the characterisation of 
the LLI and the sensitivities of tne transducers. 
.. _- -_ . ..• 
Instrumentation description: I Serial number' , Sensitlvny: 
Surrogate leg 5 , "" 
Surrogate leg 5 load cen ; 0OOO1OmVIN 
Surrogate leg 5 500g loot 0639·005 0.086mV/g 
accelerometer 
he - - - -----
Impacbr plate 500g accelerometer 0639·01 3 0,085mVlg 
I (left hand side) 
Impactor plate 500g accelerometer 0639·008 ! O.085mVlg 
(right harJd side)" , 
I Hybrid illATD2 "" "" 
Hybrid III ATO foot accelerometer 6491-003 o 107mVlg 
---
Hybrid III A TO ",wer t ibia load cel l 3287-792 Fz"0,00048mVIN 
Mx=0,03685mVINm 
My. 0.03715mVINm , , 





ATD DAQ data acquisit;on system 01062006 "" 
LEG DAQ data acqu isit;on system 05062006 "" 
Hydraul ic pump a~d cylinder (ENERPAC PM nand NlA (calibrated wtth 
-
-
pump, medium pressum hydraulic cyl i ~der force 
double acting cylinder) gauge) 
Hydraulic cylirJder forc:e gauge 147851 
----
j NIA 
" The ,,, hI hoM . <10 <r!poC\<)( pl'" . ceelo'''''''\e' w • • "",>t,yed I,om Ile plO t • • "~ u>ed ., . fool ..,,,,",,cmeto, 
..oth 1M adapled 1001 mo<IuIe . . . ..... '09"10 Ioo\j ~ foot "","", ,,,,note, .towe"_inV 
, 












3.3.4 Data acquisition, processing and analysis 
Data acquisition: 
Data was acquire<! lISMlQ two Compacl RIO DAQ syslems. The signals were sampled for 2 
seconds at 10kHL, 0.25 secorlds of whio.:h was pre· trigger data 
Data processing: 
The signals were processed in Matlab'" where the offset was subtracted from each of tile 
charmels and the calibration foctors (calculsted from the sensitivities of the tran sducers and 
the clmnnel gsins and excitation voltages) were spplied Filtering was also conducted in 
accordance with AEp·55 VolOO1e 2 [3J The script files that were used to process the dala 
were r"I<Yl1ed as follows: 
• data reooer_llts_version1 m - Used to process the LLI result s obtaioled without a 
surrogate on the system arl(j the results ot>tained using setup 1. 
• data_reader_llts_v"rsion2.m - Used to process the LLI resLJits obtained with a 
surrogate leg using s.et~ 2, 3, 4 and the results obts,ned using an add·,t'onal mass 
piate on the LL TS impactor plate" 
• data reader_"ts_ A TO _ version1.m - Used to process the LLI results obtair>ed with the 
Hybrid III ATD. 
Data analysis: 
The manner in which the data was ana lysed played 8 large role in the results that were 
obtained. There is often no standard rule as to how to analyse the data and thus certs'l1 
decisions were made reQardMlQ the arlalysis of j,le results. However, as the results could I:>e 
arla lysed differenlly depending OIl lhe focll s of the research, each of ti.e test graphs were 
presented in the Detailed Results document that can be fourl(j on th e disk accompanying thi s 
dissertation This will al low the resLJlts to be analysed in an alternative manner shoulcl the 
need arise in the future A typical example of the graphs that were provKJed in this dOCOO1ent 
was outlined below 
V",<jj.;:'n 1 .. 10 2 Q1 ,"" codo i, "iff",ont "' 'h~ lLi ' npoel;}( 1"-"0 V"'" , . ..-"j ,;0.) ... "",,",,.,,«,, w O« ,,,,,,, as ,~ . 
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Figure 109: A typical example of the impactor plate acceler~tions 
(red _ 'igllt lIand side, blue _ left hand side) and 
velocities that are presented in the Detailed Results 
document. 
, 
Wil il s\ most or the gr3phs In the Oetailoo Rewlts document d'~3y simila silapes and 
trends, lXlusual results were occasio"31~ recorded by the riqht haM side impactor plate 
accelerome\er (See Figure 110) A study of \1"Ie flOles made duri r>;l the teslir>g re,eaied that 
the unusual results co rrespoo ded with a bendlt'lg of t!"le ru ler marker thai occurred On m ~l\i ple 
occasKX1S As the ru ler marker was mounted above the right har>:J Side Impactor plate 
accelerometer (making use of th e same tx>Ies lna t were drilled '<1 to too steel impactor plate) .. ~ 
wou ld seem plausible th3 t if tllis marker caught On the r~ 1er during lile lest lilat it s~u KJ 
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Figure 110: Unusual impactor plate acceleration and velocity (red_ 
right hand side, blue _ left hand side) for the BkN spring 
preload case. 
Figu~ 111: Photograph of bent ruler marker. 
The dilt~ thilt r.eected to be extr""led form the results in order to chilr~cler~e the Lli W~~ the 
pe~k Ie}) torce dI1d pe~k impactor plate velocity arid the durations of these peaks The pedl< 
leg force ~m pe~k imp;Jctor plate veloc;ly were obtairoed d:rectly trom the filtered ,esult~ 
However, the cteterminah;.r1 of the durat'oos of these peaks proved less obvious To illustr~te 
\h;s pomt an impactor plate velocity (red) and a leg force (blue) were plotted In F'»ure 112 
iNote: 'I he figure ;5 not to ~wie ~3 it ~ merely to illustr~te ~ point) If the durat ion 01 the peak 
veKxAy wa~ obtained for the y-~xi~ zero c=~ing, the dur~tion would be approximately O.bs 
(See the green line in F"ure 112) Howe-er, thIS did not s.eern to accuratefy rBllect the 












Thus, a threshold method colAd be applied where the y-axis -O.O~ls crossing could be used 
(See the navy li~e in Figure 112) This would appear to be a sattsfactory method, but the 
shape ct the peak may change an<! the same problems would be expenenoo<l using this 
threshok1 as if the zero crossing was used 
One of these problems;'; iltustrated in Figure 112 as a slight vanahon in the _elocity peak 
cook! cause the durat'bIl to change from 0.05s to 0 15 which is double the actual duration 
Thu~ It wa s <lecide<l that a thre~hok! value of 10% of the peal:: value wou<J be the most 
objective way of determ'ning the <lural>on of the peak (See the orange line in Figure 112) 
The duration of the peak leg force was similarly obta.,ed using 8 thresho k1 oj 10% of the peak 
,= 
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Figure 112: Illustration of the determination of the duration of the 
peak velocity. 
Another point to note regardi~g the analysis 01 the data was the t ime at whd the pe8k 
velocity and peak leg foroo OCcur. Without exceptioo the peak velocity 01 the impactor plate 
was ach';e_ed before ·nlp<--.ct wHh the surrogate leg This pherlOmenon is relevant as the 
impactor plate and ~urrog8te leg resujts were rlOt all anaIYS8<1 on the same axes. hcwever, it 
plays a large role in the interpretJtion of the relJtKJnship between the peak leg rorce an<! peak 
vebcity that is discussed in section 3.5 1 Figure 113 shows the peak leg force am the peak 
i<npactor plJte _e loaty plotted at the same tome. The y-aXiS IS not to scale. wt ,t is clear that 
the peak velocity occurs before the pe8k leg loroo and th8t the leg inlluences the velOCity of 
the imractor plate alter the Impact has occurre<l It is also clear that the leg resroOOs mem 
quickly than the impoctor plate wh ich would make sense since the impactor plate is heavier 
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Figure 113: Graph showing the impactor plate velocity and the 
surrogate leg fon:e. 
Summary of results of LLI characterisation 
The Ll 1 w~s char acte rised using the same surrogate leg 3S was used to characterise the 
or iginal I I TS to allow the functlO""~ty of each of the system,; to be meanlrlgfully comP'lred 
In addition, a series of tests were cond ucted w ithout th e s urrog ate leg in th e system in order 
to evalU<lte the Input plate velocity to th e system boIh with and w ithou t a s urrogate 11mb This 
would allow one to ascertain the effect that the surrogate ~g has on the system during 
operation The pe<lk pl ate veOcity arid peak leg force w ere measured vI varoos spring 











3.3.5.1 Characterisation without a surrogate leg 
ThE spring was comprEssed to various spring preloads before being released. Samples WEre 
ta~en at each spring preload of4kN. 6kN, 8kN and 10kN. The re~ults are shown in TablE 35 
Table 35: Results of characterisation of LU without;1l surrogate leg. 
Spring Peak piate Peak , , """ ,"," , I " preload VElocity 1 , , , " 
, 
(kN) (mls) (m/s) , , , 
~ I" I 00820 , 
-
_w '" 'c'~ i :-e ~: ~ ffi " COm; ."" f , " 
, 0.0709 0.0706 
0.0691 i' 0.0696 
-"- -- '"' 0," '" ~ 
The f;,-st factor th<t is of interest;" the LLI charactensation is whEther there is lateral 
movement of the plate OflCE thE compressEd spri<1g has be"" ",teasEd Lateral movement 
may cause the outEr mEtat cylimJers mounted to the impactor plate to make contact w~h the 
inner metaj cylinders mounted to the base of the system, thus reducing the peak velocity of 
the plate. However, by analysing the re~ults "' Table 35, it was found that the peak plate 
velocities were, on average, w~hin 5.8% of ooe another whilst the peak plate velocity duration 
were wrthin 0.02% 01 ooe another. Thus. the lateral moveme!1t of the plate is deemed to be 
minimal ;" term~ of the performance 01 the system. Figure 114 shows a typical example 01 
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Figure 114: Graph of plal~ accele'>otion and plate velocities obtained 
from accelerometers mounted on each side of the 
impactor plate when released from a spring preload of 
SkN. 
The ;weraqe ot th e two measurement,; obtained from eoch s·d e 01 th e plate was used in 
comPilri r>;] th e p e~ k v~ ocity arn peak velocity durdtion dfte r aoch test ~· 'il ure 11 5 SllOWS ~ 
plot of th e peak pl ate velo::>clty versus th e sp.-ing p.-eload A strong linear relat>oo ship can he 
observed as expected The tr€1ld li lle fits ttle data poin~ with an R' value" of 0 97 whk::h is 
close to 1 a nd thus shows that th e trend line is a very goc.d fi t 
" A irel'" Ine ,. , '" " most rc, .... '" "'he" ,i< ~' " "", " ot 0' ' .... 1 R' " 'OOWll .. ; ~ coctfoo011 """'em"".",,, 
and"" . ,rc"""e of '"~ "'00«1" " ,f t"" ,.,""",,, '" th o 1-. X; ' vo roo ~ thot " ex~" ;"ed"~ tl", ~ar i"" , in ' '''' , . 













Peak plate velocity versus spring preload 
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Figur& 115: Graph showing the peak plale velocily versus the spring 
preload during the characterisation of Ihe LLI withoul a 
surrogate leg. 
" 
Figure 116 shows a plot of the duration of the peak velocity vers.us the spring P'"B looo. The 
peak velocity duralioo appears to decrease as the spring preload increases as expected 
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Fig ure 116, Graph showing the peak plale veklcity d mation vernus 
the spring pre load during the characterisation of th e LLI 












3.3.5.2 Characterisation with a surrogate leg 
A number of tests were conuucted ds ,arious spring po-dodds in order :0 ex>,ore too effect 
that a surrogate ·eg MS on the pertormJriCe o':he LLI and :0 ai>c>w lor comparisons :0 be 
made with the original LL TS 
The results are listed in TJble 36 anu Table 37 The joint torque 01 ti'e sllrrogate leg was set 
:0 25Nm in each of:he tests 
Table 36: Peak ptate vetocity results for characterisation of the LLI with a 
surrogate leg. 
I Ceo, 'II c", 
Sprng I plTe , plate 
rrel8dd . vebclty i vekx;lty 
(kN:111 (mfs) 12 (mfs) 
I '! 179~ 1.79 





























'--~,'t-~"'71 i 1 .63 
1,66 0.0794 00743 I 0,076~ 
1.67 0.0752 0.0766! 0.0759 
4 1.90 11';9 1.79 0.0791 0.0759 00775 
6 3.18 i 2.89 304, 00716 
6 , 315 311 3.13 00094 
3.16 0.0757 
3.12 0.0743 
3.25 ! 3.00 
~ I u . 3.16 3.08 
6, 3.12 3.15 314 00092 
8 4,23 4.34 4.2a 0.OOa2 
8 ' 3.94 4.21 4.07 0.0681 
0.005r 
0.0091 











8 ' 4.01 475 413 00648 00664 , 00656 
8, 41~ 1 4.12 I 4.16) _o~~oo~,~e+~o~oo:;;;,~,_~o~oo:;;e;,j' 
8 4.04! 4.12'- 408 1 0.0646 0.0645 0.0646 
10 ; 586 , 5ag r- 587 I 0.0073 00027 0.0050 
10 5.84 ! 5,68 5 (6' 0.0666 0.0623 00645 
10 i 5.73 5.73 5.73 i 0.0642 0.062-,- 6-",-,-;~ 
1 0 555 566 566 0.0044 

















Table 37: Peak leg force results for characterisation ofth .. LLI. 
-- ~~ 
Spring preload I Peak leg force Peak leg force 





" 3.22 o 00"" , 3,07 0,0090 , 3,17 0 0000 , 2.78 0.0099 
e 7.78 0 0072 
e 8.79 0.0057 
e en 0.0058 
e 903 I 0.0056 _. -
e eM 0. 0056 
e 14.56 O~~ 
" 1445 0.0047 8 14.58 0.0046 
e 14.34 0. 0047 
" 14.67 O.lXl45 '" 20.01 0 0041 10 20.98 D.OD40 
10 21 18 0.0039 
10 20.59 i 0.0040 
'" 
20.3S -l---.. 0 0041 
~. 
A very stro ng linear relationsh ip between th e peak pla le .elocily, lhil t was measure d I'oi th ttle 











Peak plate velocity vesus spring preload 
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Figure 117: Plot of peak plate velocity results for characterisation of 
the Lli with a surrogate leg. 
The peak plate veUcity dur~t"n is also vefY deper>dant on the Sp--ill9 prelo~d as c~n be seen 
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Figure 11B: Plot of peak velocity duration .... sults for characterisation 











A very strong relationship can be seen between the pesk surrogate leg force ve rsus the 
spring preioad (See Figure 119) rhe repealab ility ',S also very good as the pesk leg forGe 
values Jt elOCh spr ing preklad are (on average) Within 3 .7% 01 one snother roo durati on 01 
Ihe peak leg force versus th e spring preload is ,,"otted in Figure 120 As was observed ir 
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P ~ak s urrogat~ leg force versus spr ing pretoad 
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Figure 119: Plot of peak leg force results for characterisation of the 
LLI with a surrogate teg . 
Peak leg force duration versus spring preload 
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Figure 120: Plot of peak leg force duration resutts for 













3.3.6 Simulation of LLI 
A simul3tion wss condl>Cted in MSC ADAMS by RJyeesa Ahmed to allow the impw:tor ~Jte 
vek>c ity of the model to be compaed w,th that of the actuallLl 
Figure 121 shows a typical simulahon of the ·rnpactor plste velocity at 6kN spring prebad 
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Figure 121: Graph of 1he simulated peak impactor plate velocity at 
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Figure 122: Graph of the aClUal peak impactor plate velocity at 6kN 
spring preload_ 
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Simulations were conducted for the LLI with the addad mass plate and WIthout SO th at the 
"es"lts cOl~d be compared. Table 38 an<! TOOle 39 list the results wh<:h are ~otled in Figure 
123 and Figure 124 The results are as expected and show that as the mass of the impactor 
Diate increases the DC ak pl ate velocity decreases 
Table 38: Simulated plate velocity results withot>t aR added mass plate. 
Spring preload (kN) Peak pl ate Peak plate vek>city 
",b:t y (mls) durat",n (s) , 2.44 005/ 
C 3.72 0.051 , ~.O' OO~/ 
'" 5.30 0.057 -
Table 39: Simulated plate velocity resuHl; with an ~dded mass ~ate 





velocity (mls) duration (s) 
2.13 0()56 
328 0 ()56 
'" o ()56 5.59 0. OC6 
Simulaled peak p ia!!' v elodty vers us spr iRg preload 
.. <, 1-------_.------__ ------________ __ 
" 1 • " 
Figure 12:1, Graph showing simulated peak plate velocity results 
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Figul1! 124: Graph showing simulated peak plat  velocity duration 












3.4 Factors affecting characterisation and performance of LLl 
In Ofder (0 b€!ter undt%tai)d the func!ion'n~ of (he lLi. other foctors s.uch as tne effect of 
addit'oQ extra tn.3"" on the Impactor pate and the use of different surrOQale limbs to measu,e 
the force SUj>plled by the ·,mpactor were InvesliQated 
3.4.1 Effect of adding a mass plate 
,\s C;Jn be seen in Figure 125 a mass plate of 78kQ W;JS added to lI)€ impactor plate to 
increase the mass wh c h is accelerated by the preloaded sprirlQ The impxtor plate will'. lhe 
tubes but without the added m;JSS wel~hts 22 2kQ rhus the increase in mass i> 35% of the 
oriQinal mass 
Figure 125: Photograph showing the additional mass plate mounted 
on the LU. 
F·"ure 126 shows lIl<It the pea" plate velOCity decre;Jses. 00 average. from about 57mls lo 
about 4 6m1s as a result 01 the added tn.3ss. This represents a 19% drop In the velOCity with 
the n crease in mass by 35% The duration 01 the ",,;Jk plate ,eiocity shows nQ ob,ious tre~d 
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Figure 126: Graph showing 5 umples of peak plate velocity with and 
without an added mass at a spring preload of 10kN_ 
Peak plate velocity duration with and without an added mass 
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Figure 127: Graph $howing 5 samples of the duration 01 tho peak 
plate volocity with and without an added mass at a 












1 he tremt In peak leg force wrresponds to the peak plate velocity as it decreases frOOl an 
average v<>lue of 20.6kN to sn aver3!je vallie of 18.5kN with the addition of the mass to the 
top pl~te {See Figure 128) No obvious trend is ooserved in the duration of the oeak leg force 
(See Figure 129) 
The reQeatability 01 the peak plate velocity and duration necresses with the sdded mass from 
being within fl.O% of one annther tn bemg with", 2.4% an<! 1 3% of one aIlother respectively 
The repeata bi lity of the peak leg force an<! nuration decresses from beirg wi:hin 2.8% and 
3.2'", of <ne analher respectively tn bei'1) withw 2 3% snd 2.1 % of one ~nother respectively 
1 
Son ... ,.., ... IkH) 
Figure 128; Graph showing 5 samples of peak leg force with and 
without an added mass at a spring preload of 10kN. . 
......... ""'.(l<1li 
Figure 129: Graph showing 5 samples of the duration of the peak leg 
force with and without an added mass at a spring 











3.4.2 Effect of different human surrogates on system performance 
In order to investigate the effect that t ~e properties of varKlUs ruman 'l1frogate limbs ~ave On 
tre cMar<JCteflst.:s and performance 01 the LLI. a range 01 limbs and different configurations 
were used In testing 
Comparison of surrogate leg (serial number 5) setups; 
Th" surrogate leg (seri'" number 5) was used as the base Io! four diff~r"nt limb s"tups 
Th~,.., wer~ d~"-Cril)ed in detail in "",,ctKln 3.3.2 Factor~ wh>:::h w~re ~xr>lor~d though t ~ese 
setups ",clude jo<nt ,tiffness 01 hip and knee joints, the effect 01 the ankle joint the effect of 
tMe boot and the effect of the pro,tretlc rubber coating of tMe Hybrid III ATn foot that is part 01 
the ,urrogate leg Tre tests comparing the vario\Js surrogate leg 'etups were eondu-:t~d 
Without the additkJnal mas, plate a!l<JChed to tre impactor plate of the LU He peak leg fore" 
recorded for the 25Nm Mip and knee joint torqLIe ""!lings are displayed in F;gur" 130 
Pe~k leg force vesus spring preload (25Nm joint torque) 
"~ ,---
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Figure 130: Graph showing peak leg force versus spring preload for 
v'rious surrogate leg setups at 25Nm joint torque. 
rigur e 130 ';now~ thot H'e ~3k leg force W3:', lowe~t wMen a boot was worn by tn~ t,urrogole 
leg. When the boot was removed, th~ peak leg lorce was "Pprox'lmat~ly doubl~ t~at recorded 
with the boot. The use of the steel foot reduced t~e damping as the prostheb: rubber coating 
oftre Hybrid III ATOloot was 00 klnger pr"sent. This in turn increas"d th~ record~d leg force 
by betw~~n 7kN and 10kN lIepending On tre spring preklad The effect of t)(l snoe with no 
ankle joint appeared to read a slightly lower leg force than with an ankle joint. ne reason for 
this waS l"'cI~"" but could be due to sl10ck ab<;()rbing craracteri,t>::, introduced by the failing 
weld whK:h wookj also explain tre l<JCk of repeatability '" tre B1<N spring preload results as 











F>gure 131 shows ve( y lilli e difference i!llhe peak ~at e v~ocilie s l or th e ~ a rlOUs setups This 
wa s expe<:led as th e peak plale velody wa s attained belCl'"e impact with lhe limo and thus it 
should not ch8nge based on ch8l1ging cM8racteri stics 01 th e 11mb (See section _1 3.4 tor tu rthe( 













Peak plate ~elocity versus spring preload (25Nm joint torque) 
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Figure 131: Graph showin .. peak plate velocity versus spring 
preload for various surrogate leg se1ups at 25Nm join1 
torque. 
Comparison of surrogate le-g and Hybrid III ATD resul1s, 
Test; were cond ucted with th  Hybrid III All) to enable th e per1orm8l1ce 01 ~he LU ~o be 
COI'lpared wi:h :he TROSST~ I Mese :ests were conduded 'Mth the added mass pla:e In 
order to co rnpare re~ul~s obtained with th e Hyt:o'id III A TLJ 8I1d th e surr<X]ate leg additional 
tests were conducted with the mass plate and the surrogate leg 
The spring wa s pre'oaded to 10kN 8'1d 5 sa p1pl e~ wer e obtained for both th e surrogate leg 
and th e Hybrid III ATD Figure 132 shows that the sLJrroqate Ie<] recorded torces 
approxir>1,3t",y twi ce that 01 the A TO at th e 10kN spnng prekJad 
FlgL.-e 133 shows that th e durations 01 the peak surrogate leg forces are about ha lf that of th e 
dura:lons 01 AT l) leg forces. T hi5 is as expeded as a~ increa5e in f=e is diroctl y re lated to 
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Figure 132: Graph comparing the peak leg force recorded by the 
Hybrid III ATD and surrogate leg at 10kN " pring preload. 
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Figure 133: Graph comparing the duration of the peak leg force 
recorded by the Hybrid III ATD and surrogate leg at 











3.5 Discussion of findings related to the LLI 
The results of the characterisation o f the orig ina l LLTS and LLI were uresented in the 
pre,iollS section This section aims to highli ght certa in res.:..J IIS thai we re d isco,ered dur ing 
the characterisat ion urocess and to br ing them together to e,aluate too LLiln terms of the aim 
that was specified based 00 the literature re,iew that was conducted 
3.5.1 Comparison of simulated and actual LLI results 
Figure 134 shows th e simulcted (by R Ahmed) and actual oeak pla te velocity "t varfo us 
spring preloads. The srn ulated peak plate veloc ity sr.ows a very sim il ar trend to the octual 
ueak plate velocity. but is abt>Jt O. 5rn!s higher lhan the aclual ueak plate velocity. This is as 
exuected as the simulat ion does not take into accoll nt th e effects of frKOtOi1 and damping 
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Figure 134 : Graph comp~rillQ the simul~t"d ~nd ilctu~1 p"ilk pl~te 











3.5.2 Relationships involving plate velocity and leg force results 
He relarionship between '.he output from the LLI ill tMe lorm 01 the impactor plate vel(){;ity~ 
and the "' P< ]t to the e.urroqate leg (in tl1e form of tMe lower tibia ~xi~llorc"l was e<p k:l red in 
Figure 135 and F\)ure 136. A very strong linear retatlooship was observed between tMe peak 
plate velocity and the peak teg force in Figure 135 




Pu k pl oto .. 10";1)' (mls) 
Figure 135, Graph showing the retationship between peak plate 
vetocity and peak teg force, 
Figure 136 sl'ow~ the relation~I,'fl between the duratiul of the peak plate velocity and the 
dur~ttOn 0/ rhe leg force Although tl.is is not ~ very stroog re~tion~i'ip. some correlation is 
expected as the duration of tile peak plate velocIty and the duration of the peak leg force ~Ie 
related to tl1e peak plate v,"ocity and th e peak leg force respectively ('I Me durations decrease 
JS the peaks increJe.e\ Figure 137 shows a muei' stroogel relahooship between the peak leg 
force duration and tMe peak leg force tnan the relationsMip between th€ peJk leg force 
duratioo and th e peak plate velocity durat""' . This can be explained by the transfer of 
mornentum - if the leg is impacted mor'e se , erely {with a l1igh€r velocityl. it is in cootact witM 











Peak plate velocity duration vesus peak leg force duration 
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Figure 136: Graph showing the relationship between the duration of 
the peak plate velocity and the duration of the peak leg 
force. 
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Figure 131: Graph showing the relationship between the peak leg 











3.5.3 Comparison of original LL TS and LLI results 
In Ofder to compare tile perform8nce of the original LL TS and ihe LLI the same surrogate leg 
was used and the LLI results were process.ed ood 8na'rs.ed In the same manner as the 
origJna ILL TS results (In terms 01 ihe way in which the peaks arK! durations were determined) 
Figure 138 compares the peak plate velocity [)f tile origin'" Ll TS and L LI for the varK>iJs 
spring prel[)ads. AI4kN spring preload the systems appear to produce similar plale 
velocities, but as the preload is increased tile LLI acllieves v,"ootles thai are more than 
dooble tt>ose that collk1 be achie.ed with tile origin81 system Tests were rlOt conducted 
bekJw 4kN spring prel[)ad with the LLI (due to tile chosen offset) and t!>us the '1ebcitie. at 
lower preloEKIs could oo! be compared 
Peak plate velocity of lLi and original LL TS 
, 
.I--
• • • · , 
I 




YJ .. iginal = 0 34x + 0.3701 
R'-0.9741 
• III 
• Original LL TS 
' - Linear(lL~ 1- Linear (OriginallL TS) 
01----_--
Sprioll preload (kN) 
Figure 138: Peak pial," Y,"locity Y'"l"SliS spring preload for Ihe original 
LL TS and the LLI. 
I' , 
Similarly n Figure 139 tile peal:: leg tOfces that can be achieved using the same s;:<"ing are 











Peak leg force of LLI and original LL TS 
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LOrlginal = 0 34' + 0 3701 
R'=0.9741 
Spring preload (kN) 
Peak leg force versus spring preload for the original 
LL TS and the LU. 
The coefficients at d~termlnatlCOl " t>oth Figure 138 and Figur~ 139 are noteworthy as th~y 
indicate that the variatloo In p!'ak Y~IOGlty and pe~k leg ;orce ~re more dependant 00 the 
~ari~lion irl tile spring pr~oad Ihan IOOy were . , the or>glnat syst~m. This may reflect on the 
more effici~nt and repeataUe us~ of Ii", ~pring when it·1S cO "1Jressed Y~rtcally rather th~n at 
,m angle, as was the case in tr.e or>glnal syst~m 
Coo, paring tile repeatability of the original LL TS and th~ I I I ,s not stri<;tly me~nirl<)ful ~~ too 
rl<Jmoo r 01 s..~rnples ~t ea<;h of the sprirl<) preloads is not coosist~nt However, the rang~ 01 
repeatability was assessed in order to cOOlpar~ th~ systems Th~ repeatability of too or':J .,al 
LL TS determined frOO1 the peak leg force results r~oord~d by the same sunog~te leg rar>ged 
frOOl pe~k Ie<:; ;orces kirl<) witi,irl 8.3 to 31 3% (an av~rage of 20.9"/,,) 01 on~ anotl'~r Tile 












3.5.4 Comparison of LLI and LS drop test rig results 
As too repeatability of any device used in the testing of surrogate Umbs is of paramount 
imJXIrtance, the repeatability of resuKs obtained using the Lli was compared to the 
repeatabihty of the resuKs obtained uS!ng the LS drop test "g" 
The drop test results recorded in Table 40 reMeet the rO!sults of a series of drops from a Might 
of OSm and the surrogate leg joint stiffnO!Ss set to 2SNm. 
Table 40: Drop test results obtained using the Hybrid III ATD and the 
surrogate leg. 
! 




















" " " 5' 
The Lli test results recorded in Table 41 reflect the rO!sults of a sO!ries of tests with a spring 
preload 01 10kN and the sulTogate leg joint stiffness set to 2SNm 






A graphical rO!presO!ntation of the above results is shown in Figure 140 
" TI>o drop " .. , rill .. commonly used to veory hum.., SlJITO'JOte "",.,",ement OQUiprnertt . 00 to ~xpenmertt with 
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Hybrid III ATD 
Figure 140: A graphical represllntation comparing the repeatabibty 
of the LLI results and the drop test rig results. 
As mentioned before. this comp~rison of Ihe repeatability i~ not str<;Uy meaning ful as only 5 
&;J mples were taken and the load ing used In th e III tests is greater Illan that used in the drop 
tests. However, it does give an indicatioo that the repeatability of the results obtan ed u~ing 











3.5.5 Comparison of lLi and TROSS ™ resul1s 
In order to compare the LLI results with the TRUSS -~ results outlined in the paper by van der 
Horst et al. [61, tests rJeeded to be condllCted with the Hytrid III ATD. The sprirlg preb<!d was 
adjusted until a lower tibia axial force of approxi'l1ate~ tOkN was recorded by the ATD This 
was done in order to match the klading required from the LLI with the db3 loading that was 
described in [6) that reflects a tlb ", force of atoot f OkN These results are shown n Figure 
141 where the lest db3a and test db3b represent tests corlducted with the TROSS'~ and 
model represents simulated reS<llts 
0 
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Figure 141: Loading condition db3 lower tibia force results recorded 
using the TROSSTM and simulated results (from (6]). 
The LLI spring preload that prodllced results that best m~tcr.e-::t the db3 results presenled In 
[6] was follnd to be 10kN 5 tests were condocted with the LLI ~nd A TO ilt ~ spring preb ad of 
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Figure 142: Graph showing 5 samples of the lower libia axial force 
recorded by the ATD using the LLl. 
The average lower ti bi;l axial fo:cc recorded by the ATD usir.g the LLI is 9 4kN The 'ower 
t ibia aXial/orcas recorded in Figure 141 label led trw! db3a ard :C~I db3b appear to bc l C*N 
and 9kN respectively 1 hus, in terms of match ing the peak lower t ibia axial forces the III 
appears to produce sm-. Iar results to the TROSS' ~ _ -r he duration of the losl db3a and test 
(lb3b peal< tib .. forces ias dete rmiood using 8 th re shu ld tha t was ""I ttl 10% of the pea k) was 
found to be on a yerage apprO~ l mate~ 6 5ms. 1 he dural"'" of the pea k t6 a force s obtai ned 
using the LLI was on average approx imately !ms (With a range between 6 and 8m5 whK:h 
erlCOmpa55CS th e 6 5ms duratkln obta'n ed With the 1 ROSS"") 1 hus, the lower tibi a a~ ia l 
forces recorded by thc A TO u5ir.g the TROSS TU a r.d the Lli appear to be yery simi lar 
In addil>on to Ihe a~ ia l tibia for ces, the foot ocGc icrations proollCcd by the TROSS '''' arid the 
LLI were cumpared in F~ u re 143 and Figure 144 W hil st the peak acceleratkln prOOl.'Ced by 
the lLi was approximate iy 500 to 1 OOOmis' 9reater than that prod l.'Ced by ~ 1 ROSS -~ , the 
time duration and shape of the signals was similar It was intcresting to note tha t tre lLI 
s;gna l dipped from abou t 8 to 16ms which cou ld also be seen in the simulated signa l ( mode~ 
in Fig LJre 143 However , this was not observed In the TROSS ' ~ rn5t db3a and test db3b 
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Figure 143: Loading cORdition db3 foot acceleration results recorded 
using the TROSS TN and simulated results (from 16]). 
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Figure 144: Graph showing 5 samples of the foot acceleration 











3.5.6 Comparison of LLI results with vehicle test results 
The Jim of tile LLI is to 10Jd J hurmn sU"O<)Jte limb wHh J force that is similar to that whd 
tne limb rT\Jy experience witnin a landmine protected venicle during an explo,,; ~e event. Thus 
the range of the peak forces and the rarJge af durations of the peak forces obtained using the 
LLI were plotted together with data that was recmded during the testing of VJrious landm".,,, 
protected veh<:les ~",ure 145 shows that the LLI encompJSses most of tne results 
tneJsured by surrog;Jte limbs dUring explm;;ye events A shortcoming may be that the LLI 
does not encompass the peak forces below 3000N" but this is most likely du" to the test 
setup" It "rs felt tMt if tests Jre conducted tM! do not require J 30mm in"~ia l o~,,! th" spring 
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Figure 145; Diagram showing the peak forces and peak force durations 













4 INVESTIGATION OF FACTORS AFFECTING 
SURROGATE LIMB MEASUREMENTS 
TMe kJwer limb HSMD parameters that were considered in this study were lower 11mb positoo, 
boot 0( 00 boot a nd knee and hip joint stiffness The effect 01 the"" parameters on ",wer limb 
measurements was examined am their infiueoce on lower limb Injury levels cons>dered 
4.1 Effect of lower limb position on injury levels 
The ~<peritnf'ntal design is bnsed on the lower limb position described in [6] the results o' 
which are to be verified experimentally as part of this study 
4.1.1 Experimental design setup 
The experimental design was setup as lolk"',,,; 
Aim: 
To validate the simulation results presented in [61 These results include the lower tibia aX1;J1 
'oree iFz) and moment (MYi The acceleration oj the loot was also provided (A7) 
Apparatus: 
A Hybr,j III ATD was used I'Ioith lower tibia tri-axial load cell arK! a tri-a~ial ankle load eel' 
The Hybrid III -IS also fitted I'Ioith a 5OOg" foot accelerometer The LLI was ue,ed to apply a 
lorce to the Hybrid III limb (See Figure 146) 
Figur~ 146: Photograph althe LLI with the Hybrid III ATD. 
" " 5CC~ ""ce<e'O"T.e ·_~, ' ~ '!OA1 '.; ",*,-"" ,1 .. ,,-.. ,"""" TROSS ;oec"",..,"'" ': .. dOJ) o<e .t:-c<r 25C-[m,',",....ro oh 











The loot 01 t~ Hybrid III ATD was required 10 be posifoned al a right ar>gle (as wHI be 
described in the method below) thus an angular plate was designed that coold he atlc>ehf'd to 
too LLI impactor plate Howe~er_ this addito nal angular plate added mass to the impc>etor 
p ale and would therelore affeu the peak wlocity thai could be jelivered by the system 
Thus an additional fial plate. with approximately the same mass as the ar>gular plate. was 
marlJlactLJroo The manulactured fial plate attochmeot is soown ·,n FJgUre 147 and weighs 
f.77kg. The angular plate attachmcot is showo·1n Figure 148 and weighs f.85kg 
Metllod: 
Figure 147: Photograph of flat plate attached to the LLt impactor 
plate_ 
Figure 148: Pllotograpll of angular plate attachment to the LLt 
impactor plate_ 
In [6] a tOkN peak fa-Ge with a juration of about 8ms was reported ·,n thl> experirTif'lltal data 
with the foot in Position A The Lli waS thus be set up to prooucc thJS load on the limb whk;h 
corresponjed to a spriog prel08d setting of 10kN 
The tower f t:>iv 7 forces vnd foot c>ecel"lvtion were r""ordcj and comparea 10 the simutation 
results in [51 











Table 42: Test domain for lower leg position investigation. 
Position A Position a Position C Position D 
with boot 5 samples 5 sa lDIes 5 samples 5&am~ without 
J 00,,, 5 &amples . o &amples o samples o ~mples 
The lower leg posit;on ~ (See Figure 149:1 were defined as follows 
• Position A· knee at right angle to t>oriLontal 
• Position B - knee at 45 degrees to horizontal 
• Po~,tion C - fool plate and knee at 45 degree ~ to the hOfiLontal 
• Pos;tion 0 . foot atld knee at 45 degrees to the honzootal 
Position ( Position D 
Figure 149: Diagram showing the required angles of the various 
lower leg po~ition~ (adapted from [6]). 
However. In prachee the required angles that were specified above coukJ not all be achieved 
A dJg,tal sp·"it level was used to measure the actual angle~ The actual a"9les are specified 
below 
• Position A - knee at right angle to horizontal 
I his pos~ion could be achieved atld the a"9le from the front of the knee to the front of 
the heel of the boot was mea~ufed as t80 degree~ 
• Position B - knee at 45 degrees to horizontal 
The 45 degree a"9le between the line drawn 'rom the 'rant of the knee to front of the 
too of the boot and the horizorltal ~oukJ not be achieved as at this a"9le the boot 
Goold not rest flat 011 the impactor plate Instead the angle that could be achieved 
whilst ma""aini r>:) the flat PCl.o'ion of the boo' on the impactor plate was 54 degrees 











Figure 150: Diagram ~tustrating the setup for Position B. 
• Positbrl C - foot plate and knee at 45 degrees to the mnzontat Tt~s IXlsition Goutd 
be achieved with the aid of the angular plate that was manufactured 











• Positon 0 - loot aoo k""e at 4~ degrees to the horizontal T~is pos'~ion could be 
ach'""ed aoo the loot was held In positi"" by a II;).t tie-down strap 
Figure 152: Diagram illustrating the setup for Position D. 
In ail cases the left limb 01 the ATD was lifted aoo secured so th at it woo ld oot inlluerce the 
movement 01 tne LLI or tne right limb, A llat tie-down was Jsed to s,-'C~rc the e l\ limb 01 the 
ATD in tne required p:05ition wnilst the spring was compressed before impact 
Instrumentation: 
The f~ klwing tran . ducers were implemented 
• One 500g accelerometer was fitted to the imp;J.ctor plate 
• The Hybrid III A TD was instrumented with an ankle load cell klwer tibi a load cell and 
foot accelerometer 
• The hydraulic master cylinder was fitted witn a caflbrated force gauge and b::Jth tnc 
nydraulic master and slave cylinders were ins.p<-'Ctcd repaired ar.d given a safety 
rating 












Table 43: Description of the instrumentation used in the char~cterisatjon of 
the LLI and the sensitivities of the transducers. 
Instrumentation description: 
I
, ImractQC plate 500g acceicrorTlcn.'f 
(left hand Side) 
Seri~1 number: 
0639-013 
Hybrid III A.'T"D"'-------1,'" 
I Sensitivity: 
0.08~mV!g 







Hybrid ttl A TO lower tibia load cell 32111-192 
Hybrid til AlD ookle load cell 42'SJ-IIO Fx=OOOI2&TlVIN 
I 
ATD DAQ data acquisilion syslem 01062006 
F y=OOO 1 27mVIN 
Fz=00004&TlVIN 
Mx=O. 01 931 mVIN m 
My=O. 01 9 14mVIN m 
NiA ~ 
Hydraulic PlWTlp and cyl nder 
Hydraulic cyHnder force 9al.lge 
(ENERPAC PM hand 
pump, mcdium pressure 
dmib" acting cylinder) 
1471151 
4.1.2 Data acquisition, processing and analysis 
Data acquisition: 
N/A (caiibrated with 
hydraLJ IIC cylinder lorce 
gauge) 
NiA 
Data wa~ acq"ircd u~ing tile Compact RIO DAQ sy~tcm Thc s':Jnals were samrled Irr 2 
seconds at '0kHz 025 seconds of wllich was pre-triggcr data 
Data processing: 
n,c signals W€re procc~scd ·n Matlab"" wllerc tile offsct was subtracted fmm each of the 
c~lanr\eO; and tile calibration lactors (calculatcd from the scnsiti~itics 01 the transdLJcers and 
the channel gains and excitation voltages) were applied Filtering was also conducted in 
accrrdooC€ with AEP-~~ Volume 2 PI O€tails of tile processirlg can Ix> fm,nd in the 
MatlabT~ code that was used to process the resu'ls In 3ccomrooyirlg document tit"d 
Mal/abC." Sen/A Fries T~le code~ were namcd a~ lollow,; 













• @laJCa(Jor_IIIS_AT[)(;umpafOp<Jsiliufl_versionl.m- Used to plot the various foot 
po';tion results on the same axes 
• <lat~ JeackJUlts_ A T[)(;omparerfJP'JMabilily version 1. m - Used to COOl pare the 
repeatability of varbus tests 
• <lata JefJder_iJts _A T[)(;omparesamefile_ version1. m - Used to comp,..-e t1e results 
Ircro the various sensors for Indi~ldual tests 
Data analysis: 
The manner ir which the data was ~naly""d played a large role in the res lits that were 
obtained. There IS often no hard and last rule as to how to analyse the data and thus certain 
docisllns were made regarding the af'alysis of the results. Howe'e!". as the resu lts cooid be 
analysed dlfferEl1tly deptmding on th e locus 01 the research, e>iCh 01 the test gr~pI1s wer e 
presented in the occompanying document titled o-Jtaii",j Rewlls This will allow the results to 
be analysed in ar alternati~e manner should the need arise ',n the future A tYPK;a1 example 
01 the graphs that were pro~ided in this document is outlined in Figure 153 
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The dur~tKJn of th e peak plate velocity and peak !eg force were again determined using 
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Figu,.., 155: Graph showing the lower tibia axial force ,ecorded with 
different lowe. limb positions using the LLI. 
The results thdt were obtdir'!ed [Of the different lower limb positions using th e 1.1.1 are shown in 
Figure 155 CorTlpEO ri-l g these results to the simul~led resLJlts iSee Ffgure 154:1 the trends 
appear similar ~part rrlXTl Position C whk:~ produced a mLJC~ ~igher leg force In the simLJk,led 
results thdn in the results obtained USltog the 1.1.1 Th", was thoo ght to 00 due to the pcoc!",aI 
• setup of the lower leg position I he simulation was based on the setup uf the TROSS 
where t\1e load on the plate was a blast load which wwld extend wt in a ",d ial and uniform 
manner Irom the centre of the explosiv" ch~rgc The 5imulabon would, most likely, be set up 
in such a way that all thB furcB would oct dt ~ right ~nglB to the pI~te on which the leg rests 
In addition. the simulation WdS based on keeping the yertic~1 displacement coostant and not 
the in~ut furce ior spring pret>~d in the case of the LL n Using the LLI the fa«:c generated 
by the preloaded spring would act yertica~y and unly ~ cumponent of thB tutal force would dCt 
in the lower tibia aXial direction (See F>;J ure 156). in wh~h CaSe it is clem thdt the pu re dxi ~ 1 
furce would be ",wer th~n the Pusition A result~ 












13raDhs companng the simulated (Irom [6]) and LLI reS\Jlts are presented in Figure 157 and 
Figure 158 Wrril the exception 01 Position C, the tren~s in the peak leg force were very 
sirnilar. The LLI peak force s were coosi5tently higher than the simulated results, but til ls was 
also 100Inc in [6] when the model was tuned LJs n g Position A reSLJ~S obtaincd fmrn TROSS r" 
experimental Cala. The TflOSS"" leg force was 9% lower thJn the simulated leg force. The 
U.I leg force was 8% k)wer than the ~mLJlate ~ leg force ror Posit,",n A and. with t~'" excep~o n 
of Position C, the U.I leg force results are 8-13% lower than the 5irmllatod results. The paper 
]6) sLJggests thJt this mJy be due to Ihe ir>C(eased ellects 01 damping at h";lher loading 
(refer(lng to the db 3 load·", con~it;on 
12 




• Sirm llated [6 
0 • , • LLI -, 0 , , 
~ 0 J -, 
_6' 6' 6' , 6 .' , ,.' ,.' d' " , 
Figure 157, Graph comparing simulated [6] and LLI peak leg force 
results for various lower leg positions. 
n ", durations of tile peak lorces obtained ror Posi tion A and Position B were sirnita r to those 
rcported in [6] (See Figurc 158) whcre tilc Iorrx;,,; worc lairly higil However. the trend 
wtlcreby the duration 01 tho peak lorce incruases as the magnitu de of Uoe peak force 
dccreascs does not seem to be supported by the model reported in tile paper [6] , 
S , , 
£ " 
0 • W - 0 , '. SimLJlate~ {61 • > 
• • LLI , , 
• , 0 , 
0 • 
0 
Figure 158: Graph comparing simulated [6] and LLI peak leg force 











4.1.4.2 Repeatability assessment at various lower leg positions 
1 he repeatabilHy of results is s':]nilicant as it provides confiderlC€ in the results ilIld is 
essential for the ,~K1atiun of human surrogate tneilsurement de,ices. Thus an assessmenl 
01 the repeatability 01 the recorded peak tibia furce and its duration were assessed lur the 
",,,ious lower leg posit,or" . The sam~es of the peak lower tib;" lorce at each ot the lower I~g 
positiuns and their durations are ~otted in Figure 159 and Fi;Jure 160 resper:;tiv,"y The 
results are summarised in Talle 44. It WilS lound thilt the peak lurces recorded ,n POS'~ion C 
were the least repeatable whilst the palik lorces recorded in Position A were the most 
repeatable 
, 
Table 44: D"taits of the repeatability of the peak lower tibia force at various 
lower leg positions 
A,erage peak kwer 
T 
Standard deviatioo (kN) % within 
- tibia ilxial lorce (kN) - -
pos',r"", A - with boot "'" 0.21 , , 
Pos~ion fl - with boot 7.14 040 " posir"", C - w',th root 4 91 0.64 13.1 
Position 0 - w·,th boot 4.92 030 " 








I_ P"" ~lon A - with hoof ,. 
i 1I I"'·o.; i!IO' b - wi'h boo! ' 
11/1 h:.,; i!io" C _ ""h bO(ll; 
I_ Position D· v.i'il boo!: 

























Durations of peak lower tibia forces for v arious 
foot positions 
, , , 
Sample number 
, 
'. FI»~oo" _ w Ih boot 
• A:l~I",,, B _ w ", bOOt 
• A:l~~oo C w l h boot 
• A:l~I"'n D _ w ' t, boot 
Figure 160: Duration of the peak k>wer tibia force at various lower 
leg positions. 
Too impaclor ~ate velocity gives an indication of the slgn~ input to the limb F~ure 161 and 
Figure 162 show that the peak pate velOCity am its duration were not s;gnih::antly inlluer\Ced 
by too ""wer leg position which is as expected as the peak occurs prior to impact with the foot. 
This also conlirms that the input velocity of the Impactor plate was consistent for all iower leg 
positions which meant that the deviations on recorded tibia force were as a result of the iower 
leg positOn. rather than a chat"Jge n too input veb<:;Hy of the impactor plate lhe peak 
impactor pate velocities were within 34% of e2ch other an{! the durations cI: the peaks were 
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Peak plate velocities for vario us foot positio ns 
S'mple number 
_ P~ itioo A • with I>oot I 
_ Po>lt' 0l'l 8 wit h t oo! l 
_ Po>;t; oo C _ wit h hoot 1 
1_ I'o>ltl oo D wit h t ool , 






Durations of peak plate velocities for various foot 
positions 
_ A:l5loo A· w ttl boot I 
_ A:l5l ion !l _ w ~h I;H:;Jct 
• A:l5i ion C wllhboot l 
_ Rlsfion D· w ttl boo! 
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Sample number 












4.2 Effect of wearing a boot on injury levels 
The effect of weJri",! a boot has been reported in the li tera tu re to decrea&e the peak klwe' 
tibia ax ia l force s'il nif>carll ~ 1301 [31] [32] This pheromm)oo wi ll be explored usir>g a 
standard Issue {South Afr ean) army boot on this section 
4.2.1 Experimental design setup 
Experiments to invest'ila te the effect of weari r>g a boot on injury levels were ini tially 
conducted USlr>g the LS drop te st '1 9 As a s'O] nife~nt effect was obsermd, the LLI wa s later 
used to ex~o re this effect further 
The instrumentation and data ~<:q u is itio n , process ir>g and analys IS was simi la r 10 th e setup 
outlinBd in sBctions 4.1 t and 4. t .2. 
4.2.2 Test results and discussion 
4.2.2.1 Drop test rig results and discussion 
A simple prelim inary test was conductBd to ascertain thB d foct of wearir>g a boot on the force 
measured by thB surrogatB leg Su ' rogate leg number 5 was dropped from a he'ilht of 
500mm us ing the drop test rf;!. The joint torque of the surrogate leg knee and hip j Oint was 
,-,.,t to 6Nm in each case. The results were processed in Matiabn ' and the for",,/time graphs 
are 51lOwn in Figure 163 T he code can t;.e found in the accompanying docummlt titl Bd 
MatlabTM Script File~' · Fi. e mpeats were conducted with the boot and one drop was done 
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Figure 163: Surrogate leg 5 lower tibia peak force versus time _ with 
and without boots. 
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,he average of the drops with a !>oat was found and ~otted IIooith the result IIooithout a ixJot in 
Figure 164 
.---------------------, 
Surr<>g .~ ~g 5 peak fort e w~h .nd without. bCKlt 
• 
" , 
• • • " ,, 






Figure 164: Bar cllart of surrogate leg 5 drop test results witll and 
without a boot. 
The vailies of the peak forces were 7.8kN IIooith a boot and 38kN w,thout a boot Th,,; 
translated to the leg reading a 26% lower force ...... th a tx>ct 
4.2.2.2 LLI results and discussion 
As the effect of the boot was foond to be signlfocant in the prelimi""", testing conducted usmg 
the drop test rig. lurther testing wa~ carried out using th e LLL OtJrifl<] the lower leg poSition 
invesbgation 5 additional tests were condlded with th e Hybrid III ATO limb in Po";!".,.., A The 
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Figure 165: Lower tibia force with and without a boot. 
TMe aw"age pea~ lower tibia forces are sl10wn In I able 45 T he peak lower libia axial force 
decreases by 13% by wea<ing a boot 
Table 45: Average peak lower tibia axial force and duration with and without a 
"""'. 
I A~e.-age peak lowe, 
. _ ' _tibi~ .. ,,-~ial fo!ce (kN) 
Po~~ion A - Wi!!l boot 9.86 
Pos~ion A - wdhOlJl boot ' 11.35 
Average peak lower litoia 
axia.llmce duratiOfl (s) 
0007 
0005 
As was mentioned iI1 section 2.5.1, it was reported in [321 that the presence 01 the bcots 
decreased the lib"'- Iorce by 3O--40',{,. Allhou~h lhe bool d·d nol reduce the force by as mUCl 
as 3040% in tM e LLI or drop test ng resUlts, a s·tgnificant reducl,=>n 01 more lhan 10% Wag 
ooserved ThiS deviatKm may be explained by th e use 01 d ifferent boots in lhe s lw y 
cooducted ou~ ined in (321 as the boots used may l1a~e been softer aM thus offered more 
damp in ~ and tr us ~reater protect,=> ~ 
4_2_2_3 Repeatability assessment with and without boot using the LLI 
During the testing wilh aM without a boot an interesling pherOf'neron in lhe repealab·,lity of 
tMe ,esults was observed. Repeatability IS of slgnltlcance as human surrogate measurenlenj 
equipmen t must be repeatable it it is to be used in tile vai"d atKm of ~el1lCles T he samples 












Peak lower tibia axial force for foot position A 
.. P()d;;~" . with boot I 
I. PoOlj","" "';JJ",ul boot il 
Figure 166: Peak lower tibi", axi",1 forces with and without a boot. 
Table 46; Peak lower tibia axial force with standard deviation with and without 
a boot. 
Position A· with Ix>ot 
Position A· without Ix>ot 
Average peak ",wer tibia 









Ihe above result WaS alarming as it reflects that the repeatability oj the Hybrid III ATD lower 
tibia force meaSLreme<",t decreases s':)nificantly (th e results drop from being within 0 1 % of 
01)8 another to being within 2.1% 01 0[)8 another) with the lise of a Ix>ot Thi5 means that the 
~ccuracy oj the measurements ottained uSIng the Hybrkt III ATD decreases w~h the use 01 a 












4.3 Effect of hip and knee joint stiffness on injury levels 
4.3.1 Experimental design setup 
Drop te~t~ were GOIlulIGted u~ing the ~urrogat~ legs set 10 two different hip and knee joint 
settings to provide preliminary results regarding the effect of joint &tilfness on lower tibia farce 
measurements. I n addition to this, two different jOint tocques we. e also used au ring the initial 
characterisation of the LL TS and later, the effect was f~rther explored u~ing the LLI 
The inslrl/mentation and data acquisition, processillg aoo arldlys~ w~s simil~r to the setup 
outlined in sections 4.11 emu 4.1.2 Howe'B' the slIfrogate leg was used in ~tead of the 
Hybrid III ATD as the hip and knoojoint stiffooss coukJ be 8a&lly manipulated The f~lowing 
transducers were used instead of those specified in 4.1 1 /0( the Hybrid III ATD (See Figlir8 
167 for the location of the tr,msdocers ) 
• One 50Dg accelerometer was fitted to the w rrogate leg foot 
• Surrogate leg 5 was filled with a IOdd cell in the lower tibia 
Figure 167: Diagram showing the location of transducers on the Lli 
and surrogate leg 5_ 














Table 47: Description of the instrumentation used in the joint stiffness 
investigation and the sensitivities of the transducers. 
Instrumentation description: Serial number: Sensitivity: 
Surrogate 1"9 G 0 '" 
SurrO<Jate Ie<) 5 load cell 0 O. ()(){)t OmVIN 
Surroga!G leg 5 500g fOOl 0039-005 O.086mvrg 
acCelefOnK'Ier 
4.3.2 Test results and discussion 
4.3.2.1 Drop test rig results and discussion 
J 
The preliminary investigation was conducted With surrogate legs with serial nurr.i:>er s 3 5,7 
am 8 which were each dropped from a ooght of 5(){Imrr. using the drop test rig. T~ legs 
were dropped 5 times each at eoch of the joint torque settings of 6Nm and 75Nm Tt>e results 
showed good repeatab'lllty with an average standard dev,atlon of O.1kN or within 3-4% of one 








Figure 168: Drop test peak force results for two different joint to"1ue settings. 
'~e results of the drop tests show that as the JOint torque decreases. 50 does the peak force 











4.3.2.2 LL TS and LLI test results and discussion 
Based on tM prelimn ary resu'ts. the effe<::t ot jo<nt stiffness was further expkYed using the 
evig inal LI TS. The resu~s gathered using the original LL TS at two different offset distances 
(See section 2.5.2.3 of t t>ls di sserta tion tnr an exrlanation of offset distancei settl"9s were 
examined to assess if th e trend discovered in the drop lest results was confi.med by the LL TS 
results . The resu lts and trends are highlighted in fi gure 169 and rigure 1iO 
LL TS test 10rrm offset resutls 
; 
C 
z , • 
• , , 
2 ", J 
0 
~--, 
'"' = SI>/ing pr. tood (kg) 
Figure 169: LL TS resutts using two different joint torque s ettings using a 
10mm offset distance. 
LL TS test 50rrm offset resutls 
Figure 110: LLTS results using two differentjoinl torque settings using a 











It would aopc~r that when the swrogate legs are subjected to forces yert€roted ot a low 
sprir>;) prelo>id sctt~lg of the or>gin~1 LL TS, the trend observed in droo testiny C~ confirmed as 
the ~wer joint torque setting results In a ~wer force being read by the s~rro g~te leg 
However, Jt h"lher spr ing prebads the lower Ie, jomt torque setling reJOs ~iyher forces than 
at the larger leq jomt torque settinq. The circled datJ pants In the Itqures show the surrog~te 
Ieq force readinqs that are comparab le to those read'lnqs obtair>ed when t~e ley" w~s dmp 
tested These III S results do oot reilect the Siltne trem JS was observed during the dmp 
testing oi the Ieq 
F~rt~er tests were then cOIlducted us'nq the LLI llsir>;) surrogate leg 5 with different ioot 
modules (See seLiion 3.4.2 for details OIl the various foot adaptor modules) The results are 
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Figllre 171: Peak leg force versus spring preload al diffe renljolnl 
torques us ing the llL 
No obvious trems were fu UM Ulncernlng the effect of jo int stiffness in the results obt~',ned 
uSing the Lli However, it was clear that joint stiffness may playa role in the peak tibi;J fa ce 
that was recorded. To illustr~te this faLi. the case of the surrogate leg with a shoe was 
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Fig ...... 172: Peak leg fOf'Ce of ilHfoglte leg 5 willl a shoe al 6Nm end 
2S Nm jolnl torque. 
Die ave<gge peak leg forces at the 4kN spring prekl~d are highligt1ted in Table 48 These 
resu lts sMw a 32% differelloo in U,e average peak leg force and \11e standard de~i at i o n cJ 
eac), Is Or1 IV between 3.5% a/ld 6. 1% W'lrC~ does not accoont far the vari ation. 
Table 48: Average peak lell fon:e a' 4kN spring preload at 6Nm and 25Nm 
joint torque. 
4~N Spring preload 
GNm 
2SNm 
Average peal< leg fOl',£e kN 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Modification and characterisation of the LLI 
T rJe conclusions and recommendations regarding the iTlC>dilicabDn and ci1aracterisal!0l1 01 the 
Lli are split up into two SP.ctKlt"iS. The lirst sect"'n examines whether the I I I has met its aim 
ar>J the secor>J section examines various lactexs which inlluence (he characterisation and 
performance 01 the LLI 
5.1.1 Aim of the LLI 
The conclusions On the LLt are presented in terms 01 the tMJ m"lex a inls thai wWe defined lor 
the system 
Aim 1· Appty a force of varying peak amptitude and peak amplitude duration to 
a surrogate limb as the limb might see in the fietd. 
In terms 01 varying the peak amplitude 01 the lorce it has boon >dentllied that 
increasitog the prebad On the spring increases the ocak force tncreaslng the peak 
lorce appears to decrease the peak lorce duration. The LLI can prOOuce peak lorces 
that vary between 3000N ar>J 21000N. however, it is expected that il a :;Omm offsel is 
not required that peak lorces can be lowered This range eXGCeds that of the exiginal 
I.L TS and encompasses mosl (orces that a limb can experienGC within a landmine 
protected vehk:le during an expk>sive event (See Figure 173) Thus, the III meets 
this aim 
In addition, the lower tibia a~ial forces applied by the I I I Jre very similar to those 
obtained by the TROSS"" as reported on [61 This provid€s added confidence in the 
~bility of the LLI to provide forces wh ich are similar to toose that m~y be experienced 
by a surrogate 1mb in a vei1icle dUritog an exploSIVe even! 
Aim 2: The force must be repeatabte 10 atlow various parameters to be 
exptored. 
The rp.peatability is infllJenced by the setup of the 5lrrrC>gate leg measurement device 
and requires many samples to proYide conclusive resu ls However, a preliminary 
analysis 01 the repeatat.lity l/Sing surrogJ(e leg 5 '" dicales pc~k leg forces that are 
within 0.9% to 6.1% (an ~verage of 3.7%) ()f each other This is an improvement 00 
the repeatabll,ty 01 the original II TS which reveals pe~k leg forces that are within 
83% to 31.3% (an average of lU.Y'%) 01 each other 
TrIC repeatability of the I LI rp.sults Jnd drop (est rig results lIs'lng a Hybr KJ III ATD and 
sllrrogate leg 5 is comparable (The preliminary study shows tnat the LLI results are in 
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Diagram showing typic~1 peak forces and pe~k force 
durations that are recorded by a surrogate limb in the 











5.1.2 Factors affecting the characterisation and performance of the LLI 
• The effect of adding a mass plate to the ilTlpactor rlate decrease the peak ve-oCity of 
the ilTlpactor piate a~d thus docreases the magritude of tile lorce that is recorded by 
the s.urrogate limb The addit"n 01 the m!lSS plate does I">Ot "Ppear to affoct the 
duratioo 01 the peak surrogate 1"9 force 
• The use 01 different surrogate illllbs will affect the perforf'1ance of the system In terms 
of the peak forces measured Decreasing the damp;ng offe",d by the surrogate foot 
Increases the magnitude ot the measured lorce substaNiaily The use of different 
surrogate lif'1bs does mt "ffoct the real< inl'Jcbr p'ate veOcity which indicates that 
the n put veloay generatfld by the LLI is irdependoot 01 the hUf'1an surrogate 
measurement device which allows different huma~ ",-,rrogate measurement de,ices 
to be leglt."ately comrared 
• lNhen the LLI ;,; setup to provKJe severe k)adi"t]. the surrogate leg records axial tibi" 
Iorces that are approxif'1ately double those rocorded by the HybrKJ III ATD Whilst 
prevo us experime~ts show that the surrog"te leg rocords forces that are slightly 
higher than trow rocorded by the ATO. th"" d"lfference is extreme" It is recommended 
that the results obtained by the surfo,l"te leg under severe kJooing cmditlo~s be 
validated 
• TI", input to the surrogate leg i5 curre~Hy obtained from the Imractor plate peak 
velocity which is calcuklted from an accelerometer measurement The integrafoo 
process th"t IS required to obtain a veOcity reading Irom the accelerof'1eter reading is 
mt genemlly reg".-ded as good pract;:;e A displacement ",eter should be used ir 











5.2 Investigation of faGtors affeGting surrogate leg measurements 
• The ;ower le~ position te~t~ earned out with the u~e of the Lli were used to 
eXI'""'lmenlally verify the ~imulat"'" results in [61 The trends observed In the oeak 
I<og force results In 161 were the ~ame as those obtained uSIng the lLi lor kJwer limb 
posilion A. Band 0 
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Figure 174: Gra ph comparing simulated [6] and Lli peak leg force 
results for various lower leg positions. 
Positi::ln A Positi::ln B Position C Position D 
Figure 175: Diagram illustrating the various lower leg positions 
(from [6]). 
These results can be interpreted as follows 
• The h':Jhest axialloadir"o] on the kJwer tibia is e,perienced in Position A whICh 
mear'>; that in IIlis IXlsiti on the occuoanl wou kj have the highest risk of injury 
due to the axi al loadln ~ 
• Positoo B follows position A in terms 01 ris~ of injury due to the ax,"- I loading 
• Pos it k:>n 0 is llle position on wllich IIlere is the least risk of injury due to a,i~1 
badin~ 
• rile effect of Position C will not be discussed at tillS sta~e as the results 
obtained with the Lli and the simulated resu lts do not reflect a sPmilar trend 
II is recommended that the details cl th e setup 01 the simulation be obtained 
f1 order to in.estigate the deviat"", of th e LLI results with those slated in [6] 
Or>e must keeo in mind that th ese results are related only to injury due to oure axia l 












<IIllle vanOI£ lower leg poS/bOns AhhDlIgh ~ C81ail'! lower leg pDSll lon mil)' fflOllce 
!;he fISk of Il'!i.-y due to pI"e eI lal IDedlng, tt may inCTease Ihe fISk 01 '"Iury dOli IQ 
other loadIng regimes a...:l Injury mec;l'I8n"ll1$ II IS recommended Ihal PMH$ II!S(S 
be conducted at Ihe vanOUS lower leg posrllnns in order In deleo-mIne Ille ettec;ts 01 
Inlury m echanisms other Ihan pUf f! a .. alloadlng or IIle lower limb 
Tn e durntio~s of the p<lak fofCBS lOr l-',*i!l<>n5 A 3nd El are sn,iEor to th oS!! obTalnad In 
[6J wh ..... the peak forc ... are r eall~f! 1y high Ho' .... ever, for posilion D Ihe duraTi on 01 
th e pea~ force in [5]15 muCh IOWBI than th e dlJl'ation obtai~ ed using Ih ll LL I The 
trend of the dmabon at the peaK jorce dec;ra,,"';ng ~5 l "-e peak fore .. in.::reases OOflS 
nO' appoor 10 be SLlJlfI<lrted by 1M rBSLl k~ I"f!flecled in 16]. but d ;s c lear illlhe resu lts 
oblalned usi,,!! the Lli. ThIS Ifj>OQ Of lack Ihereot sl'o:xJld thus be h:rther irwesllgsted 
TIle repeatabilily 01 the peak leg lOtt:e .esuhs was besl In Posmon A wI'IlCh Il"Idicale:s 
that test!. conducted in lhis. pos.non to lnv6llgaTe variables olhe.- lhan towe< leg 
poslll<>n i lLg_ The effect 01 drfterf!nl t;Jnn,., on il'!Jury levels) .... ,11 provld .. Ihll mosl 
.epeat3b1e resUl ts 
• Th e use of th e boot was repoMd In (:!21 10 decn'3f'e the peak lowel' ti b< a ax,al fOlCB 
b~ .30-40% Although Ih .. boot did nOl reduC!! th e tnrce b~ as mu ct1 as 30 -40% in th e 
LLI Of drop tesl rig results , a signi1icant rad octlon ot ~ore than 10'!; w&s obser ved. 
The d a~ial ion in the ~moL¥lt by which the boot decreases the force may be "~"ei ned 
by Iha LISe of differenl boots ... th e sILJd1 repnrted In [321 iThe boot!; used myy have 
been safter and thll5 offered mor .. damPI"9 arid thus gr""ter prc>tectiorr) 1\ 1$ 
re<:om.........ood !hal th .. use of arfferent b<><>ts be In",.,hgated J6 the elled that 
Wlealng the boo!!. ha!. on Ihe fisk of inJUry d ..... rn ,," ral 10~(fl'lg ot the lower ~bla 15 
SlgnifoCOlnt 
The boot W3s fouod to r>eg3~~ely .. lIect the .epoolabrlity of the lower hDI/I a~al Iorre 
results This should be C3refully conSIdered as repeatabolity .. ,mportant 001lng 
vahld .. val ida~on t,.,~ng and I~e;)reh inlU vanoUS loWe< limb parameters wlle<e ttle 
03CCu racy of the resu lls is necessary 
• Th/! Inwel li~b reSp(ln se to variou S load ing reg imes needs to be ca relLllly " " amlned 
The effoc' 01 JOint stiffness provided confli cting r!!Sults in the drop tesls, orrs i nal LL TS 
tests and LLI tests The rrost ~arrarlon in pea~ forces recorded uSing dl ilerenl jewnl 
sM!nesses was d>served in the drop ISS: resl~IS where the inlli;J1 conditi on 01 the limb 
(p<>ISIuon of the 11mb just prior to Impact) Is tess d€f;ned than when us'"g It>e Lli 
However In some cases the LLI dId re!leel differences ,oslng the two drfterenl IOlnT 
Slillr\eSSeS of up to 32% at law 5p .. ng PleiOadS (4kN) ar>d decr"",song ~ no dllteter!ee 
a1 hogh spring preloods (1011N) ThuS, Ihe effect 01 Joint slrffne55 on the lortes 
rvcorded by a surrogale 1mb ,s not claarty understood <O:1d sI'OUld De tllrthar 












• These i~vesbgations should lead OrlO closer to relating mcasureme~ts trom human 
surrogate limbs lo actual injuries (via defrl ing more accurate and detailed injury 
eriterla - For example: Not only the iower tib'la axial forcc shc>clld be considered, bllt 
th e forces along other axeS arid the mOO1ents shoukJ also be taken into account in the 
determination ot the injury risk), This in turn will enable one to better protect people 
agacnst injury and advise them on how to prctect themse lves (e,g, Which vehldes 
offer the best protection? What cloth'rlg CO" bC<Jts eoold be used to prevent or minimIZe 
Injuries? WhK:h s;tting posture is best (e,g_ Foot pos,tioo. kit bag not on lap)?) 
Figure 176: Diagram showing an overview 01 how research into 
lower limb surrogate measurement p"r"meters can te;.d 
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A.2 Instrumentation certiftcates 
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Za", 0""" . _$4 mV 
~ O.08S "'\'19 III lCOH.!: 
Calibration Certificate 
l kxMl 3022-600 SIN C63'HI05 
v. .... 5'1OC su;>Ply- "'1(1 25 't 
Ou:put R,...sance 4_22 ~ () 
l .. ro Dlkel .0.24 mV 
S""stivity- o .oe ~ ,.,v'g al IDOH.< 
/£. ' -"-- " 
Calibration Cortificale 
Mcoal lOn ·50C S .N 06l9·01l 
VI ft l 5VOC """ply _nO 2 5 \. 
D"tput R~",$lar. CQ • . 11 kO 
ZQro Olfs~ l: 3.14 mV 











Calibralion C€rtifteale 10.- too load cell meas lJrPng Ihe spring pre load 
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A.3 Documentation for hydraulic system 
,;) ..0: .... _ ' ''''~_''«'''' < s...r..._ .... _ll~_ ,._ "'"'~ 
(!.~.~ _ ..... . ' ... , ",1 
~ ,,_ ... .. 
Tot '.'I'l';:"" »a'"'' 1$'.::5'! '" 'l'm'l m m l 
-~- .. -"' ... 
HYDRAULICS & PNEUMATICS 
WORK RE~O RT 
HYTEC' 
Inland • Pf~or" .""" ... ~ .... - , ...... 
~ .. "'- .. -:<, •• .,. 
Rexroth 
.... "10 ...... 
,\'Hn.,. )'0<1 b, <.f.Ii>.ino;I Hyt"" b, .......... ttl ... I ""l>I'9 In:! ("' ~,..., ~ Of 'O ..... h~f""" ~...,me~I 
'" • t ... . ~ . .. U". In p",;od!!"Oj " . blo.....rlg I_COCk '_"'~"'i>1 ... ""lLfl,'men{ , .., .r«l 1m 
pr", . r", br "'~ in yo ur{u'>! ",n o """ ... ~~.("" (t~ "'~ 
!'<y", .... c eyIif>:l .,. 
t1 ,dr.oIic cy\or>:j or _ roM ,lo n 
• SII.1I: in good cCf"dt.,., f1CI ocrlK:r1 mM S 
• e."eI bof~ in _d oor>:! 11 "" .... " ,"til ml "" 
• C~d .. I> <t"" on I/OOd c ondotl<Wl no oig flS o'plnnog o· w_ 
• Cylna .,. • N lo in g><>d a>f"<li_. no Iigno of e- c .. 01.' . \/rU , .., d ,." 
C~d" ~ , .... ' __ 1>< .. .. dd tl'l ""lOIJ~. '>1 h ~PI" ''''' oporotiOn 
"",,,, .... c cyli-od .. SUI'_'" br lu) _lotI"'" 
C~a ... Ii" 40mm bo .. ~ 20nwn I~.~ ft,,,, ... 'c bR:.,. a' .... b . __ e .. :H II 210e.r preu ... e 2~ 1 mp~'" ' 9 ~ _.11 ~uII 
T« L lac. of.O UI '«lu"o 117 8 .. p'~ .. e 
" y",,,,' c cylnd"" ... de>i\ll111C1 1> _.Le II a uJtty' 1.<I>r 013.0 , ........ ht "" .. ~ 
P'''W''' Tne ,~ppje<! cYl""'tI ~ I n a u n ~, ... ", 2 10 eo, IlI.f IIle .,.""'''' d ... "", ,aI..,.. 
on n' .... «1 ~ p' .... o.reo, ,<{leo, I e~ c,-...... ,..,op .. at~411 1 71W 1llA1tI . ur..-y 
fl"o,~", I> I g fi om lO 
• {n~' ol" ~ 4lxl ••• '1;1'" "'~<H " at CSIR CI ' ..... 1y "",~d .... the l>5e o'h , e)1f1d f! In tI . 
proooOed ''''' _ lea:"", Th ~ C(ond'" ~ ... posslDr ..,~ I:>< , ...,. . 001 p .. iOd . orlm • ., 217 
e.a, p' ... ... e but I I (""If>;! m~" e elS. ,m me:l ,. tol y c«on on::' , ell ,. il U"e ' '.1m of IHl:flg 01 
Qr .... ' .I0 ... This i> no' • witt'" """''''' 10 y,. ". <Y....,~ blot • r~comm ffid. lon br 











~'Nl "',"'~ " ' I,bil i ~ • ,,,nd P""'P i, on ~n.,.PiOC FS~ dod:,; •• CIOQ "" I 
• Ecnerpc, rn ils run rnrepetil:>r PowerT .. ", _ bol'l US mrep "";.': prO<1tJte I" . 1'10,1 robc5t 
aM ,.", fI d",q, t<1 ~ O;j 1 pr", .cre hydroLJ C oq ' 1P"",t 'n ~ ¥<l M 
• - he PlI4 c rit " ., ',..,,,,te • mOA ireem pr., OU. 01 7:;:; B.r, '<9",,0<1 b;' "" l,,, .,rperod e 
Inl .. n~ W"""" rd lel ', '~I< 
• For h , IlPD Ic. tioo th . ~.....o p,'",p ', "tem, 1 p'"" ,rerel of "Ole c.., bo , OI l;) 22(; " ,, :n 
o-cl e' I;) ~rotec' fle c~n O er rn re>et 10 I.eb')' 'P <eil 0. 100 01 70J B" 1;00' te,tn ', " 
co rrc·ted 
~Qujp ment repair br ... l:.down 
Hy"" cI 0 cy:me' 
• S:r :W«i , Cf .~d ~ "'<Il;,CIO<I 
• R, pl, C<d ' ,e.l<i: 
• Ret"bishtd port 
Rep loc,," Wi prot<c:ioo "'"J' 
• ,"'>ere t<td , te,,:td, painte d ond p."' ~ocI 
T." t <rl lre. " 10 be prov'~<'(l ',I'1 C1ul ed n ~~ I" do..& r<pOrt': 
HondFCT P 
• Strip<d oie>n<d. M :"'Pe ct ,.;j 
• R<p ioced ll~M 
• Replactd rq, pre»cre rd iot '.- 01 '1 ' 
• R._,o.le ~ 10',,' prew..-" re lel ,,,~,," 
• Repi"""" hon<l p\;mp';7ip 
• Rep ... Jr<p llOOe d coo;",, 1 , , fie 
," ... mbl «i t .. t.c, ~""ttd ond P'''''~ t<I 
• Te,t oerl k . te to be p'<>l d td , lnc!«led i11'l ~ feedboc> '<pO rt: 
f in" com",..,! _ 00 oompon.." o"",",,~i!ie. 
• Aner ir, 'tiol "'Cu,,,'''"' on rey ''; ~'t te e co"pon«l" ~" i .bi e were foqut td to drl,,,r • pc-I ..... 
lo 'ce Ol <Ci'~ 
• T~e r<p ll r<d c,:"d..- olf..-ed , 4Jmre bore x 2:lrc" moft 
• ,,' ",",",e'" d".,.n !>reB"e o I1 40i}&."'~ eQ~' IO<IIo' 112 ~ ~ of ~c ~ n" I0"" 
• After ."<Bmont ol !1e .... t ,n ' ~W<d cord ifon ', .-e ocfl~<d ,h.t fle cl ird or co ":l b< 
pr", ".n<<d I;) 2 10 1.'" ,,",c'tnQ ., 1 ~, I , ," 
• 't • • h:)Nover "",.; ,00 110: th s pr"'''~ ''i on be oor'"" 0" ",ef Ylort n:."." <nJ be ' 1:\>1'.,,1 
i"m oct . to:" il l'l e c~ Ner Y'Iowed <1 ;<1< 01 <I'"" 
Ple,.e e," l1 e I,:,;;"'n" t.de ., • 'efe'."ce 01 p' l ",," locce I retract"", 01 :ce ,h .~ '~.m ' 'cWi<d 
pr""cr. 
Hopn', 110: we 11 .... n telll retoc yOIl r<q LVem«l1s corr<ct~ oro ookin ~ b rw.<d to D«n~ ol,"r~ce 10 
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4 Scope of Work 
TIB scope of "wf' to let undertaken oy BISRU Is divided into !h" IoII<.l".\i n~ t~ks, 
• Ganara:.. ,1 fin i:9 element mo:Jel of the LL TS U~il1Q ~oomi:ry sun~li OC: oy CSIR 
• Si'llUiJ:~ tll ~ "LoS ayn~n'lc r~sponoo 
• C'el i'. er a . l.t:j l'en'ary report ou:l .n lll ~ me simu'3X<1 ~H1nc~ . nj resu lts 
5 Finite Element Model 
5.1 CAD Geometry 
TI16 corr~eted CAD model of :!he LLTS is st;own in F~u l e 1 Tne CSIR ' " r·'· ... :J 
c 'awtn;)~ from !he mllnutllcrumr Of lfle LLTS. '.>-n ich we<B "'" eo! to ';)llnera:e 1ne CAD 
Ol'ome:w The ~eomltry W~ real ized usirlO S h B~ "Uffaces. ,,:her man ",,~ds, JS th e 
Qoometry i5 10 be used in nnite element 5Ifl1UIations in ... hiCh sne ll reJh:a:ion is More 
aoprUpriate than continllum elements 
5.2 Mesh 
AD C()m~,onellt~ of trte as\em ~"'c she lter Jr& ·:iscre-isoc USi llJ snell el ~ m ents 
ABAQUS eleMent tYPB S4R Theoo ~ ' e""' "t~ .CC"U1t for fllite meMI)(lIne strains Jl1 j 
aMMranl y l ar~ll rot~t,on~ ~nd ~ ence are , uitaill2 fer laroe-sTa in ana lysis The defall; 
ele",en: .ize used lhrOUQhout ~M m<X:ei is F irm. Tne comoleted nlesn is sho,o;n In 
Fi~ure 2 "00 Fio.u re 3 
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~ IS~ J Ropott _ ~,""o E O'T'l""' Ar."". o' 
S~"","," e.""""""".,, _l - S, ~ .w;: 
1,1 COnI3C! & inter.lCfiollS 
Th ~ follow ing contaot .oo iIl:er. ctiJns were defined ill t • .e ~~~~7' 
• Cootact tetw~~n tM Sln ~"r Place & I "0 Plata fie,rd ki,.emal ic COIlt:1c: '", as 
,molen'ented_ using a CD9rri cienl 01 Iri CIon ~ =J,O 
• Contact between til e Too Plale & Fra'll B_ For this w n:aCl d!)tn itio r, h ~rd 
kinlln'a;ic contJ CI W35 .)150 irno!emented (Isin" a coe!'l i c l ~nl m In ,too ~ =0,0 
• Th e mspect ~'e PIVOt beJnno surfuces Of bolh :he Top PIJl!! and Stn~er " Iat€ 
',orere indeoanuentfy cOllpled \0 cllntrJIty pos;j(lIWU refer,?nce pol~ts_ as wa, the 
!'ho """,ntine;; f rame beari n~ sur/aces_ HII1~ e tjpe connector elem~ nts we re (h€ll 
connec:et:l between the res:>ec:rve " Ivot pl ate 's relerence pmnl!; and :he fram e 
'll:IUn;in<;: beafln~'s m:ef8nci po'n:s , In this wOJ Y Oo:h T 00 Plat~ OJnd Stn ~ er PI:n 
are able :0 rotate al);)IJl tIlo ax" 01 the Fran-~ n,ou nt , n ~ i_ri n~ !llock In th e 
si')l(J IJI'ons lrl cbon was \;jnorej In 1~e!.e l:oeanno cort neCbD"'; 
• The "1'n n ~ WJS 00; ex~locdy mOdel 'ed rather a c0rrlll ut a1l0nalC/ less e:<pensive 
J' ,al ~:~ .., O eler:19i11 was usll<! inSl~Jd_ .S sho",n 111 Fi-;u'e 4 
• The interact&, :,er~'oon tile 'on Of the SDfII1 ~ ard ths Striker i' la:e ottum o'",r 
an JnniJIus on tha lower fa ce of th e Stril\er Flate Th~ .n "ll,Jl us is dflfneCI ~-,' th e 
Inner and OIl1er ji ~me-:e" ol ;h", sprillQ , as ShD'Nn in F""ure 4 h", Ilase aT th€ 
sJl'lno Is nJount~d to a spacSl', 'hl1i Ch in rum is tlO~~ 10 the baM plate o' the 
Fran1ll FlQure ~ shows IhJt th ~sa SDm~ moun~n~ !)()Its wa,-" coupled to~eth a l 
and then ~9d to the lowe r end oi (he ""rillQ, thus Sl ",ul.ln~ rS3i:s:ic load transfer 
from the sprin7 1ntD (h(! Frame 
Th o lu~s 00 th~ SInker Pl ate "' hi c~ are use d 10 D'olood the s~ri n Q ",ero colmlej 
to~th&r to a s!I10 le re:~ rerce ~oiI1t ..s shown i1 Fi<;:u re 4, 10 aBo", a 
c:.-cer :ra'.e~ load 10 t>e eas i ), ,n:.p liea junno ~unwrical s,mulations 
_=>tan .f .,nr-g 
"" .r'~~ ,0", ~ 
=' • .,.. 
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5.3 Boundary Conditions 





:]roh ~ · · eJ " m J1H'II,..~'vioor """' CGnsk:~re~ . Th~ m .. 1t91ial is J typrcJl SABS 300',," 
llL d ko·.v ccvt" n s:~el. !t,n ~ y ou,...·! M":I _"" . " f Z·aGFa and POISson Ratl" oro 3 are 
~~rop ri 'te 
5.5 L03ding 
TI1 ~ -" ~ .. lIi~ 01 th r~~ sil'l:ul3t:on3 Jri t-feseoted here 
LG.ld C~S" 1 E;';~1'llKld'; 30, 1,,' is 
LoC}{j C~S" ~ D"fIl .. m!c 8 ir.llI IJ;io!l of LLTS 
i. Gra~ity "'oj o~ of I",G entl, e Jss ~ml~l;- i ~ tr,," ill'.i)3.1 O " ~~j"h- " '3' 
di rectlOO 
. , SprnQ Pre lQad as ~pp l ed to tM 8\" ,~ r PI .. 1t~ !u ;r< or ' 2H.' 
Load Case 3 D>'n~m ic Simu!.i,m of lL .,.s. uW>l; tllll1cat~d 9"amen'-
Gra'-ity I 03j i "~ of t~e ent,e as.emt;iy .., :r.e QI~I'a l ''''' ~:,~ ... " '3 ' 
dJ redlOO 
" SP;;" Q Pr~!oo d 3. ,,~pi"'d CD ("'~ 8tr~~r P\.:lllt luos of 75: ,_~ 
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6 Simulation Results 
6. 1 Eig~nMod~ An31ysis 
Th s Initi3 ! " :~ h l eiQenrl Ode~ are ~ha .... n ill F,,"ure € Notice thai x.;h tile Strilo.er aoo Top 
PIJ:e .. m ill\ 'kl~el, s:aced low lreq uency modes. i odiCJ~ n-; al TlO!1 thJltnese I "'·Q ~u b­
ass9"l1 bt.es are <or} ~Bj i :>l 8 II is a:so iIl,erestnq to n~te that the UPO)H pia; .. 01 the 
Top ~ 13:e Whi ch S7!h eS ;r,e 1:>00:, processes 3 13rC€ lOW fre quency M d'r"len!JI 











~ ISRJ Ro,O<t _ Fn:4 E . ""nt ;,co·, ... of 
5~J<MJoI PO""""_' of"" o. ~ •• ~:. 
6.2 Dynamic Simulation of LLTS 
ln i :i~ ·ly t.-.a :"LTS "." pr..\oa doc 'oj' 12kN. tne ,talic 'lntB elEment fe""l~ actl shown in 
Fi~ufe 7 ;md S. T h~ 5totoc , tru cturJi res u~s ind l~a:e th.x the n>Jximun\ nt lss, ~:'e,s in 
tI1e StrW.e r "Ia:e j, 159MPa. as h i ~hl i~hted in the !,"ures FiglJl"e 9 pre \ent~ th e 
deforT'lation of the Stri~er Ptir:e. ~ 0; OO:ire~," B that the Sl/!)-aSS9Cl11:>!;.' IS cWrorrnirl(l 
about the \ ~ri n; 'llOu r ti"" . Tn,s '-ehaviour cook:! ~·s e >:"e'l~ Qiven 1M' :x>sil"l1 of the 
sprinll wan re,p B'~ tc t/",e appt,ed S'rii<er Pl ate ore.oa1 
:.. .. ,, ''',.' " .. ,,',"', .... ."" 
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8.3 Dynilmic Simulilfion of LL TS. TrunCi)f~d Mod~1 
To f~ci ~ta:e conl~"'i"m of the sim-li ation r~,u lts to CSIR models. ~ was decided to 
trun cate the nlodel. ~)y Or.~t:flll .. II COO1;>oo ent' e,cept lhe StJiller, T"", Plat", ,}flO 
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Tho sirl l>'atio<! results fDr thi~ model am presenteo in the ne,t s".r., ~ or fi9 ".ces Figure 
13 show me relatIVe oeiocitlM of the Too Plil!e a"<l Striker Plate n Ivcatio,-IS 1'<9"" the 
CSIR ha'19 olaced accelerometers 
I'" " :f ...• " " .. ,,,. - '''-
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The {lraPh Ind , cate~ that :he Striker Plate a'qu·re& <'I velU ( il:y of 4m.'s r-efore imeracti nQ 
WI:h me Too PI 'l1e, fo/\IlWiI>Illn i' co ntact beth slll}-JSsen,I:lie& move .1 ap pr~;: i m 'leti 
2.5m'S T~es 8 simulat:on msu lts Jre n 3~ ree ment w::h C8 1R ~x~~nm enlal 'e~ul:S 0' 
the LL TS lor sim ilar pre:OJd J n~ o1se[ por3'tleters 
l.,""'''-' U "" ..... , .. 
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B.2 Simulation of lower limb position 
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4 Scope of Work 
Th", scop~ otwell< Ie b~ undertaken ~y BISRU is d,"i:JiId into thelallowing tasks: 
• Generate a m tte el • .'nent model of :he lMT Surrogate le!) . us ing geometry 
sunplled ~y CSIR 
• Simula:e ttl~ (fjnamic ~wons~ of th ~ Ie~ 
• D€liver 3 rudinlentary rll\lorl ou:krli1~ ttle simulAtion methods and resu lts 
5 Finite Element Model 
5,1 CAD Gcomctry 
The cQmp~ eYl CAD r.wde l of the surrogate I"," is shm¥ll n Flgure 1 The CSIR 
sUDDlied dra'NIn O~ frOC1 :he manufacturer wh~ch 'Nere USed to generale the CAD 
~eoo\.:ry A! thiS tine (he ankle aod ankle localing plate are om':ted from :h€ nodal 
as tM IDol "eorne:ry i~ currenUy not ava ilab le. 
fig"'" t C"",pl ... d C~O oo<>m ... y of til. ,,,,'00_ log 
FiQ ure 2 sho" ... 's J McllOnild vi.· .... or m~ IIIQ ass~rnbly indica:iflg these components 
whi ch ha' .. ~ n:~fnal cavities 
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5,2 Moclel Development 
Th li' sornulillIon 01 th" ~ JI"fOQat" I ~, as dijpictli'd 11 F,oure 1 300 2 \,iln i n~o l l'e 
conSlder~ble o(:roputational eXP<'nse InsteaQ a w am eltrrnlnl mode l ""J5 d e,ijlop~d 
uSlIlg tM ~acl g""",eTy of :he le ~ sub-a%emOl in. In this W~--i <ne rr.ss .nj inertia 
prop9rt,9s of t~ 1;9.1'1 ill lim<iflt fI'odijl J r~ i oo~tiCJ I (0 th~ 3D mO:!ijl. l'ihile pf8Ces!inQ 3 
10>'.' c(:ro[)U :atlon.1 oliemead =>;Lre 3 show .. the baam mode l 'UpeM1P05~ onto lh ~ 
section~ vie'" of th~ compl~I~.;o ~iOrn€-:r1 
o."",on • •• ,. . '" ... ., .,..., .'.,. 
• 
~o"r.o'" ~ """"" "''''§S ... ..-., >'!; , 
J, " 
• 
In F'o;tUre 4 a ci rcula r -K; i ~ l);ise WJ 5 . dtlee ;" tho mad" ,,"ere I ~! the ~romd r~3 'tic l 
lOadinQ .;ould 'l<I a:>p !i..:l to tll~ I~ II'" 16'-, 'In,19 ;o.nll, '~'hiffi acCOiJ'\tir9 ro r thij ~ i~a 0' 
Ih~!:Jot and also JIIY,W1Q transl;,t; "" 01 ;r,e ankltjrn"t J <XlQ th~ oi3 JJe r~re""ntn~ tM 
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5.3 Me5h 
Be~m el~ 11 .. nts .... B ... QJS " pliot e'"menl tyoe 831. wtUirii used to di"retlse the 
Sll"","a:9 1"9 ",ode !. -:-he dBfault ele!'1ent sica used throUC;hOl f. th~ If.od&l i, 1Cmm 
1, 1 COnl~C f & Inter:'Clion5 
Th e folowi"l! contact arul irl:ernoU""s were aenned in Ule Model 
• Contact be~lIeen 1M 3/l,le jont arK! c~cuiaf n~d ~as. was MO<le~ Ol<I .s ham 
kinenl~:«:, USlfTg;l c~ell'lcioot oflriaion ~=Q 0 
• A N n ~e type con nector eleme m was deflneoJ for the hlP joint. as s hOYin in Fi\jltre 
4. The rolJ:iOrlai rnctiorr CC8trlCIf!nt WaS eetll1 a::l as ~=O .3 and tM rota:ion~ 1 
dan',Di ng was Jr.)ilf"riI ~ detirled ~s 1D~ mJrad's 
• .... ~in ga typ" connector el" ment W3S defnej for tMe knee joinl, 3' ,t>v'/o'o n 
R~ u,e 4 The r"tat I Clll~ 1 frktioo eoefficl en~ 'ilia, defined a~ ~=G:) ,M th e 
'ot~~ "nal dJmpln ~ ',\',5 artJi:rari:y defined as l DNn'f;ldls. 
~,4 BoundJrY Condlllon5 
T11 ~ re~ .. 1s side or the coonec:or eI.ment, [9tnsen;lng 118 hip je nt, WJS enCJstre 
5,~ MJleriJis 
Only Ine3' ma:~fial behn.iau' wa, cons;cered Botn I:>wer an~ "war :Q~ loa:! Cilil 
componen~, ani machi ned 'rom EN35A Tne :'. 3 ""nleal reoie n is manu::'oturM from 
Acetal, wMe all «her CClmponen:" ar" con s:ruc tM frefl m i d s;eel m ;ltenal, tyOlcaly 
SASS 300,', ~d~ IM{ CJ 'i:>OfT s:eel FOf:tle s:.el ('l:neriai'l 3 densirj of 7850k~,m' , 
You,,>! ! Modulus ~f 2{J8GP, and pO:5SQn R.:iO of 0.3 J,e approooate , ... h ~e for the 
AC8t<JI ;tJe :lensi:y lS 141 C"~lm', YOUrlO'S Modulus 01 31::iF J .1nd Poossoo Ratio of 0,3 , 
5.6 LOJding 
In lO Cl!:, t~" pltol isll<la ,"suit. in m. Dop*r "Oce"".n! 1O_r IeQ nj llr'f ass es.nlem in 
lJndr.l ill i dliitOna;~s under a .eNcls · by van oo r Horst et, ", of the T~O, Nederlan d 
were used 10 "cceSS th e oapab, t y of ;ne oeveloped nl""Mlc moclel. F ~ lI re 5 shows 
the conr,~~atIClll ~fthe tests undHta'<en I)y .an oer HOM et at. 
I~ , !"-t 
1~ , 
f ; ~ .. " \ 0_,;", of foot .... don. I'M~ n by m o".1 f~, .ario .. m.,n,'od .. of to.d"'g I' bl 
db.) Tho ...... fr • .,. o""n. ;. " ..... "tood to do,,,,, th. fon .. cI .. pl,c." .", of th. ,.. ,..,tiv. 100 
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The root was not in clude" in tM nlmel ic nneel cftM , urw .... te I ~ O ~d hence ooly:!he 
IOJIJi'tO C3~e A. was considell!d . Th~ pul~i ~ he d 3ccele"ij~n :t'la I(y kJ.;ld CJS& '~3' 
..... as es1irNt~ and a~pl i lKl to :!h e n;o k: foot. a~ sho','m ie Fi'J',n 'J 
, 
·'-f.1- -,. -
- - "" 'Jl,J,o 
\ -, ..... , -: 
'---<' '''J<' 
-- _._------
~ .= .,. iQ , .... _> 
Thi . acc.~ 8ra(")" ';,'JS .st n1~:.d ;OS a naif si llU;c, ~;J I '.~',",~ror.") c· oor~>:l 11 8n;o; , 
,,,,,c l"li n~ a ma.imum oI2001Jrn1s' 
6 Comparative Simulation Results 
The '.~. ' ~'I ]~ed l'I1J(oe of the surrOQ3'-€ tg;) at Sr1S ;., sho",'" in Figu,. 7, \here se.ms l0 J 
"' ,"pa, ;"':,.- WiIh 1I..-'S r>rlKlit :ea t,MI posltlo<l and the ',an der Horsl les u':s of Fl\lure 7 
Fi ~ur" ~ shows the con)par's()'1 th6 .im ul:I:~j 1i!);a 'ower 1Orct' for the LMT 5u""';)ata 
"'G . n:l van clar Horst ",-at G~ta. TM 'na~nitulJ., of ~ he U.rr surrOo;J:e leg nlOOe l 
In 31~ ," J~J oV~I-predi ct thQ lo"'''r <l:li a forcQ however it ;5 pleasing thaI the ;,1Iotal 
l ",n:ls bet .... een l"le:latl se:S ~13t~ well. 
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7 Discussion 
Thi. 'er;o~ dtscrilles ~ i n i~ . 1 woo th;rt was I.flde rt~k"" bj' "i ,uor 2'"den .• ,,; 2 18RU i; 
~ S .... Q6S!OC t~ fe1in~ th e LMT ~ urF.>\lJtlI ~ moo;;1 I,;, th;; irKlU',iw cl th e fco t It il 
thEn ! UO"~st~:l IO ~:>ml '" n" me-rlCai opt:m i~aoon "",dy 10 19tern, n9 1"", .opti11I.'T, 
':oint frirt on "nd d",,- o i n~ values to Cl Ore accu ra:.. " co rrel"t. ;, il:h "." ;,e' 11:;;":,1; ,;JD 
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